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Notations

Unless stated otherwise, we shall use the following notations.

1. Let K be a number field with ring of integers OK and Galois group GK . We shall

eventually restrict to totally imaginary number fields; however, some of the interme-

diate constructions do not need such restriction so we allow real embeddings for now.

When it is required that K is totally imaginary, it will be stated clearly.

Let X = Spec(OK) and j : Spec(K) → X be the natural map. We write µK for the

group of roots of unity of K and wK = [µK ]. We also write hK for the class number

and RK for the regulator. Let r1 and r2 be the number of real embeddings and pairs

of conjugate complex embeddings of K into C respectively. Let S∞ be the set of all

infinite places of K.

For a place v of K, denote Kv as the completion of K at v. Let GKv be the Galois

group of Kv and jv : Spec(Kv)→ X be the natural map. If v is finite, we write Ov for

the ring of integers of Kv and kv for its residue field. Let Kur
v and Iv be the maximal

unramified extension and the inertia group of of Kv.

We fix the following norms on Kv.

|x|v :=


‖x‖R v is real

‖x‖2C v is complex

[kv]
−v(x) v is finite

2. For an abelian group M , we denote MD := HomZ(M,Q/Z) and M∗ := HomZ(M,Z).

We also write M̂ for the profinite completion of M . For any integer n, M [n] and

M/nM are the kernel and cokernel of the multiplication-by-n map. When M is finite,

we write [M ] for the order of M .

For a finitely generated abelian group M , we write Mtor for its torsion subgroup

and Mf for the torsion free quotient group M/Mtor. Let φ : M → N be a group

homomorphism, we define φtor : Mtor → Ntor to be the induced homomorphism on

the torsion subgroups. By cok(φtor) we mean the cokernel of the map φtor.
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3. Let (E) be an exact sequence of finite dimensional vector spaces over R. Then we

write ν(E) for the determinant of (E) with respect to some predetermined basis. Fur-

thermore, we write (E)∗ for the dual sequence. If (E) is an exact sequence of finitely

generated abelian groups, then we write (E)R for the exact sequence obtained by

tensoring (E) with R.

4. Let f : A → B be a morphism between cochain complexes. We write C(f) for the

mapping cone of f and [A→ B] for C(f)[−1]. We have a distinguished triangle

[A→ B]→ A→ B → [A→ B][1]

For a cochain complex A and an integer n, we write τ≤nA and τ≥nA for the canonical

truncation complexes of A. We have the distinguished triangle

τ≤nA→ A→ τ≥nA→ τ≤nA[1]

ix



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Special values of L-functions

In [Del74], Deligne constructed a category of 1-motives which serves as a subcategory of

motives of level at most 1 of the conjectural category of mixed motives. Since 1-motives

are concrete enough to work with and they are also general enough to include the category

of abelian varieties, algebraic tori and discrete Galois modules, 1-motives have been the

testing ground for many conjectures on special values of L-functions.

One such conjecture is the Tamagawa Number Conjecture (TNC) first proposed by Bloch

and Kato [BK90]. Let M be a motive over a number field K. Bloch and Kato constructed

Tam(M), the Tamagawa Number ofM. The TNC gives a formula for Tam(M) in a similar

fashion as Ono’s Tamagawa Number fomula for tori [Ono63]. In the language of Bloch and

Kato, the conjectures of Deligne [Del79] and Beilinson [Bei85] are equivalent to Tam(M) is

a rational number. Fontaine and Perrin-Riou [Fon92],[FP94] gave a different formulation of

the TNC in terms of determinant of perfect complexes. This formulation made it possible

to generalize the TNC further to motives with (non-commutative) coefficients [BF01].

However, there is a different approach to this problem proposed by Lichtenbaum. Let

X be a regular scheme, projective and flat over Spec(Z). The general philosophy is that

there should exist a Weil-étale cohomology theory and motivic complexes of sheaves, such

that ζ∗X(0) is given by the Euler characteristic of the Weil-étale cohomology groups of Z

up to signs. Let X = Spec(OK) where K is a number field. In [Lic09a], Lichtenbaum con-
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structed a Grothendieck topology called the Weil-étale topology and showed that the Euler

characteristic of the truncated complex of the Weil-étale cohomology with compact support

of Z equals ±ζ∗K(0) (see also [Fla08]). In [Lic09b], Lichtenbaum also made a conjecture

for special values of L-functions of 1-motives over Q correct up to a rational factors. The

purpose of this thesis is to built upon Lichtenbaum’s ideas to give a more precise conjecture,

prove it for two special cases and show that it is compatible with the rational Tamagawa

Number Conjecture.

1.2 Main results

Let K be a totally imaginary number field and X = Spec(OK). Following Lichtenbaum’s

ideas, we define the Weil-étale complex of a Z-constructible sheaf F and its dual complex

FD 1 to be

RΓW (X,F) := τ≤1RΓet(X,F)⊕ τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD),Z[−3])

RΓW (X,FD) := τ≤1RΓet(X,FD)⊕ τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

Note that unlike [Lic09a] and [FM12], our Weil étale cohomology are not cohomology of

sheaves on a site even though they both give the same results for Z. We then construct the

Euler characteristics χ(F), χ1(FD), χ2(FD) and ranks E(F), E1(FD), E2(FD). Our main

result is

Theorem 1.2.1. Let N be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

Then

1. ords=0L(N, s) = E(j∗N) and L∗(N, 0) = ±χ(j∗N)

2. ords=0L(N, s) = E1(j∗N)D − E2(j∗N)D and L∗(N, 1) = ±χ1(j∗N)D/χ2(j∗N)D

Our method of proof for the first part is based on the techniques developed by Bienenfeld

and Lichtenbaum in their unpublished work [BL]. It involves establishing for χ the mul-

tiplicative property with respect to short exact sequences and the invariant property with

1FD := RHom(F ,Gm[−1]) is an object in the derived category of étale sheaves on X.
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respect to restriction of scalars. Then the formula L∗(N, 0) = ±χ(j∗N) can be deduced from

Ono’s structure theorem for integral representations of GK and the analytic class number

formula. For the second part, we first prove that for any strongly-Z-constructible sheaf F ,

χ1(FD)/χ2(FD) = χ(F)P (F) where P (F) is a ”period” factor. Then by comparing our

first formula with Ono’s Tamagawa Number formula for tori, we show that

P (j∗N) =
(2π)nd/2

|∆K |d/2NK/Q(f(N))1/2

Then the formula for L∗(N, 1) is deduced from the formula for L∗(N, 0) using the functional

equation for Artin L-functions.

We formulate a conjecture for special values of L-functions of 1-motives

Conjecture 1.2.2 (Lichtenbaum). Let K be a totally imaginary number field. Let M be

a 1-motive over K. Then we can construct two Euler characteristics χ1(M),χ2(M) and

two ranks E1(M),E2(M) such that ords=0L(M, s) = E1(M) − E2(M) and L∗(M, 0) =

±χ1(M)/χ2(M).

Theorem 1.2.1 serves as a special case of conjecture 1.2.2 when M is a discrete GK-

module or an algebraic torus. We then show that our conjecture is compatible with the

rational form of the Tamagawa Number Conjecture.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis consists of two parts and an appendix. The first part is from chapter 2 to 5.

The second part is from chapter 6 to 9.

1. In chapter 2, we present our main conjecture which is due to Lichtenbaum and we show

that it is compatible with the rational Tamagawa Number Conjecture. In chapter 3

and 4, we introduce the Weil-étale cohomology for Z-constructible sheaves and their

dual complexes. Then we restrict our study to the class of strongly-Z-constructible

sheaves and prove some of their properties. In chapter 5, we construct the rank E(F)

and the Euler characteristic χ(F) for a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf F and then

prove the first part of theorem 1.2.1. That is the first part of this thesis.

3



2. Chapters 6 and 7 are expository in nature. In chapter 6, we recall what we need from

the theory of algebraic groups of multiplicative types including Néron lft-models. In

chapter 7, we review the basic properties of Tamagawa measures and present a proof

of Ono’s formula for L∗(T̂ , 1) where T̂ is the character group of a torus over a number

field. In chapter 8, we derive from the first part of theorem 1.2.1 another formula

for L∗(T̂ , 0). In chapter 9, we construct the ranks E1(FD), E2(FD) and the Euler

characteristics χ1(FD), χ2(FD) for a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf F and then prove

the second part of theorem 1.2.1. That concludes the second part of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

The Main Conjecture

We review the definitions and basic constructions of 1-motives over a number field. Then

we recall the rational form of the Tamagawa Number Conjecture for 1-motives. Finally,

we present our main conjecture due to Lichtenbaum and show that the two conjectures are

compatible.

2.1 1-motives over a number field

The reference for this section is [Del74].

Definition 2.1.1. Let K be a number field with Galois group GK . A 1-motive M over K

is a complex [N
u−→ G] concentrated at 0 and 1 where

1. N is a discrete GK-module, torsion-free and finitely generated as an abelian group

2. G is a semi-abelian variety over K, that is, an extension of an abelian variety A by

an algebraic torus T

3. u : N → G(K̄) is a GK-module homomorphism

A morphism between two 1-motives M1 = [N1 → G1] and M2 = [N2 → G2] is a

morphism of complexes (φN , φG)

N1

u1��

φN // N2

u2��
G1

φG // G2

5



A short exact sequence of 1-motives is a commutative diagram

0 // N1

u1��

// N2

u2��

// N3

u3��

// 0

0 // G1
// G2

// G3
// 0

where the two rows are exact sequences.

We can represent M as the complex [N → G] of fppf sheaves. In fact, the category

of 1-motives embeds into the derived category of bounded complexes of fppf sheaves on

Spec(K) as a full subcategory [Ray94, 2.3.1].

Let MK,1 be the category of 1-motives over K. Then MK,1 is an additive category. We

denote MK,1(Q) for the category of 1-motives up to isogeny i.e.

• The objects of MK,1(Q) are 1-motives over K.

• HomMK,1(Q)(M1,M2) = HomMK,1
(M1,M2)⊗Z Q

Then MK,1(Q) is an abelian category [Fon92, page 226].

2.1.1 Duals of 1-motives

Given a 1-motive M = [N
u−→ G], we have the following exact sequence in the derived

category of bounded complexes of fppf sheaves

0 // 0

��

// N

��

// N

��

// 0

0 // A // A // 0 // 0

Applying RHom(−,Gm) yields

Hom(A,Gm)→ Hom(N,Gm)→ Hom([N → A],Gm)→ Ext1(A,Gm)→ Ext1(N,Gm)

Let At be the dual abelian variety of A and N̂ be the torus with character group N . From

[Oor66, II.14.2], Ext1(N,Gm) = 0, Hom(A,Gm) = 0 and Ext1(A,Gm) = At. Therefore,

0→ N̂ → Hom([N → A],Gm)→ At → 0

6



As a result, Hom([N → A],Gm) is represented by a semi-abelian variety which we denote

by Gu. Applying RHom(−,Gm) to

0 // 0

��

// N

��

// N

��

// 0

0 // T // G // A // 0

yields a map û : T̂ → Gu.

Definition 2.1.2. Let M = [N → G]. The dual 1-motive MD is defined as [T̂
û−→ Gu].

For the definition of dual 1-motives in terms of biextensions see [Del74, page 60].

Example 2.1.3. 1. M = [N → 0] , MD = [0→ N̂ ]

2. M = [0→ A] , MD = [0→ At]

3. M = [0→ T ] , MD = [T̂ → 0]

4. M = [0→ G] , MD = [T̂ → At]

To ease notations, we write M = N for [N → 0], M = G for [0→ G] and so on.

2.1.2 Realizations

Follow [Del74,page 59], we can associate the following realizations to a 1-motive.

Betti realizations

For each infinite place v of K, write Gv for the base extension G ×K Kv and Nv for N

but considered as a GKv -module. Then Gv(C) is a connected complex Lie group. The

exponential map induces the following exact sequence

0→ H1(Gv(C),Z)→ Lie(Gv(C))
exp−−→ Gv(C)→ 0

where H1(Gv(C),Z) is the first singular homology group of Gv(C). We define HB,v(M,Z)

as the pull-back of the maps Lie(Gv(C))→ Gv(C) and Nv → Gv(C) :

7



0 // H1(Gv(C),Z) // Lie(Gv(C))
exp // Gv(C) // 0

0 // H1(Gv(C),Z)

OO

// HB,v(M,Z)

OO

// Nv
//

uv
OO

0

Definition 2.1.4. The integral Betti realization of M is defined as

HB(M) :=
∏
v∈S∞

HB,v(M,Z)

We define H+
B (M) :=

∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, HB,v(M,Z)).

Example 2.1.5. 1. HB(N) =
∏
v∈S∞ Nv and H+

B (N) =
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, Nv)

2. HB(G) =
∏
v∈S∞ H1(Gv(C),Z) and H+

B (G) =
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, H1(Gv(C),Z))

l-adic realizations

For an integer n, let

HZ/n(M) :=
{(x, g) ∈ N ×G(K̄) such that u(x) = ng}

{(nx, u(x)) where x ∈ N}

Definition 2.1.6. For a prime number l, the integral l-adic realization of M is defined as

Hl(M) := lim←−
n

HZ/ln(M)

There is a natural action of GK on N ×G(K̄) which induces a natural action of GK on

Hl(M). Let Vl(M) := Hl(M)⊗Zl Ql. Then Vl(M) is an l-adic representation of GK .

Example 2.1.7. 1. Hl(N) = N ⊗Z Zl

2. Hl(G) = Tl(G) where Tl(G) := lim←−nG[ln] which is the Tate module of G.

De Rham realizations

For this subsection only, we write F∗ for the additive dual HomOSpecK (F , OSpecK) for any

OSpecK-module F . A vector group over K is a group scheme which is locally isomorphic to

a finite product of Ga. From [MM74, page 1], if F is a locally free OSpecK-module of finite

8



rank, then F , regarded as a sheaf for the fppf site, is representable by a vector group over

K (which we also call F).

LetG′ be the universal extension ofG by the vector group Ext1(G,Ga)
∗ (see [MM74,page 2]

for the definition of the universal extension by a vector group). Let G\ be the push-out of

G′ along the inclusion Ext1(G,Ga)
∗ ↪→ Ext1(M, Ga)

∗ :

0 // Ext1(G,Ga)
∗

��

// G′

��

// G

��

// 0

0 // Ext1(M, Ga)
∗ // G\ // G // 0

Definition 2.1.8. The De Rham realization HDR(M) is defined as Lie(G\) with the Hodge

filtration given by Fil0(HDR(M)) := ker[Lie(G\) → Lie(G)]. We define the tangent space

tM to be the quotient HDR(M)/F il0(HDR(M)). Then tM ' Lie(G).

Example 2.1.9. 1. HDR(N) = N ⊗Z k and tN = 0

2. HDR(T ) = tT = Lie(T ).

3. HDR(A) = Lie(A\) and tA = Lie(A).

The duality of 1-motives are compatible with realizations in the following sense. LetM

be a 1-motive over K and MD be its dual. Then the following pairing is non-degenerate

H∗(M)×H∗(MD)→ H∗(Gm) (2.1)

where ∗ is B, DR and any prime number l.

Example 2.1.10. Let M = T̂ and MD = T . The following pairings are non-degenerate 1

1.
∏
v∈S∞ T̂v ×

∏
v∈S∞ H1(Tv(C),Z)→ 2πiZ

2. (T̂ ⊗Z Zl)×Hl(T )→ Zl(1)

3. (T̂ ⊗Z K)× Lie(T )→ K

1Compare with propositions 6.2.4 and 6.3.2.
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2.2 L-functions of 1-motives

Let OK be the ring of integers of the number field K. Fix a prime number l. For each

non-zero prime ideal p of K, let Frobp be the Frobenius map of K at p and let Fp be its

inverse. Let Dp and Ip be the decomposition and inertia subgroups of GK at p respectively.

We write N(p) for the norm of p.

Definition 2.2.1. We define the local L-function Lp(M, s) as

Lp(M, t) :=

 detQl(Id− Fpt|Vl(M)Ip)−1 p6 |l

detQl(Id− Fpt|(Bcrys,l ⊗Ql Vl(M))Dp)−1 p|l

where Bcrys,l is the ring of l-adic periods of Fontaine (see [FM87, page 182]). The global

L-function associated to M is defined as

L(M, s) :=
∏
p

Lp(M, N(p)−s) for Re(s)� 0

where the product is taken over all non-zero prime ideal p of K.

It is conjectured that Lp(M, t)−1 ∈ Q[t], does not depend on the choice of l. Moreover,

L(M, s) converges for Re(s) large enough, has a meromorphic continuation to the whole

complex plane and satisfies a functional equation [Ser70, page 13].

Example 2.2.2. If M = N then Vl(N) = N ⊗Z Ql. Therefore,

Lp(N, t) = detQ(Id− Fpt|(N ⊗Q)Ip)−1

Hence, Lp(N, t) does not depend on l. Moreover, L(N, s) is the Artin L-function associated

with the integral representation N of GK . Thus, L(N, s) has a meromorphic continuation

to the whole complex plane and satisfies a functional equation (see 8.23). In particular, if

N = Z then Fp acts trivially on Z and Lp(Z, N(p)−s) = (1−N(p)−s)−1. Therefore, L(Z, s)

is the Dedekind zeta function ζK(s).

Example 2.2.3. If M = Gm then Vl(Gm) = Ql(1). The geometric Frobenius map Fp acts

10



as multiplication by N(p)−1 on Ql(1). Hence,

Lp(Gm, N(p)−s) = detQl(Id− FpN(p)−s|Ql(1))−1 = (1−N(p)s+1)−1

As a result, L(Gm, s) = ζK(s+ 1).

Example 2.2.4. If M = T then from example 2.1.10, Vl(T ) ' HomQl(T̂ ,Ql)(1). We have

Lp(T,N(p)−s) = detQl(Id− FpN(p)−s|Vl(T )Ip)−1

= detQl(Id− FpN(p)−s|HomQl(T̂ ,Ql)(1)Ip)−1

= Lp(HomZ(T̂ ,Z), N(p)−s−1)

As T̂ is an integral representation of GK , its character has real values. As a result, T̂ and

HomZ(T̂ ,Z) have the same character. Thus, L(T̂ , s) = L(HomZ(T̂ ,Z), s) and L(T, s) =

L(T̂ , s+ 1).

Example 2.2.5. If M = A then recall that the local Hasse-Weil L-function LHW (A, s) of

an abelian variety A is defined as

LHW,p(A, t) = detQl(Id− Fpt|Hom(Vl(A),Ql)
Ip)−1

As the Weil pairing Vl(A)×Vl(At)→ Ql(1) is non-degenerate, Vl(A) ' Hom(Vl(A
t),Ql)(1).

Hence, L(A, s) = LHW (At, s+1). Also LHW (At, s) = LHW (A, s) as A and At are isogenous

to each other. Thus, L(A, s) = LHW (A, s+ 1).

2.3 The rational Tamagawa Number Conjecture

In this section, we shall recall the rational Tamagawa Number conjecture for 1-motives.

The reference is [Fon92, section 8] and [FP94, chapter 3].

Let K be a number field and M be a 1-motive over K. We assume that L(M, s) has

a meromorphic continuation in a neighborhood of 0 in the complex plane. Let r(M) be

the order of vanishing of L(M, s) at 0 and L∗(M, 0) be the leading term of its Laurent

expansion at 0.
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For each infinite place v of K, we have the comparison isomorphism

HB,v(M,Z)C ' HDR(M)C

which is compatible with the action of GKv . By taking the fixed parts, we have

(HB,v(M,Z)C)+ ' (HDR(M)C)+

We define the map αMv to be the composition of the following maps

(HB,v(M,Z)C)+ // HDR(M)Kv

����
H+
B,v(M,Z)R

?�

OO

αMv // (tM)Kv

(2.2)

Taking direct sum over all infinite places of K and note that
∏
v∈S∞(tM)Kv ' (tM)R , we

obtain the period map of M

αM : H+
B (M)R → (tM)R

Definition 2.3.1. The motivic cohomology H i(M) is defined to be ExtiMK,1(Q)(Z,M).

Proposition 2.3.2. Let M = [N
u−→ G]. Then there is an exact sequence

0→ H0(M)→ N(K)⊗Z Q u−→ G(K)⊗Z Q→ H1(M)→ 0

Proof. See [Fon92, section 8] or [Zah12, 3.4.5].

For each prime l of Q, Vl(M) is an l-adic representation of GK . For each prime p of K,

there are the usual Galois cohomology group H i(Kp, Vl(M)) and a distinguished subspace

H1
f (Kp, Vl(M)) of H1(Kp, Vl(M)) defined as follows

H1
f (Kp, Vl(M)) :=

 ker[H1(Kp, Vl(M))→ H1(Kur
p , Vl(M))] p6 |l

ker[H1(Kp, Vl(M))→ H1(Kp, Vl(M)⊗Ql Bcrys,l)] p|l
(2.3)

12



Definition 2.3.3. For any prime number l, define H0
f (K,Vl(M)) := H0(K,Vl(M)) and

H1
f (K,Vl(M)) to be the kernel of the map

H1
f (K,Vl(M))→

∏
p/∈S∞(K)

H1(Kp, Vl(M))

H1
f (Kp, Vl(M))

Let x be an element of H1(M). Then x represents an extension of Z byM in MK,1(Q).

By taking l-adic realization, x induces an extension of Ql by Vl(M) in the category of l-adic

representations of GK , which is an element of H1(K,Vl(M)). Hence, there is a natural map

H1(M)→ H1(K,Vl(M)).

Definition 2.3.4. Let M be a 1-motive over K. Define H0
f (M) := H0(M) and H1

f (M)

is defined to be the kernel of the map

H1(M)→
∏

l /∈S∞(Q)

H1(K,Vl(M))

H1
f (K,Vl(M))

Example 2.3.5. Let N be a discrete GK-module, T be an algebraic torus and A be an

abelian variety over K. Then

1. H0(N) = H0(K,N) and H1
f (N) = H1(N) = 0

2. H0(T ) = 0, H1
f (T ) = UT ⊗Z Q and H1(T ) = T (K)⊗Z Q [HK11, 2.5.3] .

3. H0(A) = 0 and H1
f (A) = H1(A) = A(K)⊗Z Q [Fon92, page 230].

The following construction can be found in [FP94, page 688]. For each infinite place v

of K, there is a functor M 7→ MB,v ⊗Z R from MK,1(Q) to SHKv , the category of mixed

Hodge structure over Kv. As any extension in MK,1(Q) induces an extension in SHKv ,

there is a natural map H i(M) → ExtiSHKv
(R,MB,v ⊗Z R). Moreover, there are natural

maps HomSHKv
(R,MB,v ⊗Z R) → ker(αM)v and Ext1SHKv

(R,MB,v ⊗Z R) → cok(αM)v

[FP94,page 672]. The maps uM and vM are defined as

uM : H0(M)R →
∏
v∈S∞

HomSHKv
(R,MB,v ⊗Z R)→

∏
v∈S∞

ker(αM)v = ker(αM)
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vM : H1
f (M)R → H1(M)R →

∏
v∈S∞

Ext1SHKv (R,MB,v ⊗Z R)→
∏
v∈S∞

cok(αM)v = cok(αM)

There are also canonical isomorphisms of R-vector spaces (ker(αM))∗ ' cok(αMD) and

ker(αMD) ' (cok(αM))∗ [FP94, page 677]. Therefore, we have the following maps

uMD : H0
f (MD)R → cok(αM )∗ and vMD : H1

f (MD)R → ker(αM )∗

Conjecture 2.3.6 (Fontaine & Perrin-Riou). There is a 6-term exact sequence

0→ H0
f (M)R

uM−−→ ker(αM)
(vMD )∗

−−−−−→ H1
f (MD)∗R

hM−−→ H1
f (M)R

vM−−→

→ cok(αM )
(uMD )∗

−−−−−→ H0
f (MD)∗R → 0 (2.4)

which we denote by (SM).

Let (BM) be the canonical exact sequence

0→ ker(αM)→ H+
B (M)R

αM−−→ (tM)R
βM−−→ cok(αM)→ 0 (2.5)

Note that except ker(αM) and cok(αM), all the vector spaces appearing in SM and BM

are induced from Q-vector spaces. Therefore, we can choose Q-bases for these vector spaces.

Let us fix R-bases for ker(αM) and cok(αM). Now we compute the determinants ν(BM) and

ν(SM) with respect to the chosen bases 2. Since ker(αM) (respectively cok(αM)) appear

at an even (respectively odd) position in BM and at an odd (respectively even) position in

SM, the product ν(SM)ν(BM) does not depend on the choices of bases for ker(αM) and

cok(αM).

As a result, if we replace any of the chosen bases with other bases satisfying the same

conditions then ν(SM)ν(BM) only changes by a non-zero multiple of Q.

Conjecture 2.3.7 (Tamagawa Number Conjecture).

1. r(M) = dimQH
1
f (MD)− dimQH

0
f (MD)

2. L∗(M, 0)ν(SM)ν(BM) ∈ Q∗

2see chapter 10 for the definition of determinants
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2.4 The Main Conjecture

Let K be a totally imaginary number field and X be Spec(OK). LetM be a 1-motive over

K. Following the ideas of Lichtenbaum, we shall formulate a conjecture relating L∗(M, 0)

and r(M) to the conjectural Weil-étale cohomology associated to M.

Conjecture 2.4.1 (Conjecture and Definition).

For a 1-motive M over K, we conjecture the existence of the following objects :

1. A complex of étale sheaves Met on X called the étale complex such that

Hn
et(X,Met) =



torsion free, finitely generated n = 0

finitely generated n = 1

finite n = 2

cofinite type n = 3, 4

0 otherwise

(2.6)

Moreover, there is canonical isomorphism Hn
et(X,Met)Q ' Hn

f (M) for n = 0, 1.

2. A complex of étale sheaves MB,et on X called the Betti complex such that

Hn
et(X,MB,et) '

 H+
B (M) n = 0

0 otherwise
(2.7)

3. A morphism of complexes Met → MB,et such that the induced map on cohomology

H0
et(X,Met)→ H0

et(X,MB,et) makes the following diagram commutative

H0
et(X,Met)R //

'
��

H0
et(X,MB,et)R

H0
f (M)R

uM // ker(αM) // H+
B (M)R

'
OO

(2.8)

where uM is the map appearing in (2.3.6). We shall sometimes write M for Met and

MB for MB,et when it is clear from the context which is which.
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In addition, we conjecture that there is a duality generalizing the classical Artin-Verdier

Duality (10.1.5).

Conjecture 2.4.2. Let M be a 1-motive over K. Then there exists a map M⊗LMD →

Gm[−1] in the derived category of étale sheaves, which induces a non-degenerate pairing

Hn
et(X,M)×H4−n

et (X,MD)→ H4
et(X,Gm[−1]) ' Q/Z

By that we mean the induced map

αn(M) : Hn
et(X,M)→ H4−n

et (X,MD)D

is an isomorphism of finite abelian groups for n = 2, of torsion groups of cofinite type for

n = 3, 4 and induces an isomorphism of profinite groups for n = 0, 1

α̂n(M) : ̂Hn
et(X,M)→ H4−n

et (X,MD)D

Following Lichtenbaum’s ideas, we define the Weil-étale complex in the following way :

Definition 2.4.3. The Weil-étale complex is defined as

RΓW (X,Met) := τ≤1RΓet(X,Met)⊕ τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD
et),Z[−3])

and the Weil-étale cohomology groups Hn
W (X,Met) := hn(RΓW (X,Met)).

This definition is motivated by a duality theorem for Weil-étale cohomology for schemes

over finite field (see [Lic05, 5.4]).

Proposition 2.4.4. The Weil-étale cohomology of the complex Met satisfy

Hn
W (X,Met) =


torsion free, finitely generated n = 0

finitely generated n = 1, 2, 3

0 n ≥ 4

0→ H2
et(X,Met)→ H2

W (X,Met)→ H1
et(X,MD

et)
∗ → 0
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0→ H1
et(X,MD

et)
D
tor → H3

W (X,Met)→ H0
et(X,MD

et)
∗ → 0

Proof. For n = 0 or 1, Hn
W (X,Met) = Hn

et(X,Met). Therefore, H0
W (X,Met) is torsion free

and finitely generated and H1
W (X,M) is finitely generated by (2.6).

For n ≥ 2, Hn
W (X,Met) = hn(RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD

et),Z[−3])). We recall the following

lemma from [Wei94, exercise 3.6.1].

For any complex A• of abelian groups, we have the exact sequence

0→ Ext1Z(h1−n(A•),Z)→ hn(RHomZ(A•,Z))→ HomZ(h−n(A•),Z)→ 0 (2.9)

As a result, for n ≥ 2, we have the following exact sequence

0→ H4−n
et (X,MD)Dtor → Hn

W (X,M)→ H3−n
et (X,MD)∗ → 0 (2.10)

The proposition then follows from conjectures 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and sequence (2.10).

Next we want to construct a map from the Weil-étale complex RΓW (X,Met) to the

Betti complex RΓet(X,MB,et).

Construction : There are natural maps RΓW (X,Met)→ τ≤1RΓet(X,Met) and

τ≤1RΓet(X,Met) → RΓet(X,Met). The morphism Met → MB,et induces a map of

complexes RΓet(X,Met)→ RΓet(X,MB,et). Composing all three maps yields the map

RΓW (X,Met)→ RΓet(X,MB,et) (2.11)

Definition 2.4.5. We define cM to be the shifted mapping cone of the map given in 2.11

cM := [RΓW (X,Met)→ RΓet(X,MB,et)]

Proposition 2.4.6. The cohomology of cM satisfy

Hn(cM) =


finitely generated n = 1

Hn
W (X,Met) n = 2, 3

0 otherwise
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0→ H0
et(X,Met)→ H0

et(X,MB,et)→ H1(cM)→ H1
et(X,Met)→ 0

Proof. This follows directly from the long exact sequence of cohomology associated with

the distinguished triangle

cM → RΓW (X,Met)→ RΓet(X,MB,et)→ cM[1]

and the fact that Hn
et(X,MB,et) vanishes for n > 0.

In addition to conjectures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we make further assumptions :

Conjecture 2.4.7 (Conjecture and Definition).

Let M be a 1-motive over K, we conjecture the existence of the following objects :

1. A torsion free abelian group ΩM,Z such that HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK) is an integral lattice

of the tangent space tM.

2. A canonical isomorphism of R-vector spaces

ΨM : (tM)R → HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R

and a morphism in the derived category of abelian groups RΓet(X,MD)→ ΩM,Z such

that the induced map HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)→ H3
W (X,M) (by taking the third cohomol-

ogy of (2.14) below) makes the following diagram commutative

HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R // H3
W (X,M)R

' // H0
et(X,MD)∗R

(tM)R //

ΨM

OO

cok(αM)
(uMD )∗

// H0
f (MD)∗R

'
OO

(2.12)

where (uMD)∗ is the map appearing in conjecture 2.3.6.

Lemma 2.4.8. The map RΓet(X,MD
et)→ ΩM,Z induces a morphism of complexes

RHomZ(ΩM,Z, OK [−3])→ cM (2.13)
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Proof. Combining the trace map OK → Z with RΓet(X,MD
et)→ ΩM,Z yields

RHomZ(ΩM,Z, OK [−3])→ RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD
et),Z[−3]) (2.14)

Since RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD
et),Z[−3])→ RΓW (X,Met) composes with RΓW (X,Met)→

RΓet(X,MB,et) is the zero map 3, RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD
et),Z[−3])→ RΓW (X,Met) factors

through

RHomZ(RΓet(X,MD
et),Z[−3])→ cM (2.15)

The map (2.13) is defined to be the composition of the maps (2.14) and (2.15).

Definition 2.4.9. The complex DM is defined as the shifted mapping cone of the map

constructed in lemma 2.4.8

DM := [RHomZ(ΩM,Z, OK [−3])→ cM]

Proposition 2.4.10. The cohomology groups Hn(DM) satisfy

Hn(DM) =


finitely generated n = 2, 3

finite n = 4

0 otherwise

and there are exact sequences called (A2
M) and (A3

M)

(A2
M) : 0→ H0

et(X,M)→ H0
et(X,MB)→ H2(DM)→ H1

et(X,M)→ 0

(A3
M) : 0→ H2

W (X,M)→ H3(DM)→ HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)→ H3
W (X,M)→ H4(DM)→ 0

Proof. This follows directly from the long exact sequence of cohomology associated with

the distinguished triangle DM → RHomZ(ΩM,Z, OK [−3]) → cM → DM[1] together with

proposition 2.4.6 and the fact that Extn−3
Z (ΩM,Z, OK) vanishes for n 6= 3.

3See page 107 for a more detailed construction
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For our purposes, it suffices to identify H+
B (M) ' H0

et(X,MB,et) and H i
et(X,M)Q '

H i
f (M)Q because with respect to our choice of bases 4, the determinants of these isomor-

phisms are 1.

Conjecture 2.4.11. There is an isomorphism θ : H2(DM)R → H3(DM)R constructed

entirely from ΨM, from the maps appearing in the exact sequences (A2
M),(A3

M),(BM),(SM)

and their sections such that the following diagram is commutative.

H0
et(X,MB,et)R

ΨMαM��

// H2(DM)R

θ ��

// H1
et(X,M)R

HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R H3(DM)Roo
θ−1

UU

H1
et(X,MD)∗R

hM

OO

oo

(2.16)

(Note that the rows are taken from proposition 2.4.10).

Fix a Z-basis {e1, ..., en} for OK . Any Z-basis {χ1, ..., χd} for ΩM,Z induces a R-basis

for HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R namely {eiχ∗j} where χ∗j is the dual of χj . We shall refer to bases

constructed this way as integral bases of HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R.

Let G be the Néron lft-model 5 of the semi-abelian variety G over OK and G0 be the

identity connected component of G. Let Ωin
G0/OK

and Ωin
G/K be the modules of invariant

differentials of G0 and G. Let {ω1, ..., ωd} be an K-basis for Ωin
G/K . Then {eiω∗j } form a

R-basis for (tM)R = Lie(G)R. Let det(ΨM,ω) be the determinant of the isomorphism in

2.4.7 with respect to any integral basis for HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R and the basis {eiω∗j } for

(tM)R.

Following [Gro82,page 223], we make the following definition.

Definition 2.4.12. Let ω := ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωd. Then ω is an element of ∧dΩin
G0/OK

. Let Dω be

the fractional ideal of OK satisfying ωDω = ∧dΩin
G0/OK

.

It is not hard to see that |det(ΨM,ω)|/NK/Q(Dω) is independent of ω and the choice

of integral basis for ΩM,Z. Let θ be an isomorphism satisfied the condition of conjecture

2.4.11. We write det(θ) for its determinant with respect to integral bases for H2(DM) and

H3(DM). Even though θ depends on the choices of sections, |det(θ)| does not (see lemma

10.2.1), nor does it depend on the choices of integral bases.

4See the second paragraph of section 2.5.
5see chapter 6 section 6.4
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Definition 2.4.13. The two Euler characteristics of M are defined as

χ1(M) :=
4∏
i=2

[H i(DM)tor]
(−1)i+1 | det(θ)| & χ2(M) :=

| det(ΨM,ω)|
|NK/Q(Dω)|

The two ranks E1(M) and E2(M) of M are defined as

E1(M) :=

4∑
i=2

(−1)i+1irankZH
i(DM) & E2(M) :=

3∑
i=2

(−1)i+1irankZH
i
a(DM)

where H2
a(DM) := HomOK (Ωin

G0/OK
, OK) and H3

a(DM) := HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK).

Conjecture 2.4.14 (Lichtenbaum). Let M be a 1-motive over a totally imaginary number

field K. Then r(M) = E1(M)− E2(M) and L∗(M, 0) = ±χ1(M)/χ2(M).

2.5 Compatibility with the Tamagawa Number Conjecture

Let K be a totally imaginary number field and M be a 1-motive over K. Throughout this

section, we assume conjectures 2.4.1, 2.4.7 and 2.3.6. By conjecture 2.4.1, H i
et(X,M)Q '

H i
f (M). Therefore, bases for H i

f (M) and H+
B (M)R can be taken from integral bases for

H i
et(X,M) and H+

B (M).

Lemma 2.5.1. Let {ω1, ..., ωd} be a K-basis for Ωin
G/K , ω = ∧di=1ωi and {eiω∗j } be the

induced basis for tM (see the construction in the previous section). If we use the ba-

sis {eiω∗j } for (tM)R and any R-bases for ker(αM) and cok(αM) but only use integral

bases for the other vector spaces appearing in (SM) and (BM) then ν(SM)ν(BM) only de-

pends on the choice of {ω1, ..., ωd}. We write ν(SM)ν(BM,ω) to signify this. Furthermore,

ν(SM)ν(BM,ω)/|det(ΨM,ω)| is independent of any choice of basis.

Proof. We only need to check the second statement. Indeed, let {ω′1, ..., ω′d} be another

basis for Ωin
G/K . Consider the commutative diagram

0 // ker(αM) //

��

H+
B (M)R //

��

(tM)R //

��

cok(αM)

��

// 0 (BM,ω)

0 // ker(αM) // H+
B (M)R // (tM)R // cok(αM) // 0 (BM,ω′)
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Apply lemma 10.2.5, ν(BM,ω)/| det(ΨM,ω)| = ν(BM,ω′)/|det(ΨM,ω′)|. That completes the

proof of the lemma.

Proposition 2.5.2. Conjecture 2.4.11 holds.

Proof. Let (A2
M,2)R and (A3

M,1)R be the following exact sequences

0→
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R
→ H2(DM)R → H1

et(X,M)R → 0 (A2
M,2)R

0→ H1
et(X,MD)∗R → H3(DM)R →

(
H3(DM)

H1
et(X,MD)∗

)
R
→ 0 (A3

M,1)R

obtained from (A2
M) and (A3

M) in proposition 2.4.10 respectively.

As we want to show H2(DM)R ' H3(DM)R, the above exact sequences suggest that

we compare H1
et(X,MD)∗R with H1

et(X,M)R and
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R

with
(

H3(DM)
H1
et(X,MD)∗

)
R

.

From sequence (2.4), H1
et(X,MD)∗R and H1

et(X,M)R are related by the map hM. Let

(SM,2) be the following exact sequence

0→ ker(hM)→ H1(MD)∗R
hM−−→ H1(M)R → cok(hM)→ 0 (SM,2)

To compare
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R

with
(

H3(DM)
H1
et(X,MD)∗

)
R

, let us consider the following diagram

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 //

(
H+
B (M)R

ker(αM)

)
ΨMαM��

id //
(
H+
B (M)R

ker(αM)

)
//

ΨMαM
��

0 //

��

0 (1)

0 //
(

H3(DM)
H1
et(X,MD)∗

)
R

��

// HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R //

βMΨ−1
M��

H0
et(X,MD)∗R

//

��

0 (A3
M,2)

0 // cok(hM)
(vMD )∗

//

��

cok(αM)
u∗M //

��

H0
f (MD)∗R

//

��

0 (SM,3)

0 0 0

(G2) (B′M,2) (1)

(2.17)

Note that the two squares on the right hand side of (2.17) commute by (2.12) of conjec-
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ture 2.4.7. The two squares on the left commute by applying the Snake lemma to the

commutative diagram made up of the two columns on the right.

Let G1 be the following exact sequence

(G1) : 0→
(

ker(αM)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R
→
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R
→
(
H0
et(X,MB)

ker(αM)

)
R
→ 0

From (2.4), (vMD)∗ induces an isomorphism
(

ker(αM)
H0
et(X,M)

)
R
→ ker(hM). Let us split (SM,2)

into two short exact sequences

(SM,2a) 0→ ker(hM)→ H1(MD)∗R → U → 0

(SM,2b) 0→ U → H1(MD)∗R → cok(hM)→ 0

Now we are ready to show H2(DM)R ' H3(DM)R. Indeed, we define θ to be the composi-

tion of the following isomorphisms

H2(DM)R '
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R
⊕H1

et(X,M)R (via the exact sequence (A2
M,2)R)

'
(

ker(αM)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R
⊕
(
H0
et(X,MB)

ker(αM)

)
R
⊕ U ⊕ cok(hM) (via (G1) & (SM,2b))

' ker(hM)⊕ U ⊕
(
H0
et(X,MB)

ker(αM)

)
R
⊕ cok(hM) (via the map (vMD)∗)

' H1
et(X,MD)∗R ⊕

(
H3(DM)

H1
et(X,MD)∗

)
R

(via (SM,2a) & (G2))

' H3(DM)R (via the exact sequence (A3
M,1)R)

Note that the isomorphism at each step is constructed from exact sequences whose maps

come from ΨM, the maps in the specified exact sequences and their sections only 6. There-

fore θ, being the composition of these isomorphisms, also satisfies this condition. The

commutativity conditions can be checked by writing out the map θ explicitly using some

particular choice of sections. However, the proof is omitted.

Next we want to compute det(θ) with respect to integral bases. From the construction

6It is not hard to see this for all the other sequences mentioned except (G1) and (G2). However, a closer
look at diagram (2.17) and (2.20) convinces us that it holds for these two sequences also.
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of θ, we have

|det(θ)| =
ν(A3

M,1)Rν(G2)ν(SM,2a)|det(vMD)∗|
ν(A2

M,2)Rν(G1)ν(SM,2b)
(2.18)

Lemma 2.5.3. Let (B′M) be the lower exact sequence of the following commutative diagram

0 // ker(αM) //

��

H+
B (M)R

αM //

��

(tM)R //

ΨM��

cok(αM)

��

// 0 (BM,ω)

0 // ker(αM) // H+
B (M)R

ΨMαM// HomZ(ΩM,Z, OK)R // cok(αM) // 0 (B′M)

Then ν(BM,ω) = |det(ΨM,ω)|ν(B′M).

Proof. Apply corollary 10.2.5 to the diagram.

Lemma 2.5.4. Let (S′M,1) be the second row exact sequence of the following diagram.

0 // H0
et(X,M)R //

��

ker(αM) //

��

(
ker(αM)
H0
et(X,M)

)
R

//

(vMD )∗'
��

0 (S′M,1)

0 // H0
et(X,M)R // ker(αM) // ker(hM) // 0 (SM,1)

(2.19)

Then ν(S′M,1) = ν(SM,1)|det(vMD)∗|.

Proof. Applying lemma 10.2.5 to diagram (2.19).

Lemma 2.5.5. Consider the following commutative diagram

0 // H0
et(X,M)R

��

// H0
et(X,M)R //

��

0 //

��

0 (1)

0 // ker(αM)

��

// H0
et(X,MB)R //

��

(
H0
et(X,MB)
ker(αM)

)
R

//

��

0 (B′M,1)

0 //
(

ker(αM)
H0
et(X,M)

)
R

//
(
H0
et(X,MB)

H0
et(X,M)

)
R

//
(
H0
et(X,MB)
ker(αM)

)
R

// 0 (G1)

(S′M,1) (A2
M,1) (1)

(2.20)

Then ν(B′M,1)ν(S′M,1) = ν(G1)ν(A2
M,1).

Proof. Applying lemma 10.2.3 to diagram (2.20).
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Proposition 2.5.6. The determinant of the map θ from proposition 2.5.2 is given by

| det(θ)| =
ν(A2

M)Rν(A3
M)R| det(ΨM,ω)|

ν(SM)ν(BM,ω)

Proof. From equation (2.18) and lemma (2.5.4),

|det(θ)| =
ν(A3

M,1)Rν(G2)ν(SM,2a)| det(v∗MD)|
ν(A2

M,2)Rν(G1)ν(SM,2b)
=
ν(A3

M,1)Rν(G2)ν(SM,2a)ν(S′M,1)

ν(A2
M,2)Rν(G1)ν(SM,2b)ν(SM,1)

(2.21)

Applying remark 10.2.1 to the sequence (A2
M)R and (A3

M)R, we have

ν(A3
M,1)R = ν(A3

M)Rν(A3
M,2)R & ν(A2

M,2)R =
ν(A2

M,1)R

ν(A2
M)R

(2.22)

By the same argument, we obtain

ν(SM,2a)

ν(SM,2b)
= ν(SM,2) =

ν(SM,1)

ν(SM)ν(SM,3)
(2.23)

From lemma 2.5.5, we have
ν(S′M,1)

ν(G1)
=
ν(A2

M,1)

ν(B′M,1)
(2.24)

Applying lemma 10.2.3 to diagram (2.17) yields

ν(G2) =
ν(B′M,2)ν(SM,3)

ν(A3
M,2)

(2.25)

Substituting equations (2.22)-(2.25) into formula (2.21), we obtain

| det(θ)| =
ν(A2

M)Rν(A3
M)Rν(B′M,2)

ν(SM)ν(B′M,1)
=
ν(A2

M)Rν(A3
M)R

ν(SM)ν(B′M)

However, from lemma 2.5.3, ν(BM,ω) = |det(ΨM,ω)|ν(B′M). Therefore,

|det(θ)| =
ν(A2

M)Rν(A3
M)R|det(ΨM,ω)|

ν(SM)ν(BM,ω)
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Proposition 2.5.7. Let M be a 1-motive over a totally imaginary number field K. Then

E1(M)− E2(M) = dimQH
1
f (MD)− dimQH

0
f (MD) (2.26)

χ1(M)/χ2(M) =

∏3
i=0[H i

W (X,M)tor]
(−1)iNK/Q(Dω)

ν(SM)ν(BM,ω)
(2.27)

where ω is defined in lemma 2.5.1.

Proof. Equation (2.26) follows from the exact sequence (A3
M) in proposition 2.4.10. Since

(A2
M) and (A3

M) are exact sequences of finitely generated abelian groups, by proposition

10.2.8, their determinants are alternating products of the orders of torsion subgroups. Thus,

ν(A2
M)R =

[H0
et(X,M)tor][H

2(DM)tor]

[H1
et(X,M)tor]

=
[H0

W (X,M)tor][H
2(DM)tor]

[H1
W (X,M)tor]

ν(A3
M)R =

[H2
W (X,M)tor][H

4(DM)]

[H3(DM)tor][H3
W (X,M)tor]

Hence, equation (2.27) follows from proposition 2.5.6.

The following corollary summarizes the results in this section.

Corollary 2.5.8. Let M be a 1-motive over a totally imaginary number field K. Assume

the conjectures 2.4.1, 2.4.7 and 2.3.6 . Then conjecture 2.4.11 is true and conjecture 2.4.14

imply the rational form of the Tamagawa Number conjecture.

We shall prove conjecture 2.4.14 for the following special cases :

1. If M = [N → 0] then we take Met = j∗N and MB,et = (j∗N)B
7. In this case,

ΩM,Z = 0. This case is proved in theorem 5.4.1.

2. If M = [0 → T ] then we take Met = (j∗T̂ )D = RHom(j∗T̂ ,Gm[−1]) and MB,et =

(j∗T̂ )DB . In this case, ΩM,Z = T̂ . This case is proved in theorem 9.3.1.

7See definition 3.2.1
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Chapter 3

The Weil-étale Cohomology Of Z-Constructible

Sheaves

Let K be a totally imaginary number field with ring of integers OK . Let X = Spec(OK)

and j : Spec(K) → X be the natural map. We define the Weil-étale cohomology of Z-

constructible sheaves and their dual complexes. Then we construct the Betti sheaves, Betti

complexes and the regulator pairing.

3.1 The Weil-étale complexes

First, we recall the definition of Z-constructible sheaves from [Mil06,page 146].

Definition 3.1.1. A sheaf F on X is Z-constructible if

1. There exists an open dense subscheme U of X and a finite étale covering U ′ → U

such that FU ′ is a constant sheaf defined by a finitely generated abelian group.

2. For any point p outside U , the stalk Fp̄ is a finitely generated abelian group.

We say that F is constructible if in the definition above FU ′ is a constant sheaf defined by

a finite abelian group and for any point p outside U , the stalk Fp̄ is finite.

Example 3.1.2. 1. Z or any constant sheaf induced by a finitely-generated abelian groups.

2. Let M be a discrete Ẑ-module which is also a finite generated abelian group and i :

p→ X be a closed immersion. Then i∗M is Z-constructible.
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3. Let M be a discrete GK-module which is also a finitely generated abelian group, then

j∗M is a Z-constructible sheaf (see proposition 3.1.3 below).

Proposition 3.1.3. Let M be a discrete GK-module which is also a finitely generated

abelian group. Then j∗M is a Z-constructible sheaf. Furthermore, if M is finite then j∗M

is constructible.

Proof. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension such that GL acts trivially on M and Y =

Spec(OL). Let S be the finite set of primes p of K such that p is either ramified over L or

the inertia group Ip does not act trivially on M . Let T be the the set of primes of L lying

over S. Let OK,S and OL,T be the rings of S-integers of K and T -integers of L respectively.

Let U = Spec(OK,S) and V = Spec(OL,T ). We have the following commutative diagram

Spec(L)
σV //

π
��

V
ρV //

πV
��

Y

π′��
Spec(K)

σ // U
ρ // X

It is clear that π∗M is a constant sheaf on Spec(L), hence so is (σV )∗π
∗M .

Claim : There is an isomorphism π∗V ρ
∗j∗M → (σV )∗π

∗M .

Proof of Claim : We have π∗V ρ
∗j∗M = π∗V ρ

∗ρ∗σ∗M = π∗V σ∗M . Therefore

HomV (π∗V ρ
∗j∗M, (σV )∗π

∗M) = HomV (π∗V σ∗M, (σV )∗π
∗M)

' HomU (σ∗M, (πV )∗(σV )∗π
∗M) = HomU (σ∗M,σ∗π∗π

∗M)

Thus, there is a canonical map π∗V ρ
∗j∗M → (σV )∗π

∗M which corresponds uniquely to the

adjunction map M → π∗π
∗M .

To show that the map constructed is an isomorphism, we compare the stalks of both

sheaves. The stalks of the constant sheaf (σV )∗π
∗M are M everywhere. The stalk of π∗V σ∗M

at the generic point ηL is given by

(π∗V σ∗M)ηL = (σ∗M)ηK = MηK = M
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Let p be a closed point of V and p = πV (p), the stalk of π∗V σ∗M at p is given by

(π∗V σ∗M)p̄ = (σ∗M)p̄ = M Ip = M

Therefore π∗V ρ
∗j∗M ' (σV )∗π

∗M and the claim is proved.

Now we have π∗V ρ
∗j∗M is a constant sheaf. Since πV is a finite étale morphism and U

is an open dense subscheme of X, we conclude j∗M is a Z-constructible sheaf.

Definition 3.1.4. For a Z-constructible sheaf F , we write FD for RHom(F ,Gm)[−1]

which is an object in the derived category of étale sheaves on X. We refer to FD as the

dual complex of F .

Definition 3.1.5. Let F be Z-constructible, the Weil-étale complexes are defined as

RΓW (X,F) := τ≤1RΓet(X,F)⊕ τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD),Z[−3])

RΓW (X,FD) := τ≤1RΓet(X,FD)⊕ τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

which are objects in the derived category of abelian groups. The Weil-étale cohomology are

defined as Hn
W (X,F) := hn(RΓW (X,F)) and Hn

W (X,FD) := hn(RΓW (X,FD)).

Remark 3.1.6. From [Wei94, exercise 10.8.6, page 407], we have

RΓet(X,FD) = RΓet(X,RHom(F ,Gm[−1])) = RHomX(F ,Gm[−1])

As a result, Hn
et(X,FD) = Extn−1

X (F ,Gm).

Proposition 3.1.7. The Weil-étale cohomology of F satisfy

Hn
W (X,F) =


Hn
et(X,F) n = 0, 1

HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor n = 3

0 n > 3

(3.1)

0→ Ext1X(F ,Gm)Dtor → H2
W (X,F)→ HomX(F ,Gm)∗ → 0
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Proof. From the definition of RΓW (X,F), we have

Hn
W (X,F) =

 Hn
et(X,F) n = 0, 1

hn(RHomZ(RHomX(F ,Gm),Z[−2])) n ≥ 2

For n ≥ 2, from [Wei94, exercise 3.6.1], we have

0→ Ext3−nX (F ,Gm)Dtor → Hn
W (X,F)→ Ext2−nX (F ,Gm)∗ → 0

It is then clear that Hn
W (X,F) = 0 for n > 4 and H3

W (X,F) ' HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor.

In a similar way, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1.8. The Weil-étale cohomology of FD satisfy

Hn
W (X,FD) =


HomX(F ,Gm) n = 1

H0
et(X,F)Dtor n = 4

0 n /∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

(3.2)

0→ H4−n
et (X,F)Dtor → Hn

W (X,FD)→ H3−n
et (X,F)∗ → 0 n = 2, 3

To compute the Weil-étale cohomology of Z and Gm, we need the following result

Theorem 3.1.9. Let K be a totally imaginary number field. The étale cohomology of Z

and Gm are given by

Hn
et(X,Z) =



Z n = 0

0 n = 1

Pic(OK)D n = 2

(O∗K)D n = 3

0 n > 3

and Hn
et(X,Gm) =



O∗K n = 0

Pic(OK) n = 1

0 n = 2

Q/Z n = 3

0 n > 3

(3.3)

Proof. For Hn
et(X,Gm) see [Mil06, II.2.1]. For Hn

et(X,Z), we can apply the Artin-Verdier

duality (10.1.5).
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Proposition 3.1.10. The Weil-étale cohomology of Z and Gm are given by

Hn
W (X,Z) =



Z n = 0

0 n = 1

(µK)D n = 3

0 n > 3

and Hn
W (X,Gm) =



O∗K n = 0

Pic(OK) n = 1

Z n = 2

0 n ≥ 3

(3.4)

0→ Pic(OK)D → H2
W (X,Z)→ HomZ(O∗K ,Z)→ 0

Proof. This is an application of theorem 3.1.9, propositions 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 for Z and

Gm[−1].

3.2 The Betti sheaves and Betti complexes

For each place v of K , we write jv for the natural map Spec(Kv)→ X.

Definition 3.2.1. For a sheaf F on X, we define the Betti sheaf FB to be

FB :=
∏
v∈S∞

(jv)∗(jv)
∗F

and the Betti dual complex FDB to be the complex of étale sheaves

FDB := RHom(F ,ZB) =
∏
v∈S∞

RHom(F , (jv)∗Z)

which is an object in the derived category of étale sheaves on X.

Definition 3.2.2. We say F is a ”punctual” sheaf on X if there exists a finite set S of

closed points of X such that F =
∏
p∈S(ip)∗Mp where Mp is a discrete Ẑ-modules and ip is

the closed immersion p→ X. Moreover, if all Mp are finite then F is called a ”negligible”

sheaf. Clearly, punctual/negligible sheaves are Z-constructible/constructible.

Remark 3.2.3. 1. The functor F 7→ FB is exact covariant whereas F 7→ FDB is exact

contravariant.

2. The sheaf F is punctual if and only if FB = 0.
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3. We shall see later that if T is an algebraic torus over K then H0
et(X, (j∗T̂ )B) and

H0
et(X, (j∗T̂ )DB ) are isomorphic to the Betti realizations of the 1-motives T̂ and T

respectively. This justifies the name Betti sheaf and Betti dual complex.

Let FK be the unique GK-module corresponding to the étale sheaf j∗F . For each infinite

place v of K, let FKv be the unique abelian group corresponding to the étale sheaf j∗vF

(note that as K is totally imaginary, Kv ' C and the category of étale sheaves on Spec(Kv)

is equivalent to the category of abelian groups).

Lemma 3.2.4. The étale cohomology of FB and FDB are given by

Hn
et(X,FB) =


∏
v∈S∞ FKv n = 0

0 n 6= 0
Hn
et(X,FDB ) =


∏
v∈S∞ Ext

n
Z(FKv ,Z) n = 0, 1

0 otherwise

Proof. For v ∈ S∞, (jv)∗ is exact and GKv is trivial. Hence,

Hn
et(X,FB) =

∏
v∈S∞

Hn
et(X, (jv)∗(jv)

∗F) =
∏
v∈S∞

Hn(GKv ,FKv)

By a similar argument,

Hn
et(X,FDB ) =

∏
v∈S∞

ExtnX(F , (jv)∗Z) =
∏
v∈S∞

ExtnSpec(Kv)(j
∗
vF ,Z) =

∏
v∈S∞

ExtnZ(FKv ,Z)

Note that Hn
et(X,FDB ) = 0 for n ≥ 2 as ExtnZ(FKv ,Z) = 0 for n ≥ 2 .

For each infinite place v, there is the adjunction map F → (jv)∗(jv)
∗F . Taking direct

sum yields a natural map F → FB. The next lemma constructs a similar map FD → FDB .

Lemma 3.2.5. There is a natural map FD → FDB making the following diagram commutes

F

��

⊗L FDB // ZB

FB ⊗L FD

OO

// (Gm)B[−1]

OO (3.5)
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Proof. For each v ∈ S∞, let Ga,v and Gm,v be the additive and multiplicative groups over

Kv respectively. Since (jv)∗ is an exact functor, the classical exponential exact sequence

induces the following exact sequence of étale sheaves on X

0→
∏
v∈S∞

(jv)∗Z
2πi−−→

∏
v∈S∞

(jv)∗Ga,v
exp−−→

∏
v∈S∞

(jv)∗Gm,v → 0 (3.6)

From (3.6), there is a natural map

(Gm)B[−1]→ ZB (3.7)

By composing the map in (3.7) and Gm[−1]→ (Gm)B[−1], we get a natural map Gm[−1]→

ZB which induces a natural map FD → FDB by applying RHom(F ,−).

To prove the commutativity of (3.5), it suffices to show the diagram below commutes

RHom(F ,ZB)
id // RHom(F ,ZB)

RHom(F ,Gm[−1])

OO

// RHom(FB, (Gm)B[−1])

OO
(3.8)

However, this is clear from the construction of the map FD → FDB above.

The following lemma will be needed later in chapter 9.

Lemma 3.2.6. Let F be a Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then

[Ext1
Z(FK , OK)] = [H0

et(X,FB)Dtor][H
1
et(X,FDB )]

Proof. For each infinite place v of K, FKv is isomorphic to the underlying abelian group of

FK . In addition, for a finitely generated abelian group A, [Ext1Z(A,Z)] = [ADtor]. Hence,

[H0
et(X,FB)Dtor] = [Ext1Z(H0

et(X,FB),Z)] =
∏
v∈S∞

[Ext1Z(FKv ,Z)] = [Ext1Z(FK ,Z)]|S∞|

On the other hand, [H1
et(X,FDB )] =

∏
v∈S∞ [Ext1Z(FKv ,Z)] = [Ext1Z(FK ,Z)]|S∞|.

As a result, [H0
et(X,FB)Dtor][H

1
et(X,FDB )] = [Ext1Z(FK ,Z)]2|S∞| = [Ext1Z(FK , OK)]
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3.3 The Regulator Pairing

We want to define a pairing called the regulator pairing for every étale sheaf on X such

that it generalizes the construction of the regulator of a number field when the sheaf is Z.

We do not require K to be totally imaginary in this section. Recall that (Gm)B =∏
v∈S∞(jv)∗(jv)

∗Gm. There is a natural map

ΛK :
H0
et(X, (Gm)B)

H0
et(X,Gm)

=

∏
v∈S∞ K

∗
v

O∗K
→ R

u = (u1, ..., uv) 7→
∑
v∈S∞

log |uv|v

By the product formula, it is easy to check that ΛK is well-defined.

Definition 3.3.1. Let F be an étale sheaf on X. The regulator pairing for F is given by

〈, 〉F :
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

×HomX(F ,Gm)→ R (3.9)

Let α and φ be elements of
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

and HomX(F ,Gm). By functoriality, φ induces a

map φB

φB :
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

→ H0
et(X, (Gm)B)

H0
et(X,Gm)

=

∏
v∈S∞ K

∗
v

O∗K

Define

〈α, φ〉F := ΛK(φB(α)) =
∑
v∈S∞

log |φB(α)v|v

Remark 3.3.2. The regulator pairing can also be described by the commutative diagram

H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

id��

× HomX(F ,Gm)

��

〈,〉F // R

H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

'��

× HomX(FB, (Gm)B)

'
��

// H
0
et(X,(Gm)B)

H0
et(X,Gm)

ΛK

OO

∏
v∈S∞ H0(Kv ,j∗vF)

H0
et(X,F)

×
∏
v∈S∞ HomKv(j

∗
vF , K̄∗v ) //

∏
v∈S∞ K∗v
O∗K

'
OO

(3.10)

Definition 3.3.3. Suppose the pairing 〈, 〉F is non-degenerate modulo torsion. Choose
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bases {vi} and {uj} for the torsion free quotient groups of H0
et(X,FB)/H0

et(X,F) and

HomX(F ,Gm) respectively. Define R(F) := | det(〈vi, uj〉F )| to be the regulator of F . This

definition does not depend on the choice of bases.

Example 3.3.4. 1. If F is punctual then HomX(F ,Gm) = 0 and FB = 0. Hence, the

pairing is trivial and R(F) = 1.

2. If F is constructible then HomX(F ,Gm) and H0
et(X,FB) are finite groups. Therefore,

the pairing is non-degenerate modulo torsion trivially and R(F) = 1.

3. Consider the constant sheaf Z, the regulator pairing is

(
∏
v∈S∞ Z)

Z
×O∗K → R 〈(nv)v∈S∞ , u〉 =

∑
v∈S∞

nv log |u|v

Let {u1, ...ur1+r2−1} be a Z-basis for O∗K/µK . Let {e1, ..er1+r2−1} be the standard

basis for
∏
v∈S∞ Z/Z. Then 〈ei, uj〉 = log |uj |vi and the determinant of the matrix

(log |uj |vi) is the regulator R of the number field K. Hence R(Z) = R.

4. Let T be an algebraic torus over K with character group T̂ . Consider the Z-constructible

sheaf j∗T̂ . We have
H0
et(X,(j∗T̂ )B)

H0
et(X,j∗T̂ )

=
∏
v∈S∞ H0(Kv ,T̂v)

H0(K,T̂ )
. Moreover, we shall see in theo-

rem 8.2.1 that UT ' HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) where UT is the group of units of T (K). It can

be showed that (see lemma 8.2.2) in this case the regulator pairing can be identified

with the pairing of the torus described in 7.2.5. In addition, R(j∗T̂ ) = RT which is

the regulator of T defined in 7.2.2.

Lemma 3.3.5. Let f : F → G be a morphism of étale sheaves. Then we have the commu-

tative diagram

H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

fB��

× HomX(F ,Gm) // R

id
��

H0
et(X,GB)

H0
et(X,G)

× HomX(G,Gm)

f∗

OO

// R

(3.11)
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Proof. Let α and φ be elements of H0
et(X,FB) and HomX(G,Gm) respectively. We have

〈fB(α), φ〉 = ΛK(φB(fB(α))) = ΛK((φ ◦ f)B(α))

= ΛK((f∗φ)B(α)) = 〈α, f∗φ〉

Therefore, diagram (3.11) is commutative.
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Chapter 4

Strongly-Z-Constructible Sheaves

In this chapter, we study a class of Z-constructible sheaves called ”strongly-Z-constructible”.

We shall see that most of the sheaves that are of interest to us are strongly-Z-constructible

including all the constructible sheaves.

We keep the notations of previous chapters. In particular, K is a totally imaginary

number field, X = Spec(OK) and j : Spec(K)→ X is the natural map.

4.1 Definitions and examples

Definition 4.1.1. An étale sheaf F on X is called ”strongly-Z-constructible” if it satisfies

the following conditions :

1. It is Z-constructible.

2. The map H0
et(X,F)→ H0

et(X,FB) has finite kernel.

3. H1
et(X,F) and H2

et(X,F) are finite abelian groups.

4. The regulator pairing (3.3.1) is non-degenerate modulo torsion.

Remark 4.1.2. 1. Our definition is modeled after the definition of quasi-constructible

sheaves of Bienenfeld and Lichtenbaum (cf. [BL, section 4]).

2. The Artin-Verdier Duality for strongly-Z-constructible sheaves can be stated as follows
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Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then the map

αn(M) : ExtnX(F ,Gm)→ H3−n
et (X,F)D

is an isomorphism of finite abelian groups for n = 1, 2, of torsion groups of cofinite

type for n = 3. For n = 0, it induces an isomorphism of profinite groups

α̂0(M) : ̂HomX(F ,Gm)→ H3
et(X,F)D

Example 4.1.3. 1. Constant sheaves defined by finitely generated abelian groups.

2. Negligible sheaves. A non-example would be i∗Z. Indeed, H2
et(X, i∗Z) ' H2(Ẑ,Z) '

Q/Z which is infinite.

3. Constructible sheaves (see proposition 4.1.5).

4. Let M be a discrete GK-module which is also a finitely generated abelian group. Then

j∗M is strongly-Z-constructible (see proposition 4.3.9).

Lemma 4.1.4. The constant sheaf Z is strongly Z-constructible.

Proof. Clearly, Z is Z-constructible. The map H0
et(X,Z)→ H0

et(X,ZB) is injective, hence,

the kernel is trivially finite. By theorem 3.1.9, H1
et(X,Z) = 0 and H2

et(X,Z) ' Pic(OK)D,

therefore they are both finite. Finally, by example 3.3.4, the regulator pairing for Z is

non-degenerate modulo torsion. As a result, Z is strongly Z-constructible.

Proposition 4.1.5. Constructible sheaves are strongly-Z-constructible.

Proof. Let F be a constructible sheaf onX. By theorem 10.1.5, ExtnX(F ,Gm) andHn
et(X,F)

are finite for all n. In particular, H0
et(X,F) is finite. Therefore, the map H0

et(X,F) →

H0
et(X,FB) has finite kernel. As constructible sheaves have finite stalks everywhere, we

have H0
et(X,FB) is finite. Thus, the regulator pairing (3.3.1) is non-degenerate modulo

torsion trivially. Hence, F is strongly-Z-constructible.
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4.2 The Weil-étale cohomology

The two propositions below are direct consequences of propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.8 and the

Artin-Verdier duality for strongly-Z-constructible sheaves (remark 4.1.2).

Proposition 4.2.1. Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then

Hn
W (X,F) =


Hn
et(X,F) n = 0, 1

HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor n = 3

0 n 6∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}

0→ H2
et(X,F)→ H2

W (X,F)→ HomX(F ,Gm)∗ → 0

Proposition 4.2.2. Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then

Hn
W (X,FD) =


Extn−1

X (F ,Gm) n = 1, 2

H0
et(X,F)Dtor n = 4

0 n /∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

(4.1)

0→ Ext2
X(F ,Gm)→ H3

W (X,FD)→ H0
et(X,F)∗ → 0

Corollary 4.2.3. If F is a constructible sheaf on X, then Hn
W (X,F) = Hn

et(X,F) and

Hn
W (X,FD) = Hn

et(X,FD) = Extn−1
X (F ,Gm).

Proof. This is a direct application of the two previous propositions.

The next proposition shows that Weil-étale cohomology takes short exact sequences of

sheaves to long exact sequences of cohomology.

Proposition 4.2.4. Suppose we have an exact sequence of strongly-Z-constructible sheaves

0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 (4.2)

Then we have long exact sequences of Weil-étale cohomology

0→ H0
W (X,F1)→ H0

W (X,F2)→ ...→ H3
W (X,F2)→ H3

W (X,F3)→ 0 (4.3)
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0→ H1
W (X,FD3 )→ H1

W (X,FD2 )→ ...→ H4
W (X,FD2 )→ H4

W (X,FD1 )→ 0 (4.4)

Proof. Claim : h1(RHomZ(RΓet(X,FDi ),Z[−3]) ' H1
et(X,Fi) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Proof of Claim: From [Wei94, exercise 3.6.1], we have the exact sequence

0→ Ext2X(Fi,Gm)Dtor → h1(RHomZ(RΓet(X,FDi ),Z[−3])→ Ext1X(Fi,Gm)∗ → 0

As Fi is strongly-Z-constructible, Ext1X(F ,Gm) is finite and Ext2X(F ,Gm)Dtor ' H1
et(X,F).

Hence the claim is proved.

As RHom(−,Gm[−1]), RΓet(X,−) and RHomZ(−,Z[−3]) are exact functors, we have

the following distinguished triangle

RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD1 ),Z[−3])→ RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD2 ),Z[−3])→

→ RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD3 ),Z[−3])→ RHomZ(RΓet(X,FD1 ),Z[−3])[1] (4.5)

The long exact sequence of cohomology corresponding to (4.5) yields

H1
et(X,F1)→ H1

et(X,F2)→ H1
et(X,F3)→ H2

W (X,F1)→ H2
W (X,F2)→

→ H2
W (X,F3)→ H3

W (X,F1)→ H3
W (X,F2)→ H3

W (X,F3)→ 0 (4.6)

Combining (4.6) with the first 6-term of the long exact sequence of étale cohomology groups

corresponding to (4.2) yields (4.3). The sequence (4.4) can be established similarly.

4.3 Main properties

We study the main properties of strongly-Z-constructible sheaves in this section.

Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose we have a split exact sequence of étale sheaves

0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0

Then if any two of them are strongly-Z-constructible then so are all three of them.
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Proposition 4.3.2. Suppose we have an exact sequence of étale sheaves on X

0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 (4.7)

where F3 is constructible. Then F1 is strongly-Z-constructible if and only if F2 is strongly-

Z-constructible.

Proof. Since the category of Z-constructible sheaves is an abelian category [Mil06,page 146],

F1 is Z-constructible if and only if F2 is Z-constructible.

From the long exact sequence of cohomology corresponding to (4.7) and the fact that

Hn
et(X,F3) is finite for all n, Hn

et(X,F1) and Hn
et(X,F2) differ only by finite groups. There-

fore condition 3 of definition 4.1.1 holds for F1 if and only if it holds for F2.

From (4.7) and the fact that (jv)∗ is exact for all infinite place v, we deduce

0→ H0
et(X,F1,B)→ H0

et(X,F2,B)→ H0
et(X,F3,B)→ 0

As H0
et(X,F3,B) and H0

et(X,F3) are finite,
(
H0
et(X,F1,B)

H0
et(X,F1)

)
R
'
(
H0
et(X,F2,B)

H0
et(X,F2)

)
R

and

ker[H0
et(X,F1)→ H0

et(X,F1,B)]R ' ker[H0
et(X,F2)→ H0

et(X,F2,B)]R

Hence condition 2 of 4.1.1 holds for F1 if and only if it holds for F2.

Finally, from lemma 3.3.5, there is a commutative diagram

(
H0
et(X,F1,B)

H0
et(X,F1)

)
R

'
��

× HomX(F1,Gm)R // R

id
��(

H0
et(X,F2,B)

H0
et(X,F2)

)
R

× HomX(F2,Gm)R

'

OO

// R

As a result, the regulator pairing for F1 is non-degenerate if and only if the regulator

pairing of F2 is non-degenerate. Thus F1 is strongly-Z-constructible if and only if F2 is

strongly-Z-constructible.

Next we want to show that strongly-Z-constructible sheaves are stable under push-

forward by a finite morphism.
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Let L/K be a finite Galois extension. Since K is totally imaginary, so is L. Let

π : Spec(L) → Spec(K) and π′ : Y = Spec(OL) → X = Spec(OK) be the natural finite

morphisms. We write SL,∞ and SK,∞ for the set of infinite places of L and K respectively.

Lemma 4.3.3. Let v be a place of K. Then j∗vπ
′
∗F is naturally isomorphic to

∏
w|v(πw)∗j

∗
wF

where jw : Spec(Lw)→ Y and πw : Spec(Lw)→ Spec(Kv) are the natural maps.

Proof. We have the commutative diagram

∏
w|v Spec(Lw)∏

w|v πw��

∏
w|v jw // Spec(OL)

π′��
Spec(Kv)

jv // Spec(OK)

Since π′∗(jw)∗ = (jv)∗(πw)∗ for w|v,

HomKv(j
∗
vπ
′
∗F ,

∏
w|v

(πw)∗j
∗
wF) = HomX(π′∗F ,

∏
w|v

(jv)∗(πw)∗j
∗
wF)

= HomX(π′∗F , π′∗
∏
w|v

(jw)∗j
∗
wF)

Thus, the adjoint map F →
∏
w|v(jw)∗j

∗
wF induces a canonical map j∗vπ

′
∗F →

∏
w|v(πw)∗j

∗
wF .

Let ηK = Spec(K), ηv = Spec(Kv) and similarly for ηL and ηw. We compute the stalks

of both sheaves.

(j∗vπ∗F)ηv = (π∗F)ηK = F [L:K]
ηL

(
∏
w|v

(πw)∗j
∗
wF)ηv =

∏
w|v

(j∗wF)[Lw:Kv ]
ηw =

∏
w|v

F [Lw:Kv ]
ηL

= F [L:K]
ηL

Therefore, the lemma is proved.

Remark 4.3.4. We can also deduce this lemma from Mackey’s formula as it follows from

the following result : for any representation N of GL, we have

ResGKGKv
IndGKGL (N) '

∏
w|v

Ind
GKv
GLw

ResGLGLw
(N)

Lemma 4.3.5. Let F be a Z-constructible sheaf on Y . Then

1. The norm map induces a natural isomorphism Nm : ExtnY (F ,Gm)→ ExtnX(π′∗F ,Gm).
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2. There is a natural isomorphism Hn
W (X,π′∗F) ' Hn

W (Y,F).

3. The sheaf (π′∗F)B is naturally isomorphic to π′∗(FB) and H0
et(X, (π

′
∗F)B) ' H0

et(Y,FB).

Proof. 1. We begin by describing the map Nm. The norm map NL/K induces a mor-

phism of sheaves NL/K : π′∗Gm,Y → Gm,X . As π′ is a finite morphism, π′∗ is

an exact functor [Mil80, II.3.6]. Therefore, π′∗ induces the map ExtnY (F ,Gm,Y ) →

ExtnX(π′∗F , π′∗Gm,Y ). We define Nm to be the composition of the following maps

ExtnY (F ,Gm,Y )
π′∗−→ ExtnX(π′∗F , π′∗Gm,Y )

NL/K−−−−→ ExtnX(π′∗F ,Gm,X)

The fact that Nm is an isomorphism is the Norm theorem [Mil06, II.3.9].

2. As π′∗ is an exact functor, there is a natural isomorphism Hn
et(X,π

′
∗F) ' Hn

et(Y,F).

Therefore, Hn
W (X,π′∗F) ' Hn

W (Y,F) for n = 0, 1. In addition, by part 1, we have

H3
W (X,π′∗F) = HomX(π′∗F ,Gm)Dtor ' HomY (F ,Gm)Dtor = H3

W (Y,F)

To prove H2
W (Y,F) ' H2

W (X,π′∗F), we apply the 5-lemma to the following diagram

0 // H2
et(X,π

′
∗F)

'��

// H2
W (X,π′∗F)

��

// HomX(π′∗F ,Gm)∗

'
��

// 0

0 // H2
et(Y,F) // H2

W (Y,F) // HomY (F ,Gm)∗ // 0

3. Recall from lemma 4.3.3 that for w|v, we have (jv)∗(πw)∗ = π′∗(jw)∗. In addition,

(jv)
∗π′∗F '

∏
w|v(πw)∗(jw)∗F . Hence,

(π′∗F)B =
∏

v∈SK,∞

(jv)∗(jv)
∗π′∗F '

∏
v∈SK,∞

(jv)∗

∏
w|v

(πw)∗(jw)∗F


=

∏
w∈SL,∞

(jv)∗(πw)∗(jw)∗F =
∏

w∈SL,∞

π′∗(jw)∗(jw)∗F = π′∗(FB)

Therefore, H0
et(X, (π

′
∗F)B) ' H0

et(X,π
′
∗(FB)) ' H0

et(Y,FB).
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Proposition 4.3.6. If F is strongly-Z-constructible then so is π′∗F and R(π′∗F) = R(F).

Proof. As π′∗ preserves Z-constructible sheaves [Mil06,page 146], π′∗F is Z-constructible.

From lemma 4.3.5, it remains to show that the regulator pairing of π′∗F is non-degenerate

and R(π′∗F) = R(F). They will all follow once we prove the diagram below commutes

(
H0
et(X,(π

′
∗F)B)

H0
et(X,π

′
∗F)

)
ψ��

× HomX(π′∗F ,Gm) // R

id
��(

H0
et(Y,FB)

H0
et(Y,F)

)
× HomY (F ,Gm)

Nm

OO

// R

(4.8)

Let α and φ be elements of H0
et(X, (π

′
∗F)B) and HomY (F ,Gm). We need to show

ΛL ◦ φB(ψ(α)) = ΛK ◦Nm(φ)B(α) (4.9)

From lemma 4.3.5 , Nm(φ) = NL/K ◦ π′∗φ. Let us consider the following diagram

(
H0
et(X,(π

′
∗F)B)

H0
et(X,π

′
∗F)

)
R

(π′∗φ)B //

ψ
��

Nm(φ)B

))(
H0
et(X,(π

′
∗Gm)B)

H0
et(X,π

′
∗Gm)

)
R

(NL/K)B //

ψ
��

(
H0
et(X,(Gm)B)

H0
et(X,Gm)

)
R

ΛK
��(

H0
et(Y,FB)

H0
et(Y,F)

)
R

φB //
(
H0
et(Y,(Gm)B)

H0
et(Y,Gm)

)
R

ΛL //

NL/K
33

R

(4.10)

The left square of (4.10) commutes by functoriality. It is not hard to see the upper triangle

on the right is commutative. We shall prove that the lower triangle on the right also

commutes. Let β be an element of H0
et(Y, (Gm)B) '

∏
w∈SL,∞ L

∗
w. We have

ΛK(NL/K(β)) =
∑

v∈SK,∞

log |NL/K(β)v|v =
∑

v∈SK,∞

∑
w|v

log |NLw/Kv(βw)|v

=
∑

v∈SK,∞

∑
w|v

log |βw|w =
∑

w∈SL,∞

log |βw|w = ΛL(β)

Therefore, diagram (4.10) is commutative and from this we deduce equations (4.9). As a

result, diagram (4.8) commutes. Hence, the proposition is proved.

Corollary 4.3.7. π′∗Z is a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf.
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Let M be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group. We shall spend

the rest of this chapter proving j∗M is a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf.

Proposition 4.3.8. Let M be a discrete GK-module which is also a finitely generated

abelian group. Then there exist finitely many Galois extensions {Kµ}µ, {Kλ}λ of K and

positive integers n, {mµ}µ, {mλ}λ , a constructible sheaf R and a finite GK-module N such

that we have the following exact sequences

0→Mn ⊕
∏
µ

(πµ)∗Zmµ →
∏
λ

(πλ)∗Zmλ → N → 0 (4.11)

0→ (j∗M)n ⊕
∏
µ

(π′µ)∗Zmµ →
∏
λ

(π′λ)∗Zmλ → R→ 0 (4.12)

Here π′µ : Spec(OKµ)→ Spec(OK) and πµ : Spec(Kµ)→ Spec(K) are the natural maps.

Proof. The existence of (4.11) is theorem 1.5.1 of [Ono61]. Let P1 =
∏
µ(πµ)∗Zmµ and

P2 =
∏
λ(πλ)∗Zmλ . Applying j∗ to (4.11), we obtain

0→ j∗M
n ⊕ j∗P1 → j∗P2 → j∗N → R1j∗(M ⊕ P1)

which we split into two exact sequences

0→ j∗M
n ⊕ j∗P1 → j∗P2 → R→ 0 and 0→ R→ j∗N → Q→ 0

where Q is a subsheaf of R1j∗(M ⊕ P1). As R1j∗(M ⊕ P1) is negligible, we deduce that Q

is constructible. From corollary 4.3.7 and the fact that

j∗P1 =
∏
µ

j∗(πµ)∗Zmµ =
∏
µ

(π′µ)∗j∗Zmµ =
∏
µ

(π′µ)∗Zmµ

we have j∗P1 and j∗P2 are strongly-Z-constructible. As N is finite, j∗N is constructible by

proposition 3.1.3. SinceQ is constructible,R is constructible as the category of constructible

sheaves is abelian.

Proposition 4.3.9. Let M be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

Then j∗M is a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf.
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Proof. Consider sequence (4.12) of proposition 4.3.8. AsR is constructible and
∏
λ(π′λ)∗Zmλ

is strongly-Z-constructible, (j∗M)n⊕
∏
µ(π′µ)∗Zmµ is strongly-Z-constructible by proposition

4.3.2. Then j∗M is strongly-Z-constructible by lemma 4.3.1.
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Chapter 5

Euler Characteristics Of Strongly-Z-Constructible

Sheaves

In this chapter, we define the Euler characteristics of strongly-Z-constructible sheaves. We

then obtain a formula for the Euler characteristics and use it to compute the Euler char-

acteristics of some familiar sheaves. Finally, we show that for any discrete GK-module M

which is finitely generated as abelian group, L∗(M, 0) = ±χ(j∗M).

5.1 Euler characteristics

We shall construct the complex DF which specializes to the complex DM in 2.4.9 whenM

is the 1-motive [N → 0] and F = j∗N . We begin by constructing the complex cF .

Definition 5.1.1. We define the complex cF to be

cF := [RΓW (X,F)
u−→ RΓet(X,FB)]

where u can be constructed in the same way as in lemma 2.4.8.

Definition 5.1.2. The complex DF is defined to be cF [−1].

Proposition 5.1.3. Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then Hn(DF ) satisfy

0→ H1(DF )→ H0
et(X,F)→ H0

et(X,FB)→ H2(DF )→ H1
et(X,F)→ 0 (5.1)
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0→ H2
et(X,F)→ H3(DF )→ HomX(F ,Gm)∗ → 0 (5.2)

and H4(DF ) = HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor and Hn(DF ) = 0 otherwise.

Proof. It is clear that Hn(DF ) = Hn−1(cF ). There is a distinguished triangle

cF → RΓW (X,F)→ RΓet(X,FB)→ cF [1]

The long exact sequence of cohomology of this triangle yields the following exact sequence

0→ H0(cF )→ H0
et(X,F)→ H0

et(X,FB)→ H1(cF )→ H1
et(X,F)→ 0

and Hn(cF ) ' Hn
W (X,F) for n ≥ 2. The lemma then follows from proposition 3.1.7

Lemma 5.1.4. Let δ be the quotient map H0
et(X,FB)→ H0

et(X,FB)/H0
et(X,F). Then the

exact sequence

0→ H0
et(X,F)R

∆−→ H0
et(X,FB)R

δ−→
(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)
R
→ 0 (5.3)

has determinant [cok(δtor)] with respect to integral bases.

Proof. Since F is strongly-Z-constructible, the kernel H1(DF ) of the map H0
et(X,F) →

H0
et(X,FB) is finite. Applying lemma 10.2.9 to the exact sequence

0→ H1(DF )→ H0
et(X,F)

∆−→ H0
et(X,FB)

δ−→ H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

→ 0

we deduce that (5.3) has determinant [cok(δtor)] with respect to integral bases.

Lemma 5.1.5. There is a canonical isomorphism θ : H2(DF )R → H3(DF )R induced by

the regulator pairing. Moreover, with respect to integral bases,

|det θ| = [H2(DF )tor][H
0
et(X,F)tor]R(F)

[H1(DF )][H1
et(X,F)][H0

et(X,FB)tor][cok(δtor)]
(5.4)
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Proof. Let (E) be the exact sequence (5.1). We split (E) into (E1) and (E2)

0→ H1(DF )→ H0
et(X,F)

∆−→ H0
et(X,FB)

δ−→ H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

→ 0 (E1)

0→ H0
et(X,FB)/H0

et(X,F)
φ−→ H2(DF )→ H1

et(X,F)→ 0 (E2)

As H1
et(X,F) is finite, there is an isomorphism φ : (H0

et(X,FB)/H0
et(X,F))R → H2(DF )R

and | det(φ)| = ν(E2)R with respect to integral bases.

From the exact sequence (5.2) and the fact that H2
et(X,F) is finite, there is an isomor-

phism ψ : H3(DF )R → HomX(F ,Gm)∗R. Applying lemma 10.2.7 to (5.2) yields | det(ψ)| = 1

with respect to integral bases.

As F is strongly-Z-constructible, the regulator pairing induces the isomorphism

γ :

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)
R
→ HomX(F ,Gm)∗R

It is not hard to see that |det(γ)| = R(F) with respect to integral bases.

We define θ : H2(DF )R → H3(DF )R to be the composition ψ−1 ◦ γ ◦ φ−1. Therefore,

θ is an isomorphism and | det θ| = R(F)/ν(E2)R with respect to integral bases. Hence, it

remains to compute ν(E2)R. It is not hard to see that ν(E)R = ν(E1)Rν(E2)R. Therefore,

(5.4) follows from the fact that ν(E1)R = [cok(δtor)]
−1 (lemma 5.1.4) and

ν(E)R =
[H1(DF )][H1

et(X,F)][H0
et(X,FB)tor]

[H2(DF )tor][H0
et(X,F)tor]

Definition 5.1.6. For a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf F , the Euler characteristic χ(F) is

defined as

χ(F) :=
4∏
i=1

[H i(DF )tor]
(−1)i+1 |det(θ)|

where det(θ) is computed with respect to integral bases. The rank E(F) is defined as

E(F) :=

4∑
i=1

(−1)i+1irankZH
i(DF )
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Proposition 5.1.7. Let F be strongly-Z-constructible. Then E(F) = rankZHomX(F ,Gm)

χ(F) =
[H0

et(X,F)tor][H
2
et(X,F)]R(F)

[H1
et(X,F)][HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor][H

0
et(X,FB)tor][cok(δtor)]

where δ is the quotient map H0
et(X,FB)→ H0

et(X,FB)/H0
et(X,F).

Proof. Clearly, E(F) = rankZH
3(DF ) = rankZHomX(F ,Gm). From proposition 5.1.3,

[H3(DF )tor] = [H2
et(X,F)] and [H4(DF )] = [HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor]. The formula for χ(F)

then follows from lemma 5.1.5.

Lemma 5.1.8. Let F be a constructible sheaf. Then E(F) = 0 and

χ(F) =
[H0

et(X,F)][H2
et(X,F)]

[H1
et(X,F)][H3

et(X,F)][H0
et(X,FB)]

Proof. As F is constructible, R(F) = 1 and cok(δtor) = 0. By Artin-Verdier duality,

HomX(F ,Gm)D ' H3
et(X,F) are finite groups. The lemma then follows from 5.1.7.

5.2 Simple computations

We shall make some simple computations of Euler characteristics.

Proposition 5.2.1. Let h, R and w be the class number, the regulator and the number of

roots of unity of K respectively. Then χ(Z) = −ζ∗K(0) and E(Z) = ords=0ζK(s).

Proof. From theorem 3.1.9, H1
et(X,Z) = 0 and [H2

et(X,Z)] = [Pic(OK)D] = h. It is easy to

see that H0
et(X,ZB)tor = 0 and cok(δtor) = 0. In addition, R(Z) = R and [(O∗K)tor] = w.

Therefore, by proposition 5.1.7 and the class number formula

χ(Z) =
[H0

et(X,Z)tor][H
2
et(X,Z)]R(Z)

[H1
et(X,Z)][HomX(Z,Gm)tor][H0

et(X,ZB)tor][cok(δtor)]
=
hR

w
= −ζ∗K(0)

Also by proposition 5.1.7, E(Z) = rankZHomX(Z,Gm) = rankZO
∗
K = ords=0ζK(s).

Proposition 5.2.2. Euler characteristics of a finite constant sheaves are 1.
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Proof. It is enough to prove this proposition for the constant sheaf Z/n as every finite

constant sheaf is the direct sum of finitely many constant cyclic sheaves. From theorem

3.1.9, the étale cohomology of Z/n is given by

Hr
et(X,Z/n) =


Z/n r = 0

(Pic(OK)/n)D r = 1

µn(K)D r = 3

0→ Pic(OK)[n]D → H2
et(X,Z/n)→ (O∗K/(O

∗
K)n)D → 0

It is clear that [H0
et(X, (Z/n)B)] = [

∏
v∈S∞ Z/n] = n|S∞|. From lemma 5.1.8,

χ(Z/n) =
[H0

et(X,Z/n)][H2
et(X,Z/n)]

[H1
et(X,Z/n)][H3

et(X,Z/n)][H0
et(X, (Z/n)B)]

=
[Pic(OK)[n]][O∗K/(O

∗
K)n]

n|S∞|−1[Pic(OK)/n][µn(K)]

By Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem, [O∗K/O
∗
K
n] = [µ(K)/µ(K)n]n|S∞|−1. Also, [Pic(OK)[n]] =

[Pic(OK)/n] and [µ(K)/µ(K)n] = [µn(K)]. As a result, χ(Z/n) = 1.

Lemma 5.2.3. Euler characteristics of a negligible sheaves are 1.

Proof. It is enough to prove this lemma for the sheaf i∗M where M is a finite discrete

Ẑ-module. We have Hn
et(X, i∗M) ' Hn(Ẑ,M) which is 0 for n ≥ 2 [Ser95,page 189].

Moreover, [H0(Ẑ,M)] = [H1(Ẑ,M)] and (i∗M)B = 0. Therefore,

χ(i∗M) =
[H0

et(X, i∗M)][H2
et(X, i∗M)]

[H1
et(X, i∗M)][H3

et(X, i∗M)][H0
et(X, (i∗M)B)]

=
[H0(Ẑ,M)]

[H1(Ẑ,M)]
= 1

Proposition 5.2.4. Let L be a finite Galois extension of K, Y = Spec(OL). Let π :

Spec(L) → Spec(K) and π′ : Y → X be the natural maps. Let F be a strongly-Z-

constructible sheaf on Y . Then π′∗F is a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X and Hn(Dπ′∗F ) '

Hn(DF ). Moreover, χ(π′∗F) = χ(F) and E(π′∗F) = E(F).

Proof. From proposition 4.3.6, π′∗F is strongly-Z-constructible and R(π′∗F) = R(F). To
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show Hn(Dπ′∗F ) ' Hn(DF ), let us consider the following commutative diagram

0 // H1(Dπ′∗F ) //

��

H0
et(X,π

′
∗F) //

'
��

H0
et(X, (π

′
∗F)B) //

'
��

H2(Dπ′∗F ) //

��

H1
et(X,π

′
∗F) //

'
��

0

0 // H1(DF ) // H0
et(Y,F) // H0

et(Y,FB) // H2(DF ) // H1
et(Y,F) // 0

where the rows are exact from proposition 5.1.3. Note that the map in the center is an

isomorphism by proposition 4.3.6. Thus, the 5-lemma implies that Hn(Dπ′∗F ) ' Hn(DF )

for n = 1, 2. For n = 3, 4, again from proposition 5.1.3, we have Hn(Dπ′∗F ) ' Hn
W (X,π′∗F)

and Hn(DF ) ' Hn
W (Y,F). Hence, Hn(Dπ′∗F ) ' Hn(DF ) for n = 3, 4 by lemma 4.3.5.

Therefore, χ(π′∗F) = χ(F) and E(π′∗F) = E(F) by definition 5.1.6 and lemma 4.3.5.

Corollary 5.2.5. If we write π∗Z for the GK-module IndGKGL (Z) then L∗(π∗Z, 0) = −χ(π′∗Z)

and ords=0L(π∗Z, s) = E(π′∗Z).

Proof. Since L(π∗Z, s) = ζL(s), by propositions 5.2.1 and 5.2.4, we have ords=0L(π∗Z, s) =

ords=0ζL(s) = E(Z) = E(π′∗Z) and L∗(π∗Z, 0) = ζ∗L(0) = −χ(Z) = −χ(π′∗Z).

5.3 Multiplicative property

Theorem 5.3.1. Suppose we have a short exact sequence of strongly-Z-constructible sheaves

0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 (5.5)

Then χ(F2) = χ(F1)χ(F3) and E(F2) = E(F1) + E(F3).

Proof. From proposition 5.1.7,

χ(F) =
[H0

et(X,F)tor][H
2
et(X,F)]R(F)

[H1
et(X,F)][HomX(F ,Gm)Dtor][H

0
et(X,FB)tor][cok(δtor)]

Therefore, χ(F1)χ(F3)/χ(F2) is given by

(∏3
i=1[H0

et(X,Fi)tor](−1)i+1
)(∏3

i=1[R(Fi)](−1)i+1
)(∏3

i=1

(
[H2
et(X,Fi+1)]

[H1
et(X,Fi)]

)(−1)i+1
)

(∏3
i=1[H0

et(X,Fi,B)tor](−1)i+1
)(∏3

i=1[HomX(Fi,Gm)tor](−1)i+1
)(∏3

i=1[cok(δi,tor)](−1)i+1
)
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The long exact sequence of cohomology associated with (5.5) is split as

(H0) : 0→ H0
et(X,F1)→ H0

et(X,F2)→ H0
et(X,F3)→ S → 0 (5.6)

0→ S → H1
et(X,F1)→ H1

et(X,F2)→ ...→ H2
et(X,F3)→ Q→ 0 (5.7)

where both S and Q are finite abelian groups. From (5.7), we have

3∏
i=1

(
[H2

et(X,Fi)]
[H1

et(X,Fi)]

)(−1)i+1

=
[Q]

[S]
(5.8)

Applying lemma 10.2.8 to (5.6), we obtain

(
3∏
i=1

[H0
et(X,Fi)tor](−1)i+1

)
= ν(H0)R[S] (5.9)

As Fi are strongly-Z-constructible, Ext1X(Fi,Gm)D ' H2
et(X,Fi) and

(Hom) : 0→ HomX(F3,Gm)→ HomX(F2,Gm)→ HomX(F1,Gm)→ QD → 0 (5.10)

From (5.10) and proposition 5.1.7, we deduce E(F2) = E(F1) + E(F3). Applying lemma

10.2.8 to (5.10) yields

(
3∏
i=1

[HomX(Fi,Gm)tor]
(−1)i+1

)
= ν(Hom)R[QD] (5.11)

Let (HB) be the exact sequence

(HB) : 0→ H0
et(X,F1,B)→ H0

et(X,F2,B)→ H0
et(X,F3,B)→ 0 (5.12)

Applying lemma 10.2.8 to (5.12), we obtain

(
3∏
i=1

[H0
et(X,Fi,B)tor]

(−1)i+1

)
= ν(HB)R (5.13)
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Applying lemma 10.2.5 to the following diagram

0 //
(
H0
et(X,F1,B)

H0
et(X,F1)

)
R

//

��

(
H0
et(X,F2,B)

H0
et(X,F2)

)
R

//

��

(
H0
et(X,F3,B)

H0
et(X,F3)

)
R

��

// 0 (HB/H0)

0 // HomX(F1,Gm)∗R
// HomX(F2,Gm)∗R

// HomX(F3,Gm)∗R
// 0 (Hom)∗R

yields (
3∏
i=1

[R(Fi)](−1)i+1

)
= ν(HB/H0)ν(Hom)R (5.14)

Applying lemma 10.2.3 to the diagram below where all columns are short exact sequences

0 // H0
et(X,F1)R

��

// H0
et(X,F2)R

��

// H0
et(X,F3)R

��

// 0 (H0)R

0 // H0
et(X,F1,B)R

(δ1)R��

// H0
et(X,F2,B)R

(δ2)R��

// H0
et(X,F3,B)R

(δ3)R��

// 0 (HB)R

0 //
(
H0
et(X,F1,B)

H0
et(X,F1)

)
R

//
(
H0
et(X,F2,B)

H0
et(X,F2)

)
R

//
(
H0
et(X,F3,B)

H0
et(X,F3)

)
R

// 0 (HB/H0)

(E1) (E2) (E3)

and use lemma 5.1.4, we have

(
3∏
i=1

[cok(δi,tor)]
(−1)i+1

)
=
ν(H0)Rν(HB/H0)

ν(HB)R
(5.15)

Putting everything together, χ(F2) = χ(F1)χ(F3).

Next we want to show that constructible sheaves have Euler characteristic 1. This is a

consequence of [Mil06, II.2.13]. Since we only work with totally imaginary number fields,

the proof of that theorem could be simplified and we give it here.

Proposition 5.3.2. Euler characteristics of constructible sheaves are 1.

Proof. Adapted from [Mil06, II.2.13]. Let F be a constructible sheaf on X. Then there

exists an open dense subset ρ : U → X such that ρ∗F is locally constant. We write

FU for ρ∗F . Let π : V → U be the finite étale morphism such that π∗FU is a constant

sheaf defined by a finite abelian group. Let S be the set of primes of K (including the
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infinite primes) not corresponding to a point of U . Let KS be the maximal subfield of

K̄ that is ramified over K at only primes in S. Let GS be Gal(KS/K). The category

of locally constant sheaves with finite stalks on U is equivalent to the category of discrete

finite GS-modules [Mil80, page 156]. Let M be the finite GS-module corresponding to FU .

It is not hard to see that M and FK have the same underlying abelian groups. From

[Mil06, II.2.9], Hn(U,FU ) ' Hn(GS ,M). By making U smaller if necessary, we may assume

[M ] is invertible on U 1.

Let ip : p→ X and Fp = i∗pF . We have the canonical exact sequence

0→ ρ!FU → F →
∏

p∈X−U
(ip)∗Fp → 0

Since
∏
p∈X−U (ip)∗Fp is negligible, its Euler characteristic is 1. By theorem 5.3.1 , it

suffices to show χ(ρ!FU ) = 1. Let Hn
c (U,FU ) be the cohomology with compact support

defined in [Mil06,page 165]. As K is totally imaginary, Hn
c (U,F) = Hn(X, ρ!FU ). By

lemma 5.1.8,

χ(ρ!FU ) =
[H0

c (U,FU )][H2
c (U,FU )]

[H1
c (U,FU )][H3

c (U,FU )]
∏
v∈S∞ [M ]

The long exact sequence of cohomology with compact support is

0→ H0
c (U,FU )→ H0(U,FU )→

∏
p∈X−U

H0(Kp,M)→ H1
c (U,FU )→ H1(U,FU )→

→
∏

p∈X−U
H1(Kp,M)→ H2

c (U,FU )→ H2(U,FU )→
∏

p∈X−U
H2(Kp,M)→ H3

c (U,FU )→ 0

(5.16)

Note that the last map is surjective because H3(U,FU ) ' H3(GS ,M) = 0 for K totally

imaginary by [Mil06, I.4.10].

As all the groups in (5.16) are finite and Hn(U,FU ) ' Hn(GS ,M) , we deduce

[H0
c (U,FU )][H2

c (U,FU )]

[H1
c (U,FU )][H3

c (U,FU )]
=

[H0(GS ,M)][H2(GS ,M)]

[H1(GS ,M)]

∏
p∈X−U

[H1(Kp,M)]

[H0(Kp,M)][H2(Kp,M)]

1i.e. [M ] is not divisible by the residue characteristics of any closed points of U .
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By [Mil06, I.5.1],

[H0(GS ,M)][H2(GS ,M)]

[H1(GS ,M)]
=
∏
v∈S∞

[H0(GKv ,M)]

|[M ]|v
=
∏
v∈S∞

[M ]

|[M ]|v
(5.17)

For any finite place p, by [Mil06, I.2.8],

[H1(Kp,M)]

[H0(Kp,M)][H2(Kp,M)]
= |[M ]|−1

p (5.18)

In addition, as [M ] is invertible on U , |[M ]|v = 1 for all v in U . From (5.17), (5.18) and the

product formula, we deduce

[H0
c (U,FU )][H2

c (U,FU )]

[H1
c (U,FU )][H3

c (U,FU )]
=

∏
v∈S∞ [M ]∏
v/∈U |[M ]|v

=
∏
v∈S∞

[M ]

Putting everything together, χ(ρ!FU ) = 1. Hence, χ(F) = 1.

5.4 Special values of L-functions

Theorem 5.4.1. Let K be a totally imaginary number field. Let M be a discrete GK-

module which is also a finitely generated abelian group. Then ords=0L(M, s) = E(j∗M) and

L∗(M, 0) = ±χ(j∗M).

Proof. From proposition 4.3.8, we have an exact sequence of sheaves on X

0→ (j∗M)n ⊕
∏
µ

(π′µ)∗Zmµ →
∏
λ

(π′λ)∗Zmλ → R→ 0 (5.19)

and an exact sequence of GK-modules

0→Mn ⊕
∏
µ

(πµ)∗Zmµ →
∏
λ

(πλ)∗Zmλ → N → 0 (5.20)

where R is a constructible sheaf and N is a finite GK-module. From (5.20), we have

L(M, s)n =

∏
λ L((πλ)∗Z, s)mλ∏
µ L((πµ)∗Z, s)mµ
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By theorem 5.3.1, corollary 5.2.5 and the fact that E(R) = 1, we have

n(ords=0L(M, s)) =
∑
λ

mλords=0L((πλ)∗Z, s)−
∑
µ

mµords=0L((πµ)∗Z, s)

=
∑
λ

mλE(π′λ)∗Z)−
∑
λ

mµE(π′µ)∗Z) = nE(j∗M)

Thus, ords=0L(M, s) = E(j∗M). By the same argument, this time using χ(R) = 1, we have

χ(j∗M)n =

∏
λ χ((π′λ)∗Z)mλ∏
µ χ((π′µ)∗Z)mµ

=

∏
λ |L∗((πλ)∗Z, 0)|mλ∏
µ |L∗((πµ)∗Z, 0)|mµ

= |L∗(M, 0)|n

Since L∗(M, 0) is a real number, we conclude L∗(M, 0) = ±χ(j∗M).

Corollary 5.4.2. Let M be a discrete GK-module, torsion free and finitely generated as an

abelian group. Then

L∗(M, 0) =
±[H2

et(X, j∗M)]R(j∗M)

[H1
et(X, j∗M)][HomX(j∗M,Gm)tor]

=
±[Ext1X(j∗M,Gm)]R(j∗M)

[Ext2X(j∗M,Gm)][HomX(j∗M,Gm)tor]

Proof. The Artin-Verdier duality implies that [H i
et(X, j∗M)] = [Ext3−iX (j∗M,Gm)] for i =

1, 2. Therefore, the second equality holds. It is clear that H0
et(X, (j∗M)B)/H0

et(X, j∗M) is

torsion free. Thus, cok(δtor) = 0. Hence, the first equality follows from theorem 5.4.1 and

proposition 5.1.7.

Example 5.4.3. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of totally imaginary number fields.

Let T be the norm torus, i.e., T := ker[RL/K(Gm)
NL/K−−−−→ Gm]. Then the character group T̂

satisfies the exact sequence of GK-modules

0→ Z→ π∗Z→ T̂ → 0 (5.21)

Applying j∗ to (5.21) and using the fact that R1j∗Z = 0, we have the following exact sequence

of étale sheaves

0→ Z→ π′∗Z→ j∗T̂ → 0 (5.22)
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The long exact sequence of ExtnX(−,Gm) associated to (5.22) can be split into

0→ HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ O∗L
NL/K−−−−→ O∗K → H0

T (GL/K , O
∗
L)→ 0 (5.23)

0→ H0
T (GL/K , O

∗
L)→ Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ Pic(OL)→ Pic(OK)→ Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ 0

(5.24)

where H0
T (GL/K , O

∗
L) = O∗K/NL/K(O∗L) is the Tate cohomology. As a result,

[Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]

[Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]
=
hL[H0

T (GL/K , O
∗
L)]

hK
(5.25)

It remains to compute R(j∗T̂ ). From (5.14) of theorem 5.3.1, we have

RKR(j∗T̂ )

RL
= ν(HB/H0)ν(Hom)R (5.26)

Using (5.9),(5.13) and (5.15) of theorem 5.3.1, we deduce ν(HB/H0) = 1. From (5.11) and

sequence (5.23), we have

ν(Hom)R =
wK [HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)tor]

wL[H0
T (GL/K , O

∗
L)]

(5.27)

Therefore,

R(j∗T̂ ) =
RLwK [HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)tor]

RKwL[H0
T (GL/K , O

∗
L)]

(5.28)

Putting together (5.25) and (5.28), we obtain

L∗(T̂ , 0) =
hLRLwK
wLhKRK

=
ζ∗L(0)

ζ∗K(0)

which is expected.
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Chapter 6

Algebraic Groups Of Multiplicative Type

We review the theory of algebraic groups of multiplicative type over a field in this chapter.

We also discuss the Néron lft-model and the period of an algebraic group of multiplicative

type over a number field.

6.1 Definitions and basic properties

Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let G be an affine algebraic group over K. Let O(G)

be the Hopf algebra representing G (equivalently, G = Spec(O(G)). Let ∆ : O(G) →

O(G) ⊗ O(G), S : O(G) → O(G) and ε : O(G) → K be the co-multiplication, co-inverse

and co-unit maps of O(G). Let IG be the kernel of ε, called the augmentation ideal of G.

Definition 6.1.1. An affine algebraic group G is a group of multiplicative type if GK̄ is

isomorphic to a subgroup of Dn(K̄), the group of diagonal matrices of GLn(K̄) for some n.

Definition 6.1.2. For any discrete GK-module N , finitely generated as an abelian group,

let DK(N) be the algebraic group given by

DK(N)(R) := HomZ(N,R∗) for any K-algebra R.

Let K[N ] be the free K-module generated by the elements of N . The multiplication of

N induces the multiplication of K[N ] making it a K-algebra. The Hopf algebra structure

of K[N ] is given by the maps ∆(n) = n⊗ n, S(n) = n−1 and ε(n) = 1 for any n in N .
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ThenDK(N) = Spec(K[N ]) is an algebraic group of multiplicative type [Wat79, page 15].

We often write D(N) for DK(N) when the base field is clear from the context.

Example 6.1.3. 1. If N is a discrete GK-module which is also a torsion free abelian

group then D(N) is called an algebraic torus over K with group of characters N . In

particular, D(Z) = Gm. In fact, if N = Z{t1, ..., td} then K[N ] = K[t1, t
−1
1 , ..., td, t

−1
d ]

and DK(N) = Spec(K[t1, t
−1
1 , ..., td, t

−1
d ]) = Gd

m.

2. If N is a finite GK-module then D(N) is a finite algebraic group over K as K[N ] is

a finitely generated K-module. For instance, DK(Z/n) = Spec(K[t]/(tn − 1)) = µn.

Theorem 6.1.4. 1. The category of discrete GK-modules, finitely generated as abelian

groups is equivalent to the category of algebraic groups of multiplicative type over K.

2. In addition, an exact sequence of GK-modules finitely generated as abelian groups

0→ N1 → N2 → N3 → 0 (6.1)

gives rise to an exact sequence of affine algebraic groups over K

0→ D(N3)→ D(N2)→ D(N1)→ 0 (6.2)

Proof. For any discrete GK-module N which is finitely generated as an abelian group, we

associate to N the algebraic group of multiplicative type DK(N).

Conversely, let G be an algebraic group of multiplicative type over K. The character

group Ĝ, which is defined as HomK̄(G,Gm), is a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as

an abelian group. The fact that these two functors give an equivalence of categories and

the rest of the theorem are proved in [Wat79, page 55].

Remark 6.1.5. The theorem implies that for any discrete GK-modules M and N which

are finitely generated as abelian groups, we have

HomK(DK(M), DK(N)) ' HomGK (N,M)
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Actually more is true. Let V be any variety over K and G be any group of multiplicative

type over K, then there is a natural isomorphism

HomK(V,G) ' HomGK (Ĝ, V̂ )

The proof of this statement can be found in [Ono61, page 108] .

Lemma 6.1.6. Let N be a discrete GK-module finitely generated as an abelian group and

L/K be a finite extension. Then DK(N)×Spec(K) Spec(L) ' DL(N).

Proof. We have the following natural isomorphisms

DK(N)×Spec(K) Spec(L) ' Spec(K[N ])×Spec(K) Spec(L) ' Spec(K[N ]⊗K L)

' Spec(L[N ]) ' DL(N)

Lemma 6.1.7. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension and N be a discrete GL-module. Let

π : Spec(L)→ Spec(K) be the natural map. We write π∗N for the induced module IndGKGLN .

Then RL/KDL(N) ' DK(π∗N) where RL/K is the restriction of scalars functor.

Proof. From [Wei82, page 5], RL/KDL(N) represents the functor V 7→ HomL(VL, DL(N))

from {varieties over K} → {abelian groups}. From remark 6.1.5 and the properties of

induced modules, we have

HomK(V,DK(π∗N)) ' HomGK (π∗N, V̂ ) ' HomGL(N, V̂L) ' HomL(VL, DL(N))

Therefore, DK(π∗N) also represents the same functor. Hence, RL/KDL(N) ' DK(π∗N).

6.2 Lie algebras and modules of invariant diffenrential forms

Definition 6.2.1. Let G be an algebraic group over a field K. The Lie algebra of G is

defined to be the tangent space of G at the identity element. More precisely, let mG,e be the
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maximal ideal of the local ring OG,e.

Lie(G) := HomK(mG,e/m
2
G,e,K)

Proposition 6.2.2. Let G be an affine algebraic group over K. There are canonical iso-

morphisms between

1. The Lie algebra Lie(G),

2. The kernel of the map G(K[ε])
π−→ G(K) where K[ε] = K[t]/t2 be the ring of dual

numbers and π : K[ε]→ K is the map a+ bε 7→ a,

3. The space of derivations DerK,ε(O(G),K) (here K is given an O(G)-module structure

by the co-unit map ε),

4. The vector space HomK(IG/I
2
G,K).

Proof. For a proof see [Wat79, 12.2] or [Mil15].

Proposition 6.2.3. Let G be a smooth algebraic group of dimension d over a field K.

Then the module of left invariant differential forms Ωin
G/K is a K-vector space of dimension

d and ΩG/K ' Ωin
G/K ⊗K O(G). Furthermore, there is a canonical isomorphism Lie(G) '

HomK(Ωin
G/K ,K).

Proof. By corollary 4.2.3 of [BLR90], ΩG/K is a free O(G)-module generated by d left

invariant differential forms ω1, ..., ωd. We claim that Ωin
G/K ' K{ω1, ..., ωd}.

Indeed, let ω =
∑d

i=1 fiωi (fi ∈ O(G)) be a left invariant differential form of G. For any

g ∈ G, let τg be the left multiplication by g map. Then

ω = τ∗g (ω) =

d∑
i=1

(fi ◦ τg)τ∗gωi =

d∑
i=1

(fi ◦ τg)ωi

Hence, fi ◦ τg = fi for all g. Therefore, fi is in K and the claim is proved.
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The claim implies ΩG/K ' Ωin
G/K ⊗K O(G). From proposition 6.2.2,

Lie(G) ' DerK(O(G),K) ' HomO(G)(ΩO(G)/K ,K)

' HomO(G)(Ω
in
G/K ⊗K O(G),K) ' HomK(Ωin

G/K ,K)

Proposition 6.2.4. Let N be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

Then Lie(D(N)) ' HomZ(N,K).

Proof. We have the following exact sequence of abelian groups

0→ K → K[ε]∗
π−→ K∗ → 0

where the first map is given by b 7→ 1 + bε. Apply HomZ(N,−) we get,

0→ HomZ(N,K)→ HomZ(N,K[ε]∗)
π−→ HomZ(N,K∗)→ Ext1

Z(N,K)

As D(N)(K[ε]) = HomZ(N,K[ε]∗) and D(N)(K) = HomZ(N,K∗), we have

0 // Lie(D(N)) //

��

D(N)(K[ε])

'
��

π // D(N)(K)

'
��

0 // HomZ(N,K) // HomZ(N,K[ε]∗)
π // HomZ(N,K∗)

(6.3)

Therefore, Lie(D(N)) ' HomZ(N,K).

6.3 Algebraic groups of multiplicative type over C

Suppose N is a finitely generated abelian group. We consider D(N) as an algebraic group

of multiplicative type over C. Then D(N)(C) has a structure of a complex commutative

Lie group. The exponential map Lie(D(N)(C))
exp−−→ D(N)(C) gives rise to the following

exact sequence

0→ H1(D(N)(C),Z)
αN−−→ Lie(D(N)(C))

exp−−→ D(N)(C)→ π0(D(N)(C))→ 0 (6.4)
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where H1(D(N)(C),Z) and π0(D(N)(C)) are the singular homology group and the group

of connected components of D(N)(C). We want to describe these groups in terms of N .

Lemma 6.3.1. The following diagram commutes

Lie(D(N)(C))
exp //

��

D(N)(C)

��
HomZ(N,C)

exp // HomZ(N,C∗)

(6.5)

Proof. For any χ ∈ N , there is a differential map dχ : Lie(D(N)(C)) → Lie(C∗) = C

making the following diagram commutes

Lie(D(N)(C))

dχ��

exp // D(N)(C)

χ
��

Lie(C∗) = C exp // C∗

(6.6)

The vertical map on the left of (6.5) is given by X 7→ (χ 7→ dχ(X)) for any X ∈

Lie(D(N)(C)). The vertical map on the right of (6.5) is given by x 7→ (χ 7→ χ(x)) for

any x ∈ D(N)(C). The commutativity of (6.5) now follows from that of (6.6).

Proposition 6.3.2. Let N be a finitely generated abelian group. We consider D(N) as

an algebraic group of multiplicative type over C. Then there are natural isomorphisms

ΛN : H1(D(N)(C),Z) ' HomZ(N,Z) and π0(D(N)(C)) ' Ext1
Z(N,Z) ' D(Ntor)(C).

Proof. By lemma 6.3.1, we have the commutative diagram where the first row is induced

by the exponential sequence

0 // H1(D(N)(C),Z)
αN //

ΛN
��

Lie(D(N)(C))
exp //

'
��

D(N)(C) //

'
��

π0(D(N)(C)) //

��

0

0 // HomZ(N,Z)
2πi // HomZ(N,C)

exp // HomZ(N,C∗) // Ext1
Z(N,Z) // 0

(6.7)

Therefore, H1(D(N)(C),Z) ' HomZ(N,Z) and π0(D(N)(C)) ' Ext1
Z(N,Z).

Finally, D(Ntor)(C) = HomZ(Ntor,C∗) ' HomZ(Ntor,Q/Z) as Ntor is finite. Since

HomZ(Ntor,Q/Z) ' Ext1
Z(N,Z), we deduce that D(Ntor)(C) ' Ext1

Z(N,Z).
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Remark 6.3.3. By identifying Lie(D(N)(C)) with HomC(Ωin
D(N)/C,C), we can describe

the maps in the left hand square of (6.7) explicitly :

1. The map ΛN : H1(D(N)(C),Z)→ HomZ(N,Z) is given by γ 7→ (t 7→ 1
2πi

∫
γ
dt
t )

2. The map αN : H1(D(N)(C),Z)→ HomC(Ωin
D(N)/C,C) is given by γ 7→ (ω 7→

∫
γ ω)

3. The map HomC(Ωin
D(N)/C,C) → HomZ(N,C) is the dual of the map N ⊗Z C →

Ωin
D(N)/C which is given by t 7→ dt

t

Proposition 6.3.4. Let N be an abelian group. We have the following commutative dia-

gram with exact rows

0 // H1(D(N)(C),R)
αN //

ΛN
��

Lie(D(N)(C))

��

βN // HomZ(N,R) //

��

0

0 // HomZ(N,R)
2πi // HomZ(N,C)

TrC/R // HomZ(N,R) // 0

(6.8)

Proof. The lower sequence of (6.8) is exact because it is induced from the exact sequence

0→ R 2πi−−→ C
TrC/R−−−−→ R→ 0

For any X ∈ Lie(D(N)(C)) and χ ∈ N , the map βN is defined as

βN (X)(χ) := log |χ(exp(X))|v = TrC/R(dχ(X))

By proposition 6.3.2, diagram (6.8) commutes. The lower sequence of (6.8) is exact,

hence the upper sequence is also exact.

Definition 6.3.5. Let K be a totally imaginary number field with ring of integers OK . Let

N be a discrete GK-module which is also a finitely generated abelian group. For each infinite

place v of K, let Nv be the underlying abelian group of N considered as a GKv -module. We

write H+
B (D(N)) =

∏
v∈S∞ H1(D(Nv)(C),Z) and H+

B (N) =
∏
v∈S∞ Nv

For example, if T is an algebraic torus over K with character group T̂ , then these

notations coincide with those of the Betti realizations of the 1-motives T and T̂ respectively.
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The following corollary is a direct consequence of lemma 3.2.4 and proposition 6.3.2.

Corollary 6.3.6. Let F be a Z-constructible sheaf on X and FK be the unique GK-module

corresponding to j∗F . Then H+
B (FK) = H0

et(X,FB) and we have a canonical isomorphism

ΛF : H+
B (D(FK)) ' H0

et(X,FDB ).

6.4 The Néron lft-models

Definition 6.4.1. Let O be a Dedekind domain with field of fractions K. We assume

char(K) = 0. Let G be a smooth commutative algebraic group over K. The Néron lft-model

of G is the unique locally of finite type, smooth and seperated group scheme G over O which

satisfies the Néron mapping property :

For each smooth scheme Y over O and each K-morphism uK : YK → G, there is a

unique O-morphism u : Y → G extending uK (where YK is the generic fiber of Y ).

By proposition 10.6 of [BLR90], any algebraic torus T over K admits a Néron lft-model

over O. Moreover, this result extends to any algebraic group of multiplicative type by the

following theorem [BLR90, page 310].

Theorem 6.4.2. Let S be an excellent Dedekind scheme with field of rational functions K

and let G be a smooth commutative algebraic group over K. Suppose K has characteristic

0. Then G admits a Néron lft-model over S if G contains no subgroup of type Ga.

Corollary 6.4.3. Let K be a number field with ring of integers OK . Let N be a discrete

GK-module which is also a finitely generated abelian group. Then D(N) admits a Néron

lft-model over OK .

Proof. As OK is a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0, it is an excellent ring. Also by

Cartier’s theorem [Wat79, 11.4], every affine algebraic group over a field of characteristic 0

is smooth. Therefore, D(N) is smooth and commutative. It remains to show that D(N)

contains no subgroup of type Ga. Suppose D(N) contains a subgroup of type Ga. Then

there is a non-trivial homomorphism φ : Ga → D(N). Since Ga is connected, the image of

φ lies in the maximal subtorus T of D(N). By base extension to the splitting field of T , φ
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becomes a non-trivial homomorphism from Ga to a finite product of Gm which contradicts

the fact that HomL(Ga,Gm) = 0 for any field L [Wat79,page 19].

6.5 Periods of groups of multiplicative type

Lemma 6.5.1. Suppose K is a number field of degree n (not necessarily totally imaginary).

Let {τ1, ..., τr1 , σ1, σ̄1, ..., σr2 , σ̄r2} be the embeddings of K into C . We define the map Φ

from OK ⊗Z R to
∏
v∈S∞ Kv = Rr1 × Cr2 ' Rn to be

x 7→ (τ1(x), ..., τr1(x), Re(σ1(x)), Im(σ1(x)), ..., Re(σr2(x)), Im(σr2(x))

Then Φ is an isomorphism of R-vector spaces and |det(Φ)| =

√
|∆K |
2r2 with respect to any

integral basis for OK ⊗Z R and the standard basis for Rn.

Proof. Clearly, Φ is the composition of the isomorphisms below

x 7→ (τ1(x), ..., τr1(x), σ1(x), σ̄1(x), ..., σr2(x), σ̄r2(x))

(x1, ..., xr1 , y1, y
′
1, ..., yr2 , y

′
r2) 7→ (x1, ..., xr1 ,

y1 + y′1
2

,
y1 − y′1

2i
, ...,

yr2 + y′r2
2

,
yr2 − y′r2

2i
)

To compute its determinant, we take an integral basis for OK over Z as a basis for K over

Q and use the standard basis for Rn. The determinants of the two maps are
√

∆K and

(i/2)r2 respectively. Therefore, | det(Φ)| = ir2
√

∆K
2r2 =

√
|∆K |
2r2 .

Let K be a number field with ring of integers OK . Let N be a discrete GK-module which

is also a finitely generated abelian group of rank d. We write G for D(N). Then G is a group

of multiplicative type over K. We want to define the period of G. Let G be its Néron lft-

model over OK . Let G0 be the identity connected component of G. Then G0 is a finite type,

separated smooth group scheme over OK [BLR90,page 290]. The module of differentials

ΩG0/OK is a projective O(G0)-module of rank d generated by invariant differential forms.

Therefore, by a similar argument to proposition 6.2.3, Ωin
G0/OK

is a projective OK-module

of rank d.

Lemma 6.5.2. HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK) is an integral lattice of Lie(G).
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Proof. It is clear that HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK) is a free Z-module. Let T be the maxi-

mal sub-torus of G. Then T is the identity connected component of G and the generic

fiber of G0. We have the isomorphisms Ωin
G0/OK

⊗OK K ' Ωin
T/K ' Ωin

G/K which implies

HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)⊗Z Q ' HomK(Ωin
G/K ,K) ' Lie(G).

Now we have two integral lattices of Lie(G) : HomZ(N,OK) and HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK).

We want to construct an isomorphism ΨN : HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R → HomZ(N,OK)R.

For each v ∈ S∞, let ΨNv : HomC(Ωin
Gv/C,C) → HomZ(Nv,C) be the dual of the map

Nv ⊗ C → Ωin
Gv/C induced by t ⊗ λ 7→ λdt/t. We define ΨN to be the unique map making

the following diagram commutes

HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R
ΨN //

Φ
��

HomZ(N,OK)R

Φ
��∏

v∈S∞ HomC(Ωin
Gv/C,C)

(ΨNv )v //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,C)

(6.9)

where the two vertical maps are induced by the isomorphism Φ in lemma 6.5.1.

Fix a Z-basis {e1, ..., en} for OK . Let {χ1, ..., χd} be a Z-basis for N/Ntor and {ω1, ..., ωd}

be a K-basis for Ωin
G/K . Let {χ∗1, ..., χ∗d} and {ω∗1, ..., ω∗d} be the respective dual K-bases.

Then {eiχ∗j} and {eiη∗j } form R-bases for HomZ(N,OK)R and HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R re-

spectively. We shall refer to {eiχ∗j} as an integral basis of HomZ(N,OK)R. Let ωN =

∧di=1
dχi
χi

and ω = ∧di=1ωi.

Proposition 6.5.3. With respect to basis {eiχ∗j} and {eiω∗j }, the determinant of the iso-

morphism ΨN : HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R → HomZ(N,OK)R is given by

|det(ΨN,ω)| =
∏
v∈S∞

∣∣∣∣ωNvωv

∣∣∣∣
v

where we write det(ΨN,ω) to signify that the determinant depends on the choice of ω.

Proof. For each infinite place v of K, let {ω1,v, ..., ωd,v} be the pull back of {ω1, ..., ωd} on

Ωin
Gv/Kv

and {χ1,v, ..., χd,v} be the pull back of {χ1, ..., χd} on Nv. Let ωNv := ∧di (dχi,v/χi,v)

be an invariant differential d-form on D(Nv). With respect to the R-bases induced by

{ω1,v, ..., ωd,v} and {χ1,v, ..., χd,v}, |det(ΨNv)| = |ωNvωv |v. It is not hard to see that with
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respect to the chosen bases, the determinants of the two vertical maps in diagram (6.9) are

the same. Therefore,

|det(ΨN,ω)| =
∏
v∈S∞

∣∣∣∣ωNvωv

∣∣∣∣
v

Definition 6.5.4. For any non-zero invariant differential d-form ω on G, we define Dω to

be the unique fractional ideal of OK such that ωDω = ∧dΩin
G0/OK

Lemma 6.5.5. Let P̃D(N) be the determinant of the exact sequence

0→ H+
B (N)∗R

Φ−1(2πi)−−−−−−→ HomZ(N,OK)R
TrC/RΦ
−−−−−→ H+

B (N)∗R → 0 (6.10)

with respect to integral bases. Then P̃D(N) = (2π)nd/2|∆K |−d/2.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram where all rows are short exact sequences

H+
B (N)∗R

��

Φ−1(2πi) // HomZ(N,OK)R
TrC/RΦ

//

Φ��

H+
B (N)∗R

��∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,R)

2πi //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,C)

TrC/R //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,R)

(6.11)

The two vertical maps on the left and right have determinant 1. From lemma 6.5.1,

|det(Φ)| = |∆K |d/22−nd/2. The determinant of the exact sequence

0→ R 2πi−−→ C
TrC/R−−−−→ R→ 0

with respect to the standard bases is π. Thus, the determinant of the exact sequence

0→
∏
v∈S∞

HomZ(Nv,R)
2πi−−→

∏
v∈S∞

HomZ(Nv,C)
TrC/R−−−−→

∏
v∈S∞

HomZ(Nv,R)→ 0

with respect to the integral bases is πnd/2. Apply lemma 10.2.3 to diagram (6.11), the

determinant of (9.6) is (2π)nd/2|∆K |−d/2.

Proposition 6.5.6. For each infinite place v of K, let αNv , βNv and ΛNv be the maps
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defined in proposition 6.3.4. Then, we have the following commutative diagram

0 // H+
B (D(N))R

ΛN��

Φ−1αN // HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R
βNΦ //

ΨN��

H+
B (N)∗R

//

id��

0

0 // H+
B (N)∗R

Φ−1(2πi) // HomZ(N,OK)R
TrC/RΦ

// H+
B (N)∗R

// 0

(6.12)

Proof. Consider the following diagram where all the rows are short exact sequences

H+
B (N)∗R

id��

Φ−1(2πi) // HomZ(N,OK)R
TrC/RΦ

//

Φ��

H+
B (N)∗R

id��∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,R)

2πi //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,C)

TrC/R //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,R)

∏
v∈S∞ H1(D(Nv),R)

αNv //

ΛNv

OO ∏
v∈S∞ HomC(ΩD(Nv)/C,C)

ΨNv

OO

βNv //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(Nv,R)

id
OO

H+
B (D(N))R

id
OO

ΛN

BB

Φ−1αN // HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R
βNΦ //

Φ
OO

ΨN

BB

H+
B (N)∗R

id
OO

id

BB

(6.13)

The top two squares and the bottom two squares of (6.13) commute by construction. The

two middle squares commute by proposition 6.3.4. Therefore (6.13) is a commutative dia-

gram. As a result, diagram (6.12) commutes.

Definition 6.5.7. Let N be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

Let ν(EN,ω) be the determinant of the exact sequence

0→ H+
B (D(N))R

Φ−1αN−−−−→ HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R
βNΦ−−−→ H+

B (N)∗R → 0 (6.14)

with respect to basis {eiω∗j } for HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)Q and integral bases for H+
B (D(N))R

and H+
B (N)∗R. The period PD(N) is defined as ν(EN,ω)NK/Q(Dω).

Proposition 6.5.8. Let d be the rank of N as an abelian group. Then

PD(N) =
(2π)nd/2NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2|det(ΨN,ω)|
=

(2π)nd/2NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
∏
v∈S∞

∣∣∣∣ ωvωNv
∣∣∣∣
v

In particular, PD(N) does not depend on ω.
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Proof. From proposition 6.5.6, we have the commutative diagram

0 // H+
B (D(N))R

ΛN��

Φ−1αN// HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R
βNΦ //

ΨN��

H+
B (N)∗R

//

id��

0

0 // H+
B (N)∗R

Φ−1(2πi) // HomZ(N,OK)R
TrC/RΦ

// H+
B (N)∗R

// 0

(6.15)

By proposition 7.3.12, | det(ΛN )| = 1. From lemmas 10.2.5 and 6.5.5, we have

PD(N) = ν(EN,ω)NK/Q(Dω) =
P̃D(N)NK/Q(Dω)

|det(ΨN,ω)|

Hence, the proposition is proved.
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Chapter 7

The Tamagawa Numbers Of Algebraic Tori

Let T be an algebraic torus defined over a number field K (not necessarily totally imagi-

nary) with character group T̂ . First, we collect some facts about algebraic tori over number

fields. Then we prove Ono’s formula for L∗(T̂ , 1). Finally, we discuss the groups of con-

nected components of the Néron lft-model of T and their relationship with the local factors

[H0(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ ))] and
∫
T cv
Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|.

7.1 Algebraic tori over number fields

This section is based on [Ono61]. Let T be an algebraic torus defined over a number field

K with character group T̂ . For a place v of K, let Tv = T ×K Kv. Let T̂v be the group of

characters of Tv and rv be the rank of H0(Kv, T̂v). We define T cv to be

T cv := {x ∈ Tv(Kv) such that for all χ ∈ H0(Kv, T̂v), |χ(x)|v = 1}

Then T cv is the unique maximal compact subgroup of Tv(Kv) [Ono61,page 116]. If v is a

finite place then T cv ' HomKv(T̂v, O
∗
v) [Ono61, page 115].

Definition 7.1.1. Let S be a finite set of places of K which contains all the archimedean

places. We define

TA,S :=
∏
v∈S

Tv(Kv)×
∏
v/∈S

T cv and TA := lim−→
S finite

TA,S
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It is not hard to see that TA is the restricted product of Tv(Kv) over T cv .

Definition 7.1.2. Following [Ono61], we define

1. UT,S := TA,S ∩ T (K) - the S-units of T .

2. T cA :=
∏
v T

c
v - the unit ideles of T .

3. CK(T ) := TA/T (K) - the idele class group of T .

4. ClS(T ) := TA/T (K)TA,S - the S-unit class group of T.

5. µT := T (K) ∩ T cA - the group of roots of unity of T (K).

We fix a Z-basis {χ1, χ2, ..., χrK} for H0(K, T̂ ). For each place v of K, we also fix a

Z-basis {ξv1 , ξv2 , ..., ξvrv} for H0(Kv, T̂ ). Define the map Λ : TA → RrK+ to be

Λ(x) = (‖χ1(x)‖, ‖χ2(x)‖, ..., ‖χrK (x)‖) (7.1)

where ‖z‖ =
∏

all v |zv|v. Then Λ is surjective and we denote T 1
A as its kernel.

For an infinite place v of K, we define the map Φv : T (Kv)→ Rrv+ by

Φv(x) = (|ξv1(x)|v, |ξv2(x)|v, ..., |ξvrv(x)|v) (7.2)

The map Φv induces an isomorphism T (Kv)/T
c
v ' Rrv+ . Similarly, for a finite place v of K,

we define the map Φv : T (Kv)→ Zrv by

Φv(x) = (v(ξv1(x)), v(ξv2(x)), ..., v(ξvrv(x)) (7.3)

This time, Φv induces an isomorphism T (Kv)/T
c
v ' Zrv(' H0(Kv, T̂ )∗).

Theorem 7.1.3. T (K) is a discrete subgroup of T 1
A and T 1

A/T (K) is compact.

For a proof see [Ono61, 3.1.1]. This theorem has the following consequences :

Proposition 7.1.4. TA = T 1
ATA,S for any S containing S∞.
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Proof. Since S contains S∞, we have TA/TA,S '
∐
v/∈S Tv(Kv)/T

c
v '

∐
v/∈S Zrv which is a

discrete group. Therefore, TA/T
1
ATA,S is discrete as it is the surjective image of TA/TA,S . As

TA/T
1
A ' RrK+ , it is connected. Therefore TA/T

1
ATA,S is also connected as it is the surjective

image of TA/T
1
A. Hence TA/T

1
ATA,S is a connected and discrete topological group. Thus,

TA/T
1
ATA,S = 0.

Proposition 7.1.5. For any S containing S∞, the S-class group ClS(T ) is finite. If S = S∞

then the order hT of Cl(T ) is called the class number of T .

Proof. The map T 1
A/T (K)→ TA/T (K)TA,S is surjective as the cokernel is TA/T

1
ATA,S ' 0.

Hence, TA/T (K)TA,S is compact. On the other hand, TA/T (K)TA,S is the surjective image

of TA/TA,S which is a discrete group. Therefore, TA/T (K)TA,S is also discrete. Since

TA/T (K)TA,S is both compact and discrete, it is finite.

Proposition 7.1.6. The following sequence is exact

0→ UT → T (K)
φ−→
∐
v/∈S∞

T (Kv)/T
c
v → Cl(T )→ 0

Proof. Note that TA/TA,S∞ '
∐
v/∈S∞ T (Kv)/T

c
v . Let φ be the map in the center. We have

kerφ ' T (K) ∩ TA,S∞ = UT and cokφ ' TA
T (K)TA,S∞

= Cl(T )

which complete the proof.

Remark 7.1.7. For the trivial torus Gm, we recover the exact sequence

0→ O∗K → K∗ →
∐
v/∈S∞

Z→ Pic(OK)→ 0

which can be derived from the following exact sequence of sheaves

0→ Gm → j∗Gm →
∐
v/∈S∞

(iv)∗Z→ 0
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7.2 The Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem and the Regulator of a

Torus

The following theorem generalizes the classical Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem.

Theorem 7.2.1. Let S be a finite set of places of K containing S∞. Then UT,S is a

finitely generated abelian group of rank rS − rK where rS =
∑

v∈S rv. More precisely,

UT,S ' µT × ZrS−rK . In particular, UT ' µT × Zr∞−rK .

For the proof of this theorem see [Shy77a].

Definition 7.2.2. Let {u1, u2, ..., ur∞−rK} be a Z-basis for UT /µT . Choose any set {ξvi }

of r∞ − rK elements among the bases of
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v). Consider the r∞ − rK square

matrix log(|ξvi (uj)|v). The proof of the Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem implies that this matrix is

nonsingular and the regulator RT is defined as | det(log(|ξvi (uj)|v))|.

Remark 7.2.3. For the torus Gm, RT is the regulator of the number field K.

Let α : UT ⊗Z R →
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R be the map: for any x in UT , and (γv)v∈S∞ in∏

v∈S∞ H
0(Kv, T̂v),

α(x)((γv)v∈S∞) =
∑
v∈S∞

αv(x)(γv) =
∑
v∈S∞

log |γv(x)|v

Let β :
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R → H0(K, T̂ )∗R be the dual of the diagonal embeddingH0(K, T̂ ) ↪→∏

v∈S∞ H
0(Kv, T̂v). Explicitly, it is given by : for any (δv)v∈S∞ in

∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R and

χ in H0(K, T̂ )

β((δv)v∈S∞)(χ) =
∑
v∈S∞

δv(χ)

Proposition 7.2.4. There is an exact sequence of R-vector spaces

0→ UT ⊗Z R α−→
∏
v∈S∞

H0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R

β−→ H0(K, T̂ )∗R → 0 (7.4)

Proof. First, we want to show α is injective. Suppose α(x) = 0 for some x in UT . Then for

any v in S∞, |γv(x)|v = 1 for any γv in H0(Kv, T̂v). Therefore, x in T cv for infinite place v.
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We conclude that x is in µT . Hence, we have the exact sequence

0→ µT → UT →
∏
v∈S∞

H0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R

As µT is finite, tensoring with R implies α is injective.

Second, we want to show the βα = 0. For any x in UT and χ in H0(K, T̂ ), we have χ(x)

belongs to O∗K . Therefore,
∏
v∈S∞ |χ(x)|v = 1 by the product formula. Hence,

βα(x)(χ) =
∑
v∈S∞

αv(x)(χ) =
∑
v∈S∞

log |χ(x)|v = log(
∏
v∈S∞

|χ(x)|v) = 0

By Dirichlet Unit’s Theorem, the image of α has dimension r∞ − rK which is the same

as the dimension of the kernel of β. Therefore, the sequence (7.4) is exact.

Definition 7.2.5. The sequence (7.4) induces a non-degenerate pairing called the pairing

of the algebraic torus T

(∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)

H0(K, T̂ )

)
R

× (UT )R → R (7.5)

It is clear that (7.5) has determinant RT with respect to integral bases.

By base extension, H0(K, T̂ ) embeds into H0(Kv, T̂ ). Hence, there exist integers λvij

such that for any v ∈ S∞ and any i ∈ {1, 2, ..., rK}, we have

χi =

rv∑
j=1

λvijξ
v
j (7.6)

Lemma 7.2.6. Let Θ :
∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+ → RrK+ be the map

Θ
(
(tv1, ..., t

v
rv)v∈S∞

)
=

 ∏
v∈S∞

rv∏
j=1

(tvj )
λv1,j , ...,

∏
v∈S∞

rv∏
j=1

(tvj )
λvrK,j
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Then the following diagram commutes

∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv) //

Φ=(Φv)v∈S∞ '
��

TA

Λ
��∏

v∈S∞ Rrv+
Θ // RrK+

Proof. For any (xv)v∈S∞ in
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv), let x = ((xv)v∈S∞ , 1, .., 1). Then

Λ(x) = (‖χ1(x)‖, ‖χ2(x)‖, ..., ‖χrK (x)‖) = (
∏
v∈S∞

|χ1(xv)|v, ...,
∏
v∈S∞

|χ1(xv)|v)

= (
∏
v∈S∞

|(
rv∑
j=1

λv1jξ
v
j )(xv)|v, ...,

∏
v∈S∞

|(
rv∑
j=1

λvrKj)ξ
v
j (xv)|v)

= (
∏
v∈S∞

rv∏
j=1

|ξvj (xv)|
λv1j
v , ...,

∏
v∈S∞

rv∏
j=1

|ξvj (xv)|
λvrKj
v )

= Θ((|ξv1(xv)|v, ..., |ξvrv(xv)|v)v∈S∞) = ΘΦ((xv)v∈S∞)

For v ∈ S∞, let τv : H0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R → Rrv+ be the map δ 7→ (exp(δ(ξv1)), ..., exp(δ(ξv1))).

Also, we define τ : H0(K, T̂ )∗R → RrK+ to be the isomorphism γ 7→ (exp(γ(χ1)), ..., exp(γ(χrK )))

Proposition 7.2.7. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows

0 // UT ⊗Z R

Φ

��

α //
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R

β //

(τv)v∈S∞
��

H0(K, T̂ )∗R
//

τ

��

0

0 // Φ(UT ⊗Z R) //
∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+

Θ // RrK+ // 0

(7.7)

Proof. As the top row of diagram (7.7) is exact by proposition 7.2.4 and the maps τ , τv

and Φ are isomorphisms, it suffices to prove the commutativity. Indeed, for x in UT

τv(α(x))v∈S∞ = (exp(αv(x)(ξv1)), ..., exp(αv(x)(ξvrv)))v∈S∞

= (exp(log(|ξv1(x)|v), ..., exp(log(|ξvrv(x)|v))v∈S∞

= (|ξv1(x)|v, ..., |ξvrv(x)|v)v∈S∞ = Φ(x)
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Therefore, the square on the left commutes. For (δv)v∈S∞ ∈
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)
∗
R,

τβ((δv)v∈S∞) = (expβ((δv)v∈S∞)(χ1), ..., expβ((δv)v∈S∞)(χrK ))

= (exp(
∑
v∈S∞

δv(χ1)), ..., exp(
∑
v∈S∞

δv(χrK )))

= (exp(
∑
v∈S∞

δv(

rv∑
j=1

λv1jξ
v
j )), ..., exp(

∑
v∈S∞

δv(

rv∑
j=1

λvrKjξ
v
j )))

= Θ((exp(δv(ξ
v
1)), ..., exp(δv(ξ

v
rv)))v∈S∞) = Θ(τv(δv)v∈S∞)

Hence the square on the right commutes. This completes the proof.

Corollary 7.2.8. Suppose we have a decomposition UT = µT ⊕Γ. Then we have the exact

sequence

0→ Φ(Γ⊗Z R)

Φ(Γ)
→
∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+
Φ(Γ)

Θ−→ RrK+ → 0

Proof. The corollary follows directly from diagram (7.7) of proposition 7.2.7.

7.3 Tamagawa Numbers

Let K be a number field (not necessarily totally imaginary). Let T be an algebraic torus over

K of dimension d. We shall present a proof of Ono’s formula for L∗(T̂ , 1). Even though this

formula is well-known, the proofs are only given when K = Q. Therefore, it may be useful

to include the proof for the general case here. Our approach is based on [Vos98,page 139].

The main ingredient is Ono’s Tamagawa Number Formula for Tori [Ono63]. We begin by

reviewing the definition of Tamagawa measures [Ono61].

Definition 7.3.1. Let G be a locally compact topological group and H be a closed normal

subgroup of G. Suppose G and H are unimodular (i.e. their left invariant Haar measures

are also right invariant). Let dg, dh, dσ be Haar measures on G, H and G/H respectively.

We say dg, dh, dσ match together if for any integrable function F on G we have

∫
G
F (z)dg(z) =

∫
G/H

(∫
H
F (xy)dh(y)

)
dσ(x) =

(∫
G/H

dσ(x)

)(∫
H
F (y)dh(y)

)
(7.8)

In that case, we write dg = dhdσ.
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Remark 7.3.2. Suppose two of three measures dg,dh, and dσ are given, then the third

measure is uniquely determined by the condition dg = dhdσ. In this case, we say that the

third measure is induced by the other two measures.

For each place v of K, we fix the following measures on Kv :

1. Kv = R, then (dz)v = dz

2. Kv = C, then (dz)v = idzdz̄

3. Kv is a p-adic field, then
∫
Ov

(dz)v = 1

Let ω be an invariant differential d-form on T . Then for each place v of K, ω induces

canonically a Haar measure |ωv| on T (Kv) [Wei82,page 13]. For a finite place v of K, let

Lv(T̂ , s) be the local L-function of T̂ . The Tamagawa measure dτ on TA is defined as

dτ := L∗(T̂ , 1)−1|∆K |−d/2
∏
v∈S∞

|ωv|
∏
v/∈S∞

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|

As invariant differential d-forms on T form a one dimensional K-vector space, the prod-

uct formula ensures that dτ does not depend on the choice of ω.

For any element x of TA, we write x = (x∞, xf ) where x∞ and xf are the infinite and

finite coordinates of x respectively. Let dτ∞ :=
∏
v∈S∞ |ωv| and dτf :=

∏
v/∈S∞ Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|.

Then dτ∞ and dτf are Haar measures on
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv) and

∏
v/∈S∞ T (Kv) and

dτ = L∗(T̂ , 1)−1|∆K |−d/2dτ∞dτf (7.9)

Since T (K) is a discrete subgroup of TA and is given the counting measure, we can

think of dτ as a measure on TA/T (K) as well. We construct a measure on T 1
A/T (K) in the

following way. Let dβ be the measure on TA/T
1
A obtained by pulling back the canonical

measure
dt1...dtrK
t1...trK

by Λ (see (7.1)). Let dτ1 be the unique Haar measure on T 1
A/T (K) induced

by dτ = dτ1dβ. Equivalently, dτ1 is the unique Haar measure on T 1
A/T (K) such that for

any integrable function F on RrK+ ,

∫
TA/T (K)

F (Λ(x))dτ(x) =

∫
TA/T 1

A

∫
T 1
A/T (K)

F (Λ(xy))dτ1(y)dβ(x) (7.10)
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Next we want to describe the measures induced by |ωv| on T cv for each place v of K.

1. For v finite, we have T (Kv)/T
c
v ' Zrv . Since Zrv is discrete and has the counting

measure, we can also think of |ωv| as a measure on T cv .

2. For v infinite, Φv induces an isomorphism T (Kv)/T
c
v ' Rrv+ . Let dβv be the measure

on T (Kv)/T
c
v obtained by pulling back the canonical measure dt1...dtrv

t1...trv
on Rrv+ by Φv.

Let |ωv,c| be the unique Haar measure on T cv such that |ωv| = dβv|ωv,c|. We write

dτc,∞ for
∏
v∈S∞ |ωv,c| and dτnc,∞ =

∏
v∈S∞ dβv. It is clear that dτ∞ = dτc,∞dτnc,∞.

Definition 7.3.3. The Tamagawa number of a torus T over K is defined as

τ(T ) :=

∫
T 1
A/T (K)

dτ1

Note that this definition makes sense because T 1
A/T (K) is a compact subgroup of

TA/T (K). In the remaining of this section, we shall give a formula for τ(T ) (proposi-

tion 7.3.10 below). The proof has been divided into a series of lemmas to make it easier to

follow. It is convenient to fix the following function :

F : RrK+ → R+ given by (t1, ..., trK ) 7→
rK∏
i=1

2tie
−πt2i

Lemma 7.3.4. 1.
∫
RrK+

F (t1, ..., trK )
dt1...dtrK
t1...trK

= 1

2. τ(T ) =
∫
TA/T (K) F (Λ(x))dτ(x)

Proof. The first formula follows from
∞∫
0

2e−πt
2
dt = 1. To prove the second formula, use

(7.10) and note that Λ(xy) = Λ(x) for any y ∈ T 1
A/T (K) and dβ = Λ∗

(
dt1...dtrK
t1...trK

)
.

∫
TA/T (K)

F (Λ(x))dτ(x) =

∫
TA/T 1

A

∫
T 1
A/T (K)

F (Λ(xy))dτ1(y)dβ(x)

=

∫
TA/T 1

A

F (Λ(x))dβ(x)

∫
T 1
A/T (K)

dτ1(y)

= τ(T )

∫
RrK+

F (t1, ..., trK )
dt1...dtrK
t1...trK

= τ(T )
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Lemma 7.3.5. Let hT be the class number of T . Then

τ(T ) = hT

∫
TA,S∞/UT

F (Λ(x))dτ(x)

Proof. Since Cl(T ) = TA
TA,S∞T (K) '

TA/T (K)
TA,S∞T (K)/T (K) , we have

TA/T (K) = ∪xi∈Cl(T )xiTA,S∞T (K)/T (K) = ∪xi∈Cl(T )xiTA,S∞/UT

From lemma 7.3.4 and the properties of Haar measures,

τ(T ) =
∑

xi∈Cl(T )

∫
TA,S∞/UT

F (Λ(xix))dτ(x) = hT

∫
TA,S∞/UT

F (Λ(x))dτ(x)

Lemma 7.3.6. We have the following exact sequence

0→
∏
v/∈S∞

T cv →
TA,S∞
UT

→
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)

UT
→ 0

where UT , the unit group of T , is embedded diagonally into TA,S∞ and
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv).

Proof. We have TA,S∞ =
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv) ×

∏
v/∈S∞ T

c
v . Therefore, the lemma is a direct

consequence of the lemma below.

Lemma 7.3.7. Let C be a subgroup of A and B. Then the sequence below is exact

0→ B → A⊕B
C

→ A

C
→ 0

where C is embedded into A⊕B by the diagonal map.

Define the map Λ̃ :
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT → RrK+ to be the composite of the following maps

∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)

UT
→ TA

T (K)

Λ−→ RrK+
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Lemma 7.3.8.

τ(T ) = L∗(T̂ , 1)−1|∆K |−d/2hT
∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

F (Λ̃(x∞))dτ∞(x∞)
∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|

(7.11)

Proof. From lemma 7.3.5, τ(T ) = hT
∫
TA,S∞/UT

F (Λ(x))dτ(x). By (7.9) and lemma 7.3.6,

∫
TA,S∞/UT

F (Λ(x))dτ(x)

L∗(T̂ , 1)−1|∆K |−d/2
=

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

∫
∏
v/∈S∞ T cv

F (Λ(x∞, xf ))dτf (xf )dτ∞(x∞)

=

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

∫
∏
v/∈S∞ T cv

F (Λ̃(x∞))dτf (xf )dτ∞(x∞)

=

∫
∏
v/∈S∞ T cv

dτf (xf )

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

F (Λ̃(x∞))dτ∞(x∞)

=
∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|
∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

F (Λ̃(x∞))dτ∞(x∞)

By Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem, UT = µT ⊕ Γ where Γ is a free abelian group of rank

r∞ − rK . We have the following exact sequence

0→
∏
v∈S∞ T

c
v

µT
→
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)

UT
→
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T

c
v

Γ
→ 0 (7.12)

Lemma 7.3.9.

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/UT

F (Λ̃(x))dτ∞(x) =
1

wT

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv

|ωv,c|
∫

(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

F (Λ̃(x))dτnc,∞(x)

Proof. From (7.12) and the fact that Λ̃(y) = 1 for any y in
∏
v∈S∞ T

c
v/µT , the left hand

side of the lemma is equal to

=

∫
(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T cv /µT

F (Λ̃(xy))dτc,∞(y)dτnc,∞(x)

=

∫
(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

F (Λ̃(x))dτnc,∞(x)

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T cv /µT

dτc,∞(y)
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Since µT is a finite group, it is clear that

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T cv /µT

dτc,∞ =
1

wT

∫
∏
v∈S∞ T cv

dτc,∞ =
1

wT

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv

|ωv,c|

The lemma then follows.

Proposition 7.3.10. Let T be a d-dimensional algebraic torus over a number field K. Let

ω be any non-zero invariant differential d-forms on T (K). For each place v of K, ω induces

a canonical Haar measure |ωv| on T (Kv). For each infinite place v of K, let dβv be the

pull back of dt1...dtrv/t1...trv by Φv and |ωv,c| be the unique Haar measure on T cv such that

|ωv| = |ωv,c|dβv. Then the Tamagawa number of T is given by

τ(T ) =
hTRT
wT

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|

L∗(T̂ , 1)|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

L∗v(T̂ , 1)|ωv|

Proof. From lemmas 7.3.8 and 7.3.9, we have

τ(T ) =
hT
wT

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|

L∗(T̂ , 1)|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|
∫

(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

F (Λ̃(x))dτnc,∞(x)

(7.13)

Therefore, it remains to prove

∫
(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

F (Λ̃(x))dτnc,∞(x) = RT (7.14)

From lemma 7.2.6, we have the following commutative diagram

∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv

Γ

Λ̃

%%

//

Φ=(Φv)v∈S∞ '
��

TA
T (K)

Λ

��∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+

Φ(Γ)
Θ // RrK+

Moreover, from corollary 7.2.8, we have an exact sequence

0→ Φ(Γ⊗ R)

Φ(Γ)
→
∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+
Φ(Γ)

Θ−→ RrK+ → 0
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Let dγ be the unique Haar measure on Φ(Γ⊗R)
Φ(Γ) induced by the measure

∏
v∈S∞

dt1...dtrv
t1...trv

on∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+

Φ(Γ) and the measure
dy1...dyrK
y1...yrK

on RrK+ . Then the left hand side of (7.14) is given by

=

∫
(
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)/T cv )/Γ

F (ΘΦ(x))
∏
v∈S∞

dβv(x) =

∫
∏
v∈S∞ Rrv+ /Φ(Γ)

F (Θ(t))
∏
v∈S∞

dt1...dtrv
t1...trv

=

∫
Φ(Γ⊗R)/Φ(Γ)

dγ

∫
RrK+

F (y1, .., yrK )
dy1...dyrK
y1...yrK

=

∫
Φ(Γ⊗R)/Φ(Γ)

dγ = RT

Note that the last equality holds because
∫

Φ(Γ⊗R)/Φ(Γ) dγ equals the volume of the funda-

mental domain of the lattice log Φ(Γ) in Rr∞−rK which is RT . Therefore (7.14) is proved,

which implies the proposition.

Theorem 7.3.11. Let T be a d-dimensional algebraic torus over a number field K. Let ω

be an invariant differential d-form of T defined over K. Then

L∗(T̂ , 1) =
hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|

|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|

Proof. From Ono’s Tamagawa number formula for algebraic tori [Ono63],

τ(T ) =
[H1(K, T̂ )]

[III1(T )]

Ono’s formula for L∗(T̂ , 1) is deduced by rearranging the formula in proposition 7.3.10.

Proposition 7.3.12. Let v be a complex place of K. Let {χ1, ..., χd} be a basis for T̂v.

Define ωT̂v := ∧di=1
dχi
χi

. Then

1. Let ΛT̂v : H1(Tv(C),R) → HomZ(T̂v,R) be the isomorphism from proposition 6.3.2.

Then |det(ΛT̂v)| = 1 with respect to integral basis.

2.
∫
T cv
|ωT̂v ,c| = (2π)d

Proof. Since Tv is an algebraic torus over C, it is a split torus. Let Ψ : Tv(C) → (C∗)d be

the isomorphism identifying Tv with Gd
m. Let z1, ..., zd be the coordinates of (C∗)d. We also

write zj = rje
iθj for j = 1, ..., d. Since {z1, ..., zd} form a basis for the character group of

(C∗)d, {z1Ψ, ..., zdΨ} form a basis for T̂ . Without loss of generality, we can assume χi = ziΨ
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for i = 1, ..., d. Let S1
i be the loop given by the map θ 7→ (1, ..., 1, eiθ, 1, ..., 1) from [0, 2π] to

(S1)d. Then {S1
1, ...,S1

d} form a basis for H1((C∗)d,Z). Let γi = Ψ−1(S1
i ), then {γ1, ..., γd}

form a basis for H1(Tv(C),Z).

1. The map ΛT̂v is induced by the pairing 〈γ, t〉 = 1
2πi

∫
γ
dt
t for every γ in H1(Tv(C),Z)

and t in T̂v. Consider the bases {γ1, ..., γd} and {χ1, .., χd}, we have

〈γk, χl〉 =
1

2πi

∫
γk

dχl
χl

=
1

2πi

∫
Φ−1(S1

k)

d(zlΦ)

zlΦ

=
1

2πi

∫
Φ−1(S1

k)
Φ∗
(
dzl
zl

)
=

1

2πi

∫
S1
k

(
dzl
zl

)
= δlk

2. The measure |ωT̂v | on Tv(C) is given by

|ωT̂v | = Ψ∗
(

(dz1)v...(dzd)v
|z1|v...|zd|v

)
= Ψ∗

(
idz1dz̄1

z1z̄1
...
idzddz̄d
zdz̄d

)
=

id(z1Ψ)d(z̄1Ψ)

(z1Ψ)(z̄1Ψ)
...
id(zdΨ)d(z̄dΨ)

(zdΨ)(z̄dΨ)
=
idχ1dχ̄1

χ1χ̄1
...
idχddχ̄d
χdχ̄d

On the other hand,

dβv = Φ∗v

(
dt1...dtd
t1...td

)
=
d(t1Φv)...d(tdΦv)

(t1Φv)...(tdΦv)

=
d(χ1χ̄1)

χ1χ̄1
...
d(χdχ̄d)

χdχ̄d
=

(
dχ1

χ1
+
dχ̄1

χ̄1

)
...

(
dχd
χd

+
dχ̄d
χ̄d

)

By definition, |ωT̂v ,c| is the unique Haar measure such that |ωT̂v | = dβv|ωT̂v ,c|. Thus,

|ωT̂v ,c| =
(−i)

2

(
dχ1

χ1
− dχ̄1

χ̄1

)
...

(−i)
2

(
dχd
χd
− dχ̄d

χ̄d

)
= Ψ∗

[
(−i)

2

(
dz1

z1
− dz̄1

z̄1

)
...

(−i)
2

(
dzd
zd
− dz̄d

z̄d

)]
= Ψ∗(dθ1...dθd)

As a result,

∫
T cv

|ωT̂v ,c| =
∫
T cv

Ψ∗(dθ1...dθd) =

∫
(S1)d

dθ1...dθd = (2π)d
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7.4 The group of local connected components

We collect a few results of Xarles, Bitan, Bertapelle and Gonzales-Aviles about the group of

connected components of the Néron lft-model of an algebraic torus over a p-adic field. These

results enable us to give a geometric description of the factor [H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))] appearing

in formula (8.5) (see corollary 7.4.6 below).

Let Kv be a p-adic field. Let Ov and kv be its valuation ring and residue field. Let Gv

be the absolute Galois group of Kv and Iv be its inertia subgroup. Let j : Spec(Kv) →

Spec(Ov) and i : Spec(kv) → Spec(Ov) be the natural maps. Let T be a d-dimensional

algebraic torus over Kv and T be its Néron lft-model over Ov. Then T is a smooth and

seperated group scheme over O locally of finite type.

It is clear that T is the unique Ov-scheme which represents the étale sheaf j∗T over the

smooth topology. Let T 0 be the identity connected component of T . Then T 0 is a finite

type separated smooth group scheme over Ov [BLR90,page 290].

Let Tkv and T 0
kv

be the reduction mod v of T and T 0 respectively. Then T 0
kv

is the identity

connected component of Tkv . Furthermore, T 0
kv

is a smooth affine group scheme over kv of

finite type [NX91,page 462]. Write π0(Tkv) for Tkv/T 0
kv

, the group scheme of connected

components of Tkv . Let Φ(T ) = i∗(T /T 0) then Φ(T ) is the étale sheaf represented by the

étale kv-scheme π0(Tkv). Then Φ(T ) corresponds to a discrete Gkv -module called the group

of connected components of T . We have the following exact sequences :

0→ T 0
kv → Tkv → Φ(T )→ 0 and 0→ T 0 → T → i∗Φ(T )→ 0 (7.15)

Definition 7.4.1. We say that T has good reduction if T 0
kv

is an algebraic torus over kv.

Proposition 7.4.2. Let T be an algebraic torus over Kv and T be its Néron-lft model over

Ov. The following are equivalent :

1. T has good reduction.

2. T 0 is an algebraic torus over Ov.

3. There exists an algebraic torus over Ov with generic fiber isomorphic to T .
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4. The inertia group Iv acts trivially on T̂ .

5. T splits over an unramified extension of Kv.

Proof. For a proof, see [NX91, 1.1].

Example 7.4.3. Let T = Gm. Then T represents the étale sheaf j∗Gm and T 0 is the

multiplicative group scheme Gm. Clearly, Gm has good reduction. From the exact sequence

0→ Gm → j∗Gm
v−→ i∗Z→ 0

we deduce that Φ(Gm) ' Z as Ẑ-modules.

Proposition 7.4.4. Let M be a torsion free, discrete GKv -module. Recall that MIv :=

M ⊗Z[Iv ] Z. Then there is an exact sequence

0→ H1(Iv,M)D → (M∗)Iv → HomZ(M Iv ,Z)→ 0 (7.16)

Proof. This is lemma 2.1 in [BG15]. We copy the proof here for the readers’s convenience.

Let Lv/Kv be a finite Galois extension such that M splits over Lv. Let H be the inertia

subgroup of Gal(Lv/Kv). Therefore, Iv acts on M via H. Thus, we can replace Iv by H, a

finite group. Let IH be the augmentation ideal of Z[H] and NH be the norm map on M∗.

Consider the following commutative diagram

0 // IH(M∗) //

��

M∗ //

id
��

(M∗)H //

NH
��

0

0 // ker(NH)|M∗ //M∗
NH // NH(M∗) // 0

(7.17)

The Snake lemma yields the following exact sequence

0→ H−1
T (H,M∗)→ (M∗)H → NH(M∗)→ 0 (7.18)

We have H−1
T (H,M∗) ' H1

T (H,M)D by [NSW00, 3.1.2].

Claim : There is a natural isomorphism NH(M∗) ' (MH)∗
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Proof of Claim : As NH(M∗) is a subgroup of M∗, it is torsion free. Therefore, from

(7.18), we deduce (M∗)H,tor ' H1(H,M∗)D. As a result,

NH(M∗) ' (M∗)H/(M
∗)H,tor ' ((M∗)H)∗∗

' ((M∗∗)H)∗ ' (MH)∗ (here we use the fact that (AH)∗ ' (A∗)H)

Hence the claim is proved and the proposition follows.

Theorem 7.4.5. There is an isomorphism (T̂ ∗)Iv ' Φ(T ) of Ẑ-modules.

Proof. For a proof see [Bit11, 3.1]. This result has been generalized to any complete discrete

valuation field with perfect residue field (see [BG15, 1.1]).

Corollary 7.4.6. [H0(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ ))] = [Φ(T )(kv)tor]

Proof. Theorem 7.4.5 and 7.4.4 imply Φ(T )tor ' H1(Iv, T̂ )D. Taking Ẑ-invariant yields

Φ(T )(kv)tor ' H0(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ )D). By 10.1.3, H0(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ )D) ' H1(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ ))D. As

H1(Iv, T̂ ) is finite, [H1(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ ))] = [H0(Ẑ, H1(Iv, T̂ ))].

Now let K be a number field with ring of integers OK . Let T be an algebraic torus

of dimension d over K and T be its Néron-lft model over OK . The identity connected

component T 0 of T is a smooth, connected group scheme of finite type over OK . The

module of invariant differential forms Ωin
T 0/OK

is a projective OK-module of rank d.

Proposition 7.4.7. Let v be a finite place of K and ω be an invariant differential d-form

of T defined over K. Then

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv| =
[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

|Dω|v

Proof. The following proof is adapted from [Bit11] proposition 2.14 and corollary 2.15. The

result is analogous to that in [Gro82,page 224]. First of all, T 0(Ov) is a subgroup of finite

index of T cv and [T cv : T 0(Ov)] = [Φ(Tv)(kv)tor] [Bit11, 2.2]. Let T 1(Ov) be the kernel of

the reduction map r : T 0(Ov) → T 0
kv

(kv). The reduction map is surjective because T 0 is
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smooth and Ov is Henselian [Mil80, page 39]. Therefore,

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv| = [Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

∫
T 0(Ov)

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv|

= [Φ(Tv)(kv)tor][T 0
kv(kv)]

∫
T 1(Ov)

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv| (7.19)

Let dµv,can be the canonical Haar measure on T 0(Ov) induced locally by local gauge forms

on T 0 [Wei82]. Since T 1(Ov) is isomorphic to pdv where pv is the maximal ideal of Ov,

∫
T 1(Ov)

|ωv| = |Dω|−1
v

∫
T 1(Ov)

dµv,can = |Dω|−1
v

∫
pdv

(dz1)v...(dzd)v = |Dω|−1
v N(v)−d (7.20)

From the structure theorem of commutative affine algebraic groups over perfect fields

[Wat79, page 69], we have T 0
kv

= Uv × T (v) where Uv is a unipotent group and T (v) is

an algebraic torus. Let e be the dimension of T (v). It is not hard to see that

[T 0
kv(kv)] = [Uv(kv)]× [T (v)(kv)] = N(v)d−e[T (v)(kv)] (7.21)

Combining (7.19)-(7.21), it suffices to prove

Lv(T̂ , 1) =
N(v)e

[T (v)(kv)]
(7.22)

Let G be the maximal sub-torus of T with good reduction. Let G and G0 be the Néron

lft-model and its maximal connected subgroup scheme. Then G and T have the same

local L-functions [Bit11, 2.14]. Moreover, T (v) is the reduction mod v of the G0 [NX91, 1.3].

Therefore, (7.22) follows from [Vos98, 14.3].

Corollary 7.4.8. Let T be an algebraic torus over a number field K of dimension d. Let

ω be an invariant differential d-form on T defined over K. Then

L∗(T̂ , 1) =
hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

(
∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|)NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

Proof. For a prime p of K lying over a prime p of Q , NK/Q(p) = p−f(p/p) where f(p/p) is
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the inertia degree. Thus, for any fractional ideal D, NK/Q(D)−1 =
∏
v/∈S∞ |D|v. Therefore

∏
v/∈S∞

∫
T cv

Lv(T̂ , 1)|ωv| =
∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

|Dω|v
= NK/Q(Dω)

∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

As a result, from theorem 7.3.11

L∗(T̂ , 1) =
hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

(
∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|)NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]
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Chapter 8

Relations To Galois Cohomology

Let T be an algebraic torus over a totally imaginary number field K with character group

T̂ . From theorem 5.4.1, L∗(T̂ , 0) = ±χ(j∗T̂ ). We shall derive another formula for L∗(T̂ , 0).

Then we use the functional equation to compare the formula for L∗(T̂ , 0) and Ono’s formula

for L∗(T̂ , 1) in order to obtain a formula for the norm of the conductor of T̂ (see 8.3.2).

For each finite place p of K, we write Kur
p for the maximal unramified extension of Kp.

We denote by Ip the inertia group of p. Let Op, (Ourp ) and Ōp be the valuation rings of Kp,

Kur
p and K̄p respectively.

8.1 Local Galois Cohomology

Lemma 8.1.1. Let N be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated as an abelian group. Let

N̂ = HomZ(N, K̄∗). Then

1. There is an isomorphism ExtnX(j∗N, j∗Gm) ' Hn(K, N̂). If N is the character group

of a torus T over K then ExtnX(j∗N, j∗Gm) ' Hn(K,T ).

2. There is a natural isomorphism ExtnX(j∗N, i∗Z) ' Extn
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z).

3. For each finite prime p of K, H1(Ip, N) is finite

4. Assume further that N is torsion free, then H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N)) is a finite group for all

p and is trivial for all but finitely many p.
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Proof. 1. As j∗ has an exact left adjoint j∗, it preserves injectives. Since the composition

HomX(j∗N,−) ◦ j∗ is just HomGK (N,−), we have the spectral sequence

ExtpX(j∗N,R
qj∗Gm)⇒ Extp+qGK

(N, K̄∗)

From [Mil06, II.1.4], Rqj∗Gm = 0 for q > 0. Therefore, the above spectral sequence

collapses and yields the isomorphism ExtpX(j∗N, j∗Gm) ' ExtpGK (N, K̄∗).

On the other hand, from [Mil06, I.0.8], there is a spectral sequence

Hp(GK , Ext
q
Z(N, K̄∗))⇒ Extp+qGK

(N, K̄∗)

Since K̄∗ is a divisible Z-module, ExtqZ(N, K̄∗) = 0 for q > 0. Thus, this spectral

sequence also collapses and Hp(GK , HomZ(N, K̄∗)) ' ExtpGK (N, K̄∗). As a result,

ExtnX(j∗N, j∗Gm) ' Hn(K, N̂).

Finally, if N = T̂ for some algebraic torus T over K then N̂ = HomZ(N, K̄∗) ' T (K̄).

Hence, ExtnX(j∗N, j∗Gm) ' Hn(K,T ).

2. Since i∗ preserves injectives and HomX(j∗N,−) ◦ i∗ = HomẐ(N Ip ,−) , we have the

spectral sequence

ExtpX(j∗N,R
qi∗Z)⇒ Extp+q

Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z)

As i∗ is exact, the spectral sequence collapses and yields ExtnX(j∗N, i∗Z) ' Extn
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z).

3. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension such that GL acts trivially on N . From the

Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence Hr(GLurp /Kur
p
, Hs(ILp , N))⇒ Hr+s(Ip, N),

0→ H1(GLurp /Kur
p
, N)→ H1(Ip, N)→ H0(GLurp /Kur

p
, H1(ILp , N))→ H2(GLurp /Kur

p
, N)

Note that GLurp /Kur
p

is isomorphic to the inertia subgroup of GLp/Kp , in particular

it is finite. Hence, H i(GLurp /Kur
p
, N) is finite for i = 1, 2. Thus, it is enough to

show H1(ILp , N) is finite. Since ILp acts trivially on N , it suffices to consider only

two cases namely N = Z and N = Z/n. Indeed, we have H1(ILp ,Z) = 0 and
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H1(ILp ,Z/n) ' (O∗p/(O
∗
p)
n)D (see example 8.1.3 below). Hence, H1(Ip, N) is finite.

4. The Leray spectral sequence Hr
et(X,R

sj∗N)⇒ Hr+s(K,N) yields the exact sequence

0→ H1
et(X, j∗N)→ H1(K,N)→ H0

et(X,R
1j∗N)→ H2

et(X, j∗N)→ H2(K,N)

As j∗N is strongly-Z-constructible, H1
et(X, j∗N) and H2

et(X, j∗N) are finite. Since N

is torsion free, by the same argument in part 3, we can show that H1(K,N) is a finite

group1. As H1
et(X, j∗N), H2

et(X, j∗N) and H1(K,N) are finite, so is H0
et(X,R

1j∗N).

Since

H0
et(X,R

1j∗N) '
∏
p∈X

H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N))

we deduce H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N)) is finite for all p and is trivial for all but finitely many p.

Proposition 8.1.2. Let N be a discrete GKp-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

Write N̂ for HomZ(N, K̄p
∗
) and N̂ c for HomZ(N, Ōp

∗
). Then

1. H0(Kp, N̂
c) = {f ∈ HomGKp

(N, K̄p
∗
) : for all x ∈ H0(Kp, N), we have f(x) ∈ O∗p}

2. There is an isomorphism Ext2
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z) ' H2(Kp, N̂)

3. We have a natural exact sequence

0→ H0(Kp, N̂
c)→ H0(Kp, N̂)→ HomẐ(N Ip ,Z)→ H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N))D →

→ H1(Kp, N̂)→ Ext1Ẑ(N Ip ,Z)→ 0 (8.1)

Proof. 1. Let f be an element of H0(Kp, N̂
c). For any x ∈ H0(Kp, N), f(x) ∈ Ōp∗ by

definition. As f is GKp-invariant, f(x) ∈ K∗p ∩ Ōp
∗

= O∗p. Therefore, H0(Kp, N̂
c) is a

subset of the right hand side.

Conversely, let f be an element of the right hand side. Let Lp/Kp be a finite Galois

extension such that GLp acts trivially on N . For any element x ∈ N , f(x) ∈ L∗p

1Note that the condition N is torsion free is essential. For example if N = µn then by Kummer theory
H1(K,µn) ' K∗/(K∗)n which is not finite.
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as N = H0(Lp, N). Consider the norm NLp/Kp(f(x)), we have NLp/Kp(f(x)) =

f(TrLp/Kp(x)). As TrLp/Kp(x) ∈ H0(Kp, N), f(TrLp/Kp(x)) ∈ O∗p by definition.

Hence, NLp/Kp(f(x)) ∈ O∗p. We deduce that f(x) ∈ O∗Lp ⊂ Ōp
∗
. As a result, the right

hand side is a subset of H0(Kp, N̂
c).

2. From theorem 10.1.1, H2(Kp, N̂) ' H0(Kp, N)D and Ext2
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z) ' H0(Ẑ, N Ip)D

which is H0(Kp, N)D. Thus, H2(Kp, N̂) ' Ext2
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z).

3. From the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence Hr(Ẑ, Hs(Ip, N)) ⇒ Hr+s(Kp, N), we

obtain the following exact sequence

0→ H1(Ẑ, N Ip)→ H1(Kp, N)→ H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N))→ H2(Ẑ, N Ip)→ H2(Kp, N)

Taking Pontryagin dual and use theorem 10.1.1, we have

̂H0(Kp, N̂)
Ψ̂−→ ̂HomẐ(N Ip ,Z)→ H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N))D → H1(Kp, N̂)→ Ext1Ẑ(N Ip ,Z)→ 0

(8.2)

Let W = cokΨ̂. As H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, N)) is finite by lemma 8.1.1, W is finite. To complete

the proof, we shall show the following sequence is exact.

0→ H0(Kp, N̂
c)→ H0(Kp, N̂)

Ψ−→ HomẐ(N Ip ,Z)→W → 0

The map Ψ is defined as follows : for f ∈ H0(Kp, N̂) and x ∈ N Ip , Ψ(f)(x) = v(f(x))

where v is the valuation of Kp. It is not hard to see that

ker Ψ = {f ∈ HomGKp
(N, K̄p

∗
) : for all x ∈ N Ip , we have f(x) ∈ (Ourp )∗}

Claim : ker Ψ = H0(Kp, N̂
c).

Proof of claim:

• Let f ∈ H0(Kp, N̂
c) and x ∈ N Ip . Then f(x) ∈ H0(Ip, K̄

∗) ∩ Ōp∗ = (Ourp )∗.

Therefore, H0(Kp, N̂
c) ⊂ ker Ψ.
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• To prove the other inclusion, we use the description of H0(Kp, N̂
c) from part

1. Let f ∈ ker Ψ and x ∈ H0(K,N). Then f(x) ∈ (Ourp )∗ by definition. Since

f(x) ∈ K∗p , f(x) ∈ (Ourp )∗ ∩K∗p = O∗p. Hence, ker Ψ ⊂ H0(Kp, N̂
c).

Let W ′ = cok(Ψ). We have an exact sequence where all the maps are strict morphisms

[Mil06, page13]

0→ H0(Kp, N̂
c)→ H0(Kp, N̂)

Ψ−→ HomẐ(N Ip ,Z)→W ′ → 0

As profinite completion is exact for sequences with strict morphisms [Mil06,page14],

0→ ̂H0(Kp, N̂ c)→ ̂H0(Kp, N̂)
Ψ̂−→ ̂HomẐ(N Ip ,Z)→ Ŵ ′ → 0

As H0(Kp, N̂
c) is compact and totally disconnected (topologically it is a product of finitely

many copies ofO∗p), it is a profinite group. Therefore, ̂H0(Kp, N̂ c) = H0(Kp, N̂
c). Moreover,

Ŵ ′ = W which is a finite group. Hence W ′ = W . That completes the proof of the

proposition.

Example 8.1.3. 1. For a special case, let N = Z/n. We have Ẑ/n ' µn. Therefore,

0→ H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip,Z/n))D → H1(Kp, µn)→ Ext1Ẑ(Z/n,Z)→ 0 (8.3)

We have H1(Kp, µn) ' K∗p/(K
∗
p)n and Ext1

Ẑ
(Z/n,Z) ' Z/n. By [CF10, page 144],

Iabp ' O∗p. Thus, H2(Ip,Z) ' H1(Ip,Q/Z) = IDp ' (O∗p)
D. Moreover, H1(Ip,Z) = 0.

The long exact sequence of cohomology yields H1(Ip,Z/n) ' (O∗p/(O
∗
p)
n)D. Therefore,

(8.3) reduces to

0→ O∗p/(O
∗
p)
n → K∗p/(K

∗
p)n → Z/n→ 0

2. Let N = Z. Then N̂ = K̄p
∗

and N̂ c = Ōp
∗
. We have H1(Ip,Z) = 0, H1(Kp,Gm) = 0

and Ext1
Ẑ
(Z,Z) = 0. In this case, (8.1) is no other than

0→ O∗p → K∗p → Z→ 0
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3. Let N = T̂ for some torus T over Kp. Then H0(Kp, N̂) = T (Kp), H
0(Kp, N̂

c) = T cp ,

the maximal compact subgroup of T (Kp) and

0→ T (Kp)

T cp
→ HomẐ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D → H1(Kp, T )→ Ext1Ẑ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ 0

(8.4)

In particular, if T̂ Ip = 0 then T (Kp) is compact.

8.2 A formula for L∗(T̂ , 0)

Theorem 8.2.1. Let K be a totally imaginary number field and T be an algebraic torus

over K with character group T̂ . Let hT , RT and wT be the class number, the regulator and

the number of roots of unity of T . Let IIIn(T ) be the Tate-Shafarevich group. Then

L∗(T̂ , 0) = ±hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

∏
p/∈S∞

[H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))] (8.5)

Proof. From the short exact sequence

0→ Gm → j∗Gm →
∐
p∈X

i∗Z→ 0

we obtain the long exact sequence

...→ ExtnX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ ExtnX(j∗T̂ , j∗Gm)→
∏
p∈X

ExtnX(j∗T̂ , i∗Z)→ ... (8.6)

By lemma 8.1.1 and proposition 8.1.2, (8.6) can be rewritten as

...→ ExtnX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ Hn(K,T )→
∏
p∈X

ExtnẐ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ ... (8.7)

Since K is totally imaginary, IIIn(T ) is the kernel of Hn(K,T ) →
∏
p∈X H

n(Kp, T ) for

n ≥ 1. We split (8.7) into the following exact sequences

0→ HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ T (K)→
∏
p∈X

HomẐ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ P → 0 (8.8)
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0→ P → Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ Q→ 0 (8.9)

0→ Q→ H1(K,T )
Ψ−→
∏
p∈X

Ext1Ẑ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ R→ 0 (8.10)

0→ R→ Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)→ III2(T )→ 0 (8.11)

Note that P , Q and R are finite groups as Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm) and Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm) are finite.

From (8.9) and (8.11), we have

[Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]

[Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]
=

[P ][Q]

[III2(T )][R]
(8.12)

For each finite prime p of K, we split the sequence (8.4) into

0→ T (Kp)/T
c
p → HomẐ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ Sp → 0 (8.13)

0→ Sp → H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D → H1(Kp, T )→ Ext1Ẑ(T̂ Ip ,Z)→ 0 (8.14)

Proposition 7.1.6 gives us the following exact sequence

0→ UT → T (K)→
∐
p∈X

T (Kp)/T
c
p → Cl(T )→ 0 (8.15)

From (8.13), we obtain the commutative diagram

0 // T (K) //

��

T (K) //

��

0 //

��

0

0 //
∏
p∈X

T (Kp)
T cp

//
∏
p∈X HomẐ(T̂ Ip ,Z) //

∏
p∈X Sp

// 0

The Snake lemma combining with (8.8) and (8.15) yield UT ' HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) and

0→ Cl(T )→ P →
∏
p∈X

Sp → 0 (8.16)

In particular, [Hom(j∗T̂ ,Gm)tor] = wT . As P is finite, (8.16) implies [P ] = hT
∏
p∈X [Sp].
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From (8.14), we have the commutative diagram

0 // 0 //

��

H1(K,T )

∆
��

// H1(K,T ) //

Ψ
��

0

0 //
∏
p
H0(Ẑ,H1(Ip,T̂ ))D

Sp
//
∏
pH

1(Kp, T ) //
∏
pExt

1
Ẑ
(N Ip ,Z) // 0

By the Snake lemma and (8.10), we obtain

0→ III1(T )→ Q→
∏
p

H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D

Sp
→ cok∆→ R→ 0 (8.17)

From the generalized Poitou-Tate exact sequence (see theorem 10.1.4), we have

0→ III1(T )→ H1(K,T )
∆−→
∏
p

H1(Kp, T )→ H1(K, T̂ )D → III2(T )→ 0

Thus, [cok∆][III2(T )] = [H1(K, T̂ )]. Therefore from (8.17),

[Q]

[R]
=

[III1(T )][III2(T )]
∏
p[H

0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D]

[H1(K, T̂ )]
∏
p[Sp]

(8.18)

Putting together (8.12), (8.16) and (8.18), we have

[Ext1X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]

[Ext2X(j∗T̂ ,Gm)]
=

hT [III1(T )]
∏
p[H

0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

From corollary 5.4.2, we finally obtain

L∗(T̂ , 0) = ±hTR(j∗T̂ )

wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

∏
p

[H0(Ẑ, H1(Ip, T̂ ))D]

It remains to show R(j∗T̂ ) = RT . We shall do so in the next lemma.

Lemma 8.2.2. Let T be an algebraic torus over a number field K. Then the regulator

R(j∗T̂ ) (3.3.1) is the same as the regulator RT of the torus (7.2.2).

Proof. In the course of the proof of theorem 8.2.1, we showed that there is an isomorphism
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UT
'−→ HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) which fits into the following commutative diagram :

UT //

'��

T (K)

'��
'

**

//
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv)

'
++

HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) // HomX(j∗T̂ , j∗Gm)
' // HomK(T̂ , K̄∗) //

∏
v∈S∞ HomKv(T̂v, K̄v

∗
)

(8.19)

By functoriality, the following diagrams are commutative

HomK(TK̄ , K̄
∗) //

∏
v∈S∞ HomKv(TK̄v , K̄v

∗
)

H0(K, T̂ ) //

'
OO

∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)

'
OO

(8.20)

∏
v∈S∞ HomKv (TK̄v ,K̄v

∗
)

HomK(TK̄ ,K̄
∗)

×
∏
v∈S∞ T (Kv) //

'
��

∏
v∈S∞ K

∗
v

id
��

ΛK // R

id

��∏
v∈S∞ H0(Kv ,T̂v)

H0(K,T̂ )

'
OO

×
∏
v∈S∞ HomKv(TK̄v , K̄v

∗
) //

∏
v∈S∞ K

∗
v

ΛK // R

(8.21)

where ΛK is the map used to define the regulator pairing (see 3.3.1).

Combine (8.19)-(8.21), we obtain the commutative diagram

∏
v∈S∞ HomKv (TK̄v ,K̄v

∗
)

HomK(TK̄ ,K̄
∗)

× UT //

'
��

R

id

��∏
v∈S∞ H0(Kv ,T̂v)

H0(K,T̂ )

'
OO

× HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) // R

Since

H0
et(X, (j∗T̂ )B)

H0
et(X, j∗T̂ )

'
∏
v∈S∞ H

0(Kv, T̂v)

H0(K, T̂ )
'
∏
v∈S∞ HomKv(TK̄v , K̄v

∗
)

HomK(TK̄ , K̄
∗)

we have the following commutative diagram

∏
v∈S∞ H0(Kv ,T̂v)

H0(K,T̂ )
× UT //

'
��

R

id

��
H0
et(X,(j∗T̂ )B)

H0
et(X,j∗T̂ )

'
OO

× HomX(j∗T̂ ,Gm) // R

(8.22)

The top row of diagram (8.22) is the defining pairing of the regulator of the torus. The
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bottom row of diagram (8.22) is the regulator pairing 2. We conclude R(j∗T̂ ) = RT . This

also completes the proof of theorem 8.2.1.

Remark 8.2.3. Consider the trivial torus Gm. Its character group is Z. It is clear that

H1(K,Z) = III1(Gm) = H1(Ip,Z) = 0. Therefore, we recover the class number formula

ζ∗K(0) = ±hR
w

8.3 The functional equation of Artin L-functions

Let T be a d-dimensional algebraic torus over a totally imaginary number field K. We

recall the functional equation satisfied by L(T̂ , s). We follow the exposition by Tate in

[Tat84, page 17] . For a moment, we do not assume K is totally imaginary.

Recall the Gamma functions Γ(s) :=
∫∞

0 xs−1exdx and

ΓR(s) := π−s/2Γ(s/2) and ΓC(s) := 2(2π)−sΓ(s)

It is well-known that Γ(s) has a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane C and

satisfies the functional equation Γ(s + 1) = sΓ(s). Moreover, Γ(s) is analytic everywhere

except at s = 0,−1,−2, ... where it has simple poles with residues given by

Ress=−nΓ(s) =
(−1)n

n!

Some special values of Γ(s) are Γ(n) = (n− 1)! for n positive integers and Γ(1/2) =
√
π.

For each place v of K, we write rv for rankZH
0(Kv, T̂ ) and r∞ :=

∑
v∈S∞ rv. For each

infinite place v of K, we define Lv(T̂ , s) to be

Lv(T̂ , s) :=

 ΓC(s)d v is complex

ΓR(s)rvΓR(s+ 1)d−rv v is real

and L∞(T̂ , s) :=
∏
v∈S∞ Lv(T̂ , s).

2Compare with remark 3.3.2
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Let L/K be a finite Galois extension such that GL acts trivially on T̂ . For each finite

prime p of K, let p be a prime of L lying over p. We write Gp for the Galois group of Lp/Kp.

For i ≥ −1, the ramification groups are defined as [Ser95, page 62]

Gi,p := {σ ∈ Gp : vLp(σ(x)− x) ≥ i+ 1 for all x ∈ Op}

In particular, G−1,p = Gp and G0,p = Ip. The ramification groups form a decreasing

sequence of normal subgroups of Gp namely Gp ⊃ G0,p ⊃ G1,p ⊃ ... and Gi,p = 0 for i

sufficiently large. The local conductor f(T̂ , p) is defined as

f(T̂ , p) :=
∞∑
i=0

[Gi,p]

[G0,p]
(d− rankZH

0(Gi,p, T̂ ))

From [Ser95, page 99], f(T̂ , p) is a non-negative integer not depending on the choice of p.

Furthermore, if p is unramified in L, then Ip = 0, hence f(T̂ , p) = 0. Therefore, f(T̂ , p) = 0

for all but finitely many prime p of K. We define the global conductor of T̂ to be the

following integral ideal of OK

f(T̂ ) :=
∏

p/∈S∞(K)

pf(T̂ ,p)

Let A = NK/Q(f(T̂ ))|∆K |d. The completed L-function of T̂ is defined as

Λ(T̂ , s) := As/2L∞(T̂ , s)L(T̂ , s)

Then there exists a constant w(T̂ ) = ±1 such that Λ(T̂ , s) satisfies the functional equation

Λ(T̂ , 1− s) = w(T̂ )Λ(T̂ , s) (8.23)

Proposition 8.3.1. Let T be a d-dimensional algebraic torus over a totally imaginary

number field K. Then

L∗(T̂ , 1)

L∗(T̂ , 0)
= ± (2π)nd/2

NK/Q(f(T̂ ))1/2|∆K |d/2

Proof. As K is totally imaginary, L∞(T̂ , s) = ΓC(s)nd/2. The completed L-function is

given by Λ(T̂ , s) = As/2ΓC(s)nd/2L(T̂ , s). Since ords=0ΓC(s) = −1 and ords=0L(T̂ , s) =
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nd/2− rK , Λ(T̂ , s) and Λ(T̂ , 1− s) have a pole of order rK at s = 0. As lims→0 sΓC(s) = 2

and ΓC(1) = π−1, we have

lim
s→0

srKΛ(T̂ , s) = lim
s→0

(sΓC(s))nd/2 lim
s→0

L(T̂ , s)

snd/2−rK
= 2nd/2L∗(T̂ , 0) (8.24)

lim
s→0

srKΛ(T̂ , 1− s) = (−1)rKA1/2π−nd/2L∗(T̂ , 1) (8.25)

Combining the functional equation with (8.24) and (8.25), we deduce

L∗(T̂ , 1)

L∗(T̂ , 0)
= ±(2π)nd/2

A1/2
= ± (2π)nd/2

NK/Q(f(T̂ ))1/2|∆K |d/2

Proposition 8.3.2. Let T be an algebraic torus over a totally imaginary number field K

of dimension d. Let ω be a non-zero invariant diffenrential d-form on T . Then

NK/Q(f(T̂ ))1/2 =
(2π)nd/2

(
∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|)NK/Q(Dω)

(8.26)

Proof. Corollary 7.4.6 enables us to rewrite our formula in theorem 8.2.1 as

L∗(T̂ , 0) = ±hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

From corollary 7.4.8, we have

L∗(T̂ , 1) =
hTRT
wT

[III1(T )]

[H1(K, T̂ )]

(∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|

)
NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
∏
v/∈S∞

[Φ(Tv)(kv)tor]

Therefore, proposition 8.3.1 implies (8.26).
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Chapter 9

Euler Characteristics Of Dual Complexes

Let K be a totally imaginary number field and F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf

on X = Spec(OK). We construct the ranks E1(FD),E2(FD) and the Euler characteris-

tics χ1(FD),χ2(FD) for F . We then show that for any discrete GK-module M which is

also a finitely generated abelian group, ords=1L(M, s) = E1((j∗M)D) − E2((j∗M)D) and

L∗(M, 1) = ±χ1(j∗M
D)/χ2(j∗M

D).

9.1 The DFD complex

We begin by constructing the complex DFD which specializes to the complex DM whenM

is the 1-motive [0→ T ] and F = j∗T̂ .

Definition 9.1.1. For a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf F , the complex cFD is defined as

cFD := [RΓW (X,FD)
u−→ RΓet(X,FDB )]

where the map u is constructed in the same way as in lemma 2.4.8.

Lemma 9.1.2. The cohomology of cFD satisfy

Hn(cFD) =


H3
W (X,FD) n = 3

H0
et(X,F)Dtor n = 4

0 n 6∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
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0→ H0
et(X,FDB )→ H1(cFD)→ HomX(F ,Gm)→ H1

et(X,FDB )→ H2(cFD)→

→ Ext1X(F ,Gm)→ 0 (9.1)

Proof. By the definition of cFD , we have the distinguished triangle

cFD → RΓW (X,FD)→ RΓet(X,FDB )→ cFD [1]

The lemma then follows from the long exact sequence of cohomology of the triangle and

proposition 3.1.8.

We write FK for the discrete GK-module corresponding to the étale sheaf j∗F . Also for

each infinite place v, we write FKv for the abelian group corresponding to j∗vF .

Construction : We want to construct a morphism φ : RHomZ(FK , OK [−3]) → cFD .

We shall do this in the following five steps.

1. Step 1: We construct a map from RΓet(X,F) to FK .

Let j̄ be the composition Spec(K̄)→ Spec(K)→ X where K̄ is the algebraic closure

of K. It is not hard to see that j̄∗ is an exact functor. Furthermore j̄∗ preserves

injectives as it has an exact left adjoint namely j̄!. Therefore we can deduce

RΓet(X, j̄∗j̄
∗F) = RΓet(Spec(K̄), j̄∗F)

As the category of étale sheaf over Spec(K̄) is equivalent to the category of abelian

groups, we have RΓet(Spec(K̄), j̄∗F) = FK in the derived category of abelian groups.

There is a natural map F → j̄∗j̄
∗F which induces the following map

RΓet(X,F)→ RΓet(X, j̄∗j̄
∗F) = RΓet(Spec(K̄), j̄∗F) = FK

2. Step 2: We construct a map fromRHomZ(FK , OK [−3]) toRHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

The map is constructed by taking composition with the trace map OK [−3] → Z[−3]

and with RΓet(X,F)→ FK
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RΓet(X,F) //

��

FK
��

Z[−3] OK [−3]
trK/Qoo

(9.2)

3. Step 3: We construct a map from RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3]) to RΓW (X,FD) such

that its composition with the map RΓW (X,FD)→ RΓet(X,FDB ) is the zero map.

Consider the following diagram

RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

,,

��

// τ≥2RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

��
RΓW (X,FD)

��
τ≤1RΓet(X,FD)

��
RΓet(X,FDB ) RΓet(X,FD)oo

The map RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3]) to RΓW (X,FD) is the composition of the top

horizontal map with the first vertical map. As the composition of the top two vertical

maps on the right is the zero map, so is the vertical map on the left.

4. Step 4: We construct a map from RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3]) to cFD .

Recall that cFD = [RΓW (X,FD) → RΓet(X,FDB )]. From step 3, we have the com-

mutative diagram

RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3]) //

��

RΓW (X,FD)

��
0 // RΓet(X,FDB )

which yields the required map

5. Step 5: The map φ : RHomZ(FK , OK [−3]) → cFD is defined to be the composition

of the map RHomZ(FK , OK [−3])→ RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3]) from step 2 with the

map RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])→ cFD from step 4.
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Definition 9.1.3. We define DFD to be the shifted mapping cone

DFD := [RHomZ(FK , OK [−3])
φ−→ cFD ]

of the map φ constructed above.

Proposition 9.1.4. The cohomology group Hn(DFD) vanishes for n 6∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} and is

finitely generated for all n. In addition, there are exact sequences

0→ H0
et(X,FDB )→ H2(DFD)→ HomX(F ,Gm)→ H1

et(X,FDB )→ H2(cFD)→

→ Ext1
X(F ,Gm)→ 0 (9.3)

0→ H2(cFD)→ H3(DFD)→ HomZ(FK , OK)→ H3
W (X,FD)→ H4(DFD)→

→ Ext1
Z(FK , OK)→→ H0

et(X,F)Dtor → H5(DFD)→ 0 (9.4)

Proof. This follows directly from propositions 3.1.8 and 9.1.2 and the long exact sequence

of cohomology corresponding to the distinguished triangle

DFD → RHomZ(FK , OK [−3])→ cFD → DFD [1]

Lemma 9.1.5. Let F be a constructible sheaf. Then we have the following exact sequences

0→ H2(DFD)→ HomX(F ,Gm)→ H1
et(X,FDB )→ H3(DFD)→ Ext1

X(F ,Gm)→ 0

0→ Ext2
X(F ,Gm)→ H4(DFD)→ Ext1

Z(FK , OK)→ Ext3
X(F ,Gm)→ H5(DFD)→ 0

In addition, Hn(DFD) is finite for all n and

[H3(DFD)][H5(DFD)]

[H2(DFD)][H4(DFD)]
= 1 (9.5)
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Proof. Since F is constructible, FK is a finite abelian group. Moreover, the Artin-Verdier

duality implies H0
et(X,F)Dtor ' Ext3X(F ,Gm) and we also have H3

W (X,F) ' Ext2X(F ,Gm).

Therefore, the two exact sequences follow from proposition 9.1.4.

[H3(DFD)][H5(DFD)]

[H2(DFD)][H4(DFD)]
=

[Ext1
X(F ,Gm)][Ext3

X(F ,Gm)][H1
et(X,FDB )]

[HomX(F ,Gm)][Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][Ext1

Z(FK , OK)]

The lemma then follows from lemma 3.2.6, the Artin-Verdier duality and proposition 5.3.2.

9.2 Euler characteristics

Definition 9.2.1. Let F be a Z-constructible sheaf on X. The period P (F) is defined as

PD(FK). Let P̃ (F) be the determinant of the exact sequence

0→ H0
et(X,FDB )R → HomZ(FK , OK)R → H0

et(X,FB)∗R → 0 (9.6)

with respect to integral bases. From lemma 6.5.5, P̃ (F) = (2π)nd/2|∆K |−d/2 where d =

rankZFK and

P (F) =
P̃ (F)NK/Q(Dω)

| det(ΨFK )ω|

Proposition 9.2.2. Let M be a discrete GK-module, finitely generated and torsion free as

an abelian group. Then

P (j∗M) =
(2π)nd/2

NK/Q(f(M))1/2|∆K |d/2

Proof. Let T be the algebraic torus over K such that M ' T̂ . Then P (j∗M) = PT . From

lemma 7.3.12,
∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωT̂v ,c| = (2π)nd/2. Therefore, from propositions 6.5.8 and 8.3.2

PT =
(2π)nd/2NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
∏
v∈S∞

∣∣∣∣∣ ωvωT̂v
∣∣∣∣∣
v

=
(2π)nd/2NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2

∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|∏

v∈S∞
∫
T cv
|ωT̂v ,c|

=
(
∏
v∈S∞

∫
T cv
|ωv,c|)NK/Q(Dω)

|∆K |d/2
=

(2π)nd/2

NK/Q(f(T̂ ))1/2|∆K |d/2
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Assume further that F is a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. We shall define the

two Euler characteristics for FD in the rest of this section.

Lemma 9.2.3. The exact sequence (9.3) of proposition 9.1.4 induces the exact sequence

0→ H0
et(X,FDB )R → H2(DFD)R → HomX(F ,Gm)R → 0 (9.7)

In addition, with respect to integral bases, the determinant of (9.7) is

[HomX(F ,Gm)tor][H
2(cFD)]

[H2(DFD)tor][H1
et(X,FDB )][Ext1

X(F ,Gm)]

Proof. Since H1
et(X,FDB ) is finite, we obtain (9.7) from (9.3) by taking tensor product with

R. To obtain the formula for the determinant, we apply lemma 10.2.8 to (9.3) and note

that H0
et(X,FDB ) is torsion free.

For each infinite place v of K, FKv is isomorphic to FK as abelian groups. Therefore

we can define ∆ to be the diagonal embedding FK →
∏
v∈S∞ FKv . Abusing notations, we

also write ∆ for the map H0
et(X,F)→ H0

et(X,FB).

Let Φ be the isomorphism OK ⊗Z R →
∏
v∈S∞ C in lemma 6.5.1. In particular, if x is

an element of OK then Φ(x) = (σv(x))v∈S∞ where {σv}v are the complex embeddings of

K. We also have the trace maps TrK/Q and TrC/R. They are related by the identity :

TrK/Q(a) =
∑
v∈S∞

TrC/R(σv(a)) ∀a ∈ K

Lemma 9.2.4. The diagram below commutes

HomZ(FK , OK)R
TrK/Q //

Φ
��

HomZ(FK ,Z)R

∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(FKv ,C)

TrC/R //
∏
v∈S∞ HomZ(FKv ,R) = H0

et(X,FB)∗R

∆∗
OO
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Proof. Let γ and a be any elements of HomZ(FK , OK) and FK respectively. We have

∆∗ ◦ (TrC/R)v ◦ Φ(γ)(a) = (TrC/R)v ◦ Φ(γ)(a, ..., a) = (TrC/R)v ◦ (σvγ)v∈S∞(a, ..., a)

=
∑
v∈S∞

TrC/R(σvγ(a)) = TrK/Qγ(a)

Therefore, ∆∗ ◦ (TrC/R)v ◦ Φ = TrK/Q and the diagram commutes.

Lemma 9.2.5. The following diagram commutes

HomZ(FK , OK)R //

TrC/RΦ
��

H3
W (X,FD)R

��
H0
et(X,FB)∗R ∆∗

//

55

H0
et(X,F)∗R

Proof. It is enough to show all triangles in diagram (9.8) below commute.

HomZ(FK , OK)R //

**

��

H3
W (X,FD)R

��

HomZ(FK ,Z)R

**

44

H0
et(X,FB)∗R

44

// H0
et(X,F)∗R

(9.8)

By lemma 9.2.4, the left triangle commutes. The bottom triangle commutes because the

map H0
et(X,F) → H0

et(X,FB) factors through FK . To prove the two remaining triangles

commute, let us consider the following diagram

RHomZ(FK , OK [−3]) //

��

RHomZ(RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

��
RHomZ(FK ,Z[−3]) //

33

RHomZ(τ≤0RΓet(X,F),Z[−3])

(9.9)

It is not hard to deduce the commutativity of the upper triangle of (9.9) from diagram (9.2)

on page 107. The lower triangle commutes because the map τ≤0RΓet(X,F) → FK factors

through RΓet(X,F). Thus, (9.9) commutes. Taking the third cohomology of this diagram

yields the commutativity of the top and right triangles of diagram (9.8). Hence, the lemma

is proved.
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Lemma 9.2.6. We have H4(DFD) and H5(DFD) are finite and an exact sequence

0→ H0
et(X,FDB )R → H3(DFD)R →

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
R
→ 0 (9.10)

Proof. From the exact sequence (9.4) of proposition 9.1.4, we deduce H5(DFD) is finite.

From lemmas 9.2.5 and 6.5.5, the following diagram commutes

0 // H0
et(X,FDB )R

Φ−1(2πi) //

��

HomZ(FK , OK)R
TrC/RΦ

//

��

H0
et(X,FB)∗R

//

∆∗��

0

0 // 0 // H3
W (X,FD)R // H0

et(X,F)∗R
// 0

(9.11)

The Snake lemma yields the exact sequence

0→ H0
et(X,FDB )R → H3(DFD)R →

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
R
→ 0

and H4(DFD)R = 0. Since H4(DFD) is finitely generated, H4(DFD) is finite.

From lemmas 9.2.3 and 9.2.6, we have the following diagram

0 // H0
et(X,FDB )R //

'
��

H2(DFD)R // HomX(F ,Gm)R //

'��

0

0 // H0
et(X,FDB )R // H3(DFD)R //

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
R

// 0

(9.12)

which implies that H2(DFD)R is isomorphic to H3(DFD)R. In what follows, we shall con-

struct such an isomorphism and compute its determinant with respect to integral bases.

Lemma 9.2.7. The exact sequence (9.4) from proposition 9.1.4 induces the exact sequence

0→ H3(DFD)R → HomZ(FK , OK)R → H3
W (X,FD)R → 0 (9.13)

In addition, the determinant of (9.13) with respect to integral bases is

[Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][Ext1

Z(FK , OK)][H3(DFD)tor][H
5(DFD)]

[H2(cFD)][H0
et(X,F)Dtor][H

4(DFD)]
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Proof. Apply proposition 10.2.8 to the exact sequence (9.4), also note that HomZ(FK , OK)

is torsion free and [H3
W (X,FD)tor] = [Ext2

X(F ,Gm)].

Lemma 9.2.8. With respect to integral bases, the exact sequence (9.10) in lemma 9.2.6 has

determinant

[H4(DFD)][H2(cFD)][H0
et(X,F)Dtor]P̃ (F)

[H3(DFD)tor][H5(DFD)][Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][Ext1

Z(FK , OK)][cok(δtor)]

Proof. From diagram (9.11) and exact sequence (9.10), we have the commutative diagram

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 // H0

et(X,FDB )R

��

id // H0
et(X,FDB )R

//

Φ−12πi��

0 //

��

0 (E1)

0 // H3(DFD)R

��

// HomZ(FK , OK)R //

TrC/RΦ
��

H3
W (X,FD)R //

��

0 (E2)

0 //
(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
R

δ∗ //

��

H0
et(X,FB)∗R

∆∗ //

��

H0
et(X,F)∗R

//

��

0 (E3)

0 0 0

(EA) (EB) (EC)
(9.14)

It is clear that ν(E1) = 1 and ν(EB) = P̃ (F) (see 9.2.1). We also have ν(EC) = 1 as (EC) is

induced by the map H3
W (X,FD)→ H0

et(X,F)∗ and H0
et(X,F)∗ is torsion free. In addition,

by lemma 5.1.4, ν(E3) = [cok(δtor)]
−1 and by lemma 9.2.7

ν(E2) =
[Ext2

X(F ,Gm)][Ext1
Z(FK , OK)][H3(DFD)tor][H

5(DFD)]

[H2(cFD)][H0
et(X,F)Dtor][H

4(DFD)]

As a result, the determinant of (9.10), which is ν(EA), is obtained by applying lemma 10.2.3

to diagram (9.14).

Proposition 9.2.9. Let γ and γ′ be sections of the maps H2(DFD)R → HomX(F ,Gm)R

and H3(DFD)R →
(
H0
et(X,FB)/H0

et(X,F)
)∗
R in (9.12). Then there is an isomorphism
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θγ,γ′ : H2(DFD)R → H3(DFD)R depending only on γ and γ′ which has determinant

(
5∏
i=2

[H i(DFD)tor]
(−1)i

)
[Ext1

X(F ,Gm)][H0
et(X,F)Dtor]P̃ (F)

[HomX(F ,Gm)tor][Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][H0

et(X,FB)Dtor][cok(δtor)]

with respect to integral bases for H2(DFD) and H3(DFD). In particular, |det(θγ,γ′)| does

not depend on the choice of γ and γ′.

Proof. From lemma 9.2.3 and remark 10.2.1, we can construct an isomorphism θγ between

H0
et(X,FDB )R⊕HomX(F ,Gm)R and H2(DFD)R such that with respect to any integral bases,

| det(θγ)| = [HomX(F ,Gm)tor][H
2(cFD)]

[H2(DFD)tor][H1
et(X,FDB )][Ext1

X(F ,Gm)]

Similarly from lemma 9.2.6 and remark 10.2.1, we can construct an isomorphism θγ′ between

H0
et(X,FDB )R ⊕

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
R

and H3(DFD)R such that with respect to any integral bases,

| det(θγ′)| =
[H4(DFD)][H2(cFD)][H0

et(X,F)Dtor]P̃ (F)

[H3(DFD)tor][H5(DFD)][Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][Ext1

Z(FK , OK)][cok(δtor)]

Consider the following diagram

H2(DFD)R

θγ,γ′
��

θ−1
γ // H0

et(X,FDB )R ⊕HomX(F ,Gm)R

β��

H3(DFD)R H0
et(X,FDB )R ⊕

(
H0
et(X,FB)

H0
et(X,F)

)∗
Rθγ′

oo

where β is the map induced by the identity on the first factor and the regulator pairing on

the second factor ; whereas θγ,γ′ is the composition θγ′ ◦ β ◦ θ−1
γ .

As F is strongly-Z-constructible, the map induced by the regulator pairing is an iso-

morphism. Hence β is an isomorphism and | det(β)| = R(F) with respect to any integral

bases. As a result, θγ,γ′ is an isomorphism between H2(DFD)R and H3(DFD)R. To com-

plete the proof, note that |det θγ,γ′ | = | det(θγ′) det(β) det(θ−1
γ )| and [Ext1

Z(FK , OK)] =

[H0
et(X,FB)Dtor][H

1
et(X,FDB )] from lemma 3.2.6.

Definition 9.2.10. Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Let θγ,γ′ be the isomor-

phism H2(DFD)R → H3(DFD)R constructed in lemma 9.2.9. The first Euler characteristic
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of FD is defined as

χ1(FD) :=
5∏
i=2

[H i(DFD)tor]
(−1)i+1 | det(θγ,γ′)|

Note that the isomorphism θγ,γ′ depends on γ and γ′, but |det(θγ,γ′)| does not. Therefore,

χ1(FD) is well-defined. The rank E1(FD) of the first characteristic is defined as

E1(FD) :=
4∑
i=1

(−1)i+1irankZH
i(DFD)

Definition 9.2.11. Let ΨF : HomOK (Ωin
G0/OK

, OK)R → HomZ(FK , OK)R be the isomor-

phism of proposition 6.5.3. The second Euler characteristic of FD is defined as

χ2(FD) :=
| det(ΨFK )ω|
|NK/Q(Dω)|

The rank E2(FD) of the second characteristic is defined as

E2(FD) :=

3∑
i=2

(−1)i+1irankZH
i
a(DFD)

where H2
a(DFD) := HomOK (Ωin

G0/OK
, OK) and H3

a(DFD) := HomZ(FK , OK).

Proposition 9.2.12. Let F be a strongly-Z-constructible sheaf on X. Then

En(FD) =

 rankZHomZ(FK , OK)− rankZH
0
et(X,F) n = 1

rankZHomZ(FK , OK) n = 2

In addition, χ1(FD) = χ(F)P̃ (F) and χ2(FD) = P̃ (F)/P (F).

Proof. The formula for En(FD) follows from the definition and the exact sequence (9.13).

From proposition 9.2.9, the Artin-Verdier Duality and proposition 5.1.7

χ1(FD) =
[Ext1

X(F ,Gm)][H0
et(X,F)Dtor]P̃ (F)

[HomX(F ,Gm)tor][Ext2
X(F ,Gm)][H0

et(X,FB)Dtor][cok(δtor)]
= χ(F)P̃ (F)

Finally, the formula for χ2(FD) follows from proposition 6.5.8.
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9.3 Special values of L-functions

The following theorem concludes our chapter.

Theorem 9.3.1. Let K be a totally imaginary number field. Let M be a discrete GK-module

which is also a finitely generated abelian group. Then

1. ords=1L(M, s) = E1((j∗M)D)− E2((j∗M)D)

2. L∗(M, 1) = ±χ1((j∗M)D)/χ2((j∗M)D)

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume M is torsion free as an abelian group.

1. From proposition 8.3.1, ords=1L(M, s) = −rankZH
0(K,M). From proposition 9.2.12,

E1((j∗M)D) − E2((j∗M)D) = −rankZH
0(K,M). Then the first part of the theorem

is proved.

2. By proposition 9.2.12, corollary 5.4.2, proposition 9.2.2 and proposition 8.3.1, we have

χ1((j∗M)D)

χ2((j∗M)D)
= χ(j∗M)P (j∗M) =

±L∗(M, 0)(2π)nd/2

|∆K |d/2NK/Q(f(M))1/2
= ±L∗(M, 1)
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Chapter 10

Appendix

10.1 Arithmetic Duality Theorems

We collect some arithmetic duality theorems used in this thesis.

10.1.1 Galois Cohomology

Theorem 10.1.1. Let K be a p-adic field and M be a discrete GK-module which is finitely

generated as an abelian group. Let αr(M) be the map

αr(M) : ExtrG(M, K̄∗)→ H2−r(K,M)D

induced by the pairing H2−r(K,M)× ExtrG(M, K̄∗)→ H2(K, K̄∗) ' Q/Z.

Then αn(M) is an isomorphism of finite groups for n = 1, of groups of co-finite type

for n = 2 and α0(M) induces an isomorphism of profinite groups

̂HomG(M, K̄∗)→ H2(K,M)D

Moreover, if M is a finite group then αn(M) is an isomorphim of finite groups for all n.

Proof. See [Mil06, I.2.1]

Corollary 10.1.2. Let T be an algebraic torus over K with character group T̂ . The cup

product Hr(K,T )×H2−r(K, T̂ )→ H2(K, K̄∗) induces the map
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αr(T ) : Hr(K,T )→ H2−r(K, T̂ )D

Then αn(T ) is an isomorphism of finite groups for n = 1, of groups of co-finite type for

n = 2 and α0(T ) induces an isomorphism of profinite groups

T̂ (K)→ H2(K, T̂ )D

Proof. See [Mil06, I.2.4].

Theorem 10.1.3. Let M be a discrete Ẑ-module, finitely generated as an abelian group.

The pairing H2−r(Ẑ,M)× Extr
Ẑ
(M,Z)→ H2(Ẑ,Z) induces a map

αr(M) : ExtrẐ(M,Z)→ H2−r(Ẑ,M)D

Then αn(M) is an isomorphism of finite groups for n = 1, of groups of cofinite type for

n = 2 and α0(M) induces an isomorphism of profinite groups

̂HomẐ(M,Z)→ H2(Ẑ,M)D

Moreover if M is finite then αn(M) is an isomorphism of finite groups for all n.

Theorem 10.1.4. Let T be an algebraic torus over a number field K with character group

T̂ . For r ≥ 1, the Tate-Shafarevich groups are defined as

IIIr(T ) := ker[Hr(K,T )→
∏
v

Hr(Kv, T )] & IIIr(T̂ ) := ker[Hr(K, T̂ )→
∏
v

Hr(Kv, T̂ )]

Then III2(T ) is finite and is dual to III1(T̂ ). Furthermore, we have an exact sequence

0→ III1(T )→ H1(K,T )→
∏
v

H1(Kv, T )→ H1(K, T̂ )D → H2(K,T )→

→
⊕
v

H2(Kv, T )→ H0(K, T̂ )D → 0

Proof. See [Mil06, I.4.20] .
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10.1.2 Étale Cohomology

For simplicity, we restrict to the case of totally imaginary number field. Note that the

results of this section hold for all number fields. Let K be a totally imaginary number

field and X = Spec(OK). Let U be an open subscheme of X and ρ : U → X be the open

embedding. For any sheaf G on U , the cohomology with compact support is defined to be

Hr
c (U,G) := Hr

et(X, ρ!G)

Theorem 10.1.5. There is a canonical isomorphism H3
c (U,Gm) ' Q/Z. Furthermore, for

any Z-constructible sheaf F on U , the pairing

H3−r
c (U,F)× ExtrU (F , Gm)→ H3

c (U,Gm)

induces a map αr(F) : ExtrU (F , Gm)→ H3−r
c (U,F)D which satisfies

1. For r = 0, 1, ExtrU (F , Gm) is finitely generated and αr(F) induces an isomorphism

of profinite groups

̂ExtrU (F , Gm)→ H3−r
c (U,F)D

2. For r = 2, 3, αr(F) is an isomorphism between groups of cofinite type.

Furthermore, if F is constructible then αr(F) is an isomorphism of finite groups for all r.

Proof. See [Mil06, II.3.1]

10.2 Determinants and Torsions

We review some results about determinants of exact sequences and orders of torsion sub-

groups of finitely generated abelian groups.
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10.2.1 Determinants of exact sequences

For n ≥ 1, consider the following exact sequence of vector spaces over R

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
Tn−1−−−→ Vn → 0 (E)

Let Bi be an ordered basis for Vi. We want to define the determinant ν(E) of (E) with

respect to the bases {Bi}. We shall do so inductively.

1. If n = 1, then ν(E) := | det(T0)| with respect to the given bases.

2. If n = 2, suppose B0 = {ui}ri=1, B1 = {vi}r+si=1 and B2 = {wi}si=1. For i = 1, ..., s, let

T1
−1(wi) be any preimage of wi under T2. We can form the following elements ∧r+si=1vi

and (∧ri=1T0(ui)) ∧ (∧si=1T
−1
1 (wi)) of ∧r+si=1V1. Since ∧r+si=1V1 is a 1-dimensional vector

space over R, there exists a unique positive real number δ such that

(∧ri=1T0(ui)) ∧ (∧si=1T
−1
1 (wi)) = ±δ(∧r+si=1vi)

Note that the choice of the preimages of wi under T1 does not affect (∧ri=1T0(ui)) ∧

(∧si=1T
−1
1 (wi)). Therefore, we can define ν(E) := δ.

3. If n ≥ 3, suppose we have defined ν(E) for n = N . We want to define ν(E) for

n = N + 1. Let I be the image of TN−1 and choose any basis for I. We split (E) into

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
TN−2−−−→ VN−1

TN−1−−−→ I → 0 (E1)

0→ I → VN
TN−−→ VN+1 → 0 (E2)

The determinant of (E) defined to be ν(E) := ν(E1)ν(E2)(−1)N−1
. It is not hard to see

that ν(E) is independent of the choice of basis for I.

Remark 10.2.1. 1. Let (E) be an exact sequence of R-vector spaces

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
Tn−1−−−→ Vn → 0 (E)
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We split (E) into two exact sequences (E1) and (E2) such that βα = Ti.

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
Ti−1−−−→ Vi

α−→ J → 0 (E1)

0→ J
β−→ Vi+1

Ti+1−−−→ ...
Tn−1−−−→ Vn → 0 (E2)

Then by a simple induction argument, we can show that ν(E) = ν(E1)ν(E2)(−1)i.

Let (E∗) be the dual sequence of (E) and let B∗i be the dual basis of Bi. Then it is not

hard to see that with respect to {B∗i } and {Bi}, ν(E∗) = ν(E)−1

2. Let (E) be the exact sequence of R-vector spaces

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ V2 → 0

For any section γ1 of T1 (i.e. T1γ1 = id on im(T1)), we can construct an isomorphism

θγ1 : V0 ⊕ V2 → V1 given by (x, y) 7→ T0(x) + γ1(y). Its inverse θ−1
γ1

: V1 → V0 ⊕

V2 is given by z 7→ (T−1
0 (z − γ1T1(z)), T1(z)). Then ν(E) = |det(θγ1)| where both

determinants are computed with respect to {Bi}. In particular, |det(θγ1)| does not

depend on the choice of γ1.

In fact, we can generalize this remark for exact sequences of any length.

Lemma 10.2.2. Let (E) be the following exact sequence of R-vector spaces

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
Tn−1−−−→ Vn → 0

and let Bi be an ordered basis for Vi. By a section of Ti, we mean a map γi : im(Ti) → Vi

such that Tiγi = id on im(Ti). Fix a collection of γi. Then there is an isomorphism

θ :
∏

i even

Vi →
∏
i odd

Vi

constructed from Ti and γi only. In addition, with respect to the bases Bi, ν(E) = |det(θ)|.

In particular, | det(θ)| does not depend on the choices of γi.
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Proof. We use induction on n. The base case when n = 2 is in remark 10.2.1. Without loss

of generality, suppose the lemma is true for n ≤ 2N for some N ≥ 1. We want to show it is

true for n = 2N + 1. Let I be the image for T2N−1. We have the following exact sequences

0→ V0
T0−→ V1

T1−→ ...
T2N−2−−−−→ V2N−1

T2N−1−−−−→ I → 0 (E1)

0→ I → V2N
T2N−−→ V2N+1 → 0 (E2)

By induction hypothesis, there are isomorphisms constructed using Ti and γi only

Ψ :

(
N−1∏
i=0

V2i

)
⊕ I →

N−1∏
i=0

V2i+1 and φ : I ⊕ V2N+1 → V2N

Therefore, we can construct the isomorphism θ in the following way :

(
N−1∏
i=0

V2i

)
⊕ V2N

φ−1

−−→

(
N−1∏
i=0

V2i

)
⊕ I ⊕ V2N+1

Ψ−→

(
N−1∏
i=0

V2i+1

)
⊕ V2N+1

Clearly, θ is constructed using Ti and γi only. The determinant of θ is given by

| det(θ)| = |det(Ψ)||det(φ)|−1 = ν(E1)ν(E2)−1 = ν(E)

Lemma 10.2.3. Consider the following commutative diagram

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 // A1

θ1
��

φA // A2

θ2
��

ψA // A3

θ3
��

// 0 (EA)

0 // B1

τ1
��

φB // B2

τ2
��

ψB // B3

τ3
��

// 0 (EB)

0 // C1

��

φC // C2

��

ψC // C3

��

// 0 (EC)

0 0 0

(E1) (E2) (E3)
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Let {ai, bi, ci}3i=1 be bases for {Ai, Bi, Ci}3i=1. Then with respect to these bases

ν(E2)

ν(E1)ν(E3)
=

ν(EB)

ν(EA)ν(EC)

Proof. By the definition of ν(EB), we have

∧ibi2 = ±ν(EB)−1(∧iφB(bi1)) ∧ (∧iψ−1
B (bi3)) (10.1)

Let M := (∧iφBθ1(ai1)) and N := (∧iφBτ−1
1 (ci1)). By the definition of ν(E1),

∧iφB(bi1) = ±ν(E1)−1(∧iφBθ1(ai1)) ∧ (∧iφBτ−1
1 (ci1)) = ±ν(E1)−1M ∧N (10.2)

Let P := (∧iψ−1
B θ3(ai3)) and Q := (∧iψ−1

B τ−1
3 (ci3)). By the definition of ν(E3),

∧iψ−1
B (bi3) = ±ν(E3)−1(∧iψ−1

B θ3(ai3)) ∧ (∧iψ−1
B τ−1

3 (ci3)) = ±ν(E3)−1P ∧Q (10.3)

Putting together (10.1), (10.2) and (10.3), we deduce

∧ibi2 = ±ν(EB)−1ν(E1)−1ν(E3)−1M ∧N ∧ P ∧Q (10.4)

Let M ′ := (∧iθ2φA(ai1)), N ′ := (∧iτ−1
2 φC(ci1)), P ′ := (∧iθ2ψ

−1
A (ai3)), Q′ := (∧iτ−1

2 ψ−1
C (ci3)).

By a similar argument, we have

∧ibi2 = ±ν(E2)−1ν(EA)−1ν(EC)−1M ′ ∧N ′ ∧ P ′ ∧Q′ (10.5)

From (10.4) and (10.5), it is enough to show

M ∧N ∧ P ∧Q = M ′ ∧N ′ ∧ P ′ ∧Q′

Indeed, we have M = M ′ since φBθ1 = θ2φA. Let x = N−N ′. As φBτ
−1
1 (ci1)−τ−1

2 φC(ci1) ∈

ker τ2 = im(θ2), we deduce x is a finite sum of wedge products such that each product has

a factor which is an element of im(θ2).
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Similarly, let y = P −P ′. As ψ−1
B θ3(ai3))− θ2ψ

−1
A (ai3) ∈ (kerψB) = (imφB) , y is a finite

sum of wedge products such that each product has a factor belonging to im(φB).

Since τ3ψB = ψCτ2, ψ−1
B τ−1

3 (ci3) − τ−1
2 ψ−1

C (ci3) is an element of ker(τ3ψB). As a vector

space, ker τ3ψB is spanned by kerψB = imφB and ψ−1
B ker(τ3) = ψ−1

B im(θ3). Therefore

Q−Q′ = (∧iψ−1
B τ−1

3 (ci3))− (∧iτ−1
2 ψ−1

C (ci3)) = z + t

where z and t are finite sums such that each summand of z (respectively t) has a factor

belonging to im(φB) (respectively ψ−1
B im(θ3)).

Claim: M ′ ∧ x ∧ P ′ = 0, M ∧N ∧ y = 0, M ∧N ∧ z = 0, P ∧ t = 0

Proof of Claim: Recall that M ′ = (∧iθ2φA(ai1)) and P ′ = (∧iθ2ψ
−1
A (ai3)). Clearly,

{θ2φA(ai1), θ2ψ
−1
A (ai3)} span im(θ2). As each summand of x has a factor belonging to im(θ2),

M ′ ∧ x ∧ P ′ = 0. The rest of the claim can be proved in a similar fashion. Finally,

M ∧N ∧ P ∧Q = M ∧N ∧ P ∧ (Q′ + z + t) = M ∧N ∧ P ∧Q′

= M ∧N ∧ (P ′ + y) ∧Q′ = M ∧N ∧ P ′ ∧Q′

= M ′ ∧ (N ′ + x) ∧ P ′ ∧Q′ = M ′ ∧N ′ ∧ P ′ ∧Q′

Proposition 10.2.4. Consider the following commutative diagram of R-vector spaces

0

��

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 // V0,0

T0,0 //

T ′0,0��

V0,1
T0,1 //

T ′0,1��

V0,2
//

T ′0,2��

· · · // V0,n
//

T ′0,n��

0 (R0)

0 // V1,0
T1,0 //

��

V1,1
T1,1 //

��

V1,2
//

��

· · · // V1,n
//

��

0 (R1)

...

��

...

��

...

��

. . .
...

��
0 // Vm,0

Tm,0 //

��

Vm,1
Tm,1 //

��

Vm,2 //

��

· · · // Vm,n //

��

0 (Rm)

0 0 0 0

(C0) (C1) (C2) (Cn)

(10.6)
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Let Bi,j be an ordered basis for Vi,j. Then with respect to the bases Bi,j,

n∏
i=0

ν(Ci)(−1)i =
m∏
i=0

ν(Ri)(−1)i (10.7)

Proof. Fix m, we shall prove (10.7) for all n using induction. It is true for n ≤ 2 by lemma

10.2.3. Suppose (10.7) is true for n ≤ N for some N ≥ 3, we want to show it is also true

for n = N + 1. For k ∈ {1, ..,m}, let Ik be the image of Tk,N−1. Let (R1
k) and (R2

k) be the

exact sequences

0→ Vk,0 → Vk,1 → ...→ Vk,N−1 → Ik → 0 (R1
k)

0→ Ik → Vk,N → Vk,N+1 → 0 (R2
k)

By induction, we can show that the sequence (I) below

0→ I0 → I1 → ...→ Im−1 → Im → 0 (I)

is exact. As a result, we can split diagram (10.6) into

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 // I0

//

��

V0,N
T0,1 //

��

V0,N+1

��

// 0 (R2
0)

0 // I1
//

��

V1,N
T1,1 //

��

V1,N+1
//

��

0 (R2
1)

...

��

...

��

...

��
0 // Im //

��

Vm,N
Tm,1 //

��

Vm,N+1
//

��

0 (R2
m)

0 0 0

(I) (CN ) (CN+1)
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0

��

0

��

0

��

0

��
0 // V0,0

T0,0 //

T ′0,0
��

V0,1
T0,1 //

T ′0,1
��

V0,2
//

T ′0,2
��

· · · // I0
//

T ′0,n
��

0 (R1
0)

0 // V1,0
T1,0 //

��

V1,1
T1,1 //

��

V1,2
//

��

· · · // I1
//

��

0 (R1
1)

...

��

...

��

...

��

. . .
...

��
0 // Vm,0

Tm,0 //

��

Vm,1
Tm,1 //

��

Vm,2 //

��

· · · // Im //

��

0 (R1
m)

0 0 0 0

(C0) (C1) (C2) (I)

By induction hypothesis, we have

N−1∏
i=0

ν(Ci)(−1)iν(I)(−1)N =
m∏
i=0

ν(R1
i )

(−1)i & ν(I)ν(CN )−1ν(CN+1) =
m∏
i=0

ν(R2
i )

(−1)i

Recall that ν(Ri) = ν(R1
i )ν(R2

i )
(−1)N−1

. Hence, we deduce

N+1∏
i=0

ν(Ci)(−1)i =
m∏
i=0

ν(Ri)(−1)i

That completes the induction step. Similarly, we can fix n and prove (10.7) for all m.

Therefore, the proposition is proved.

Corollary 10.2.5. Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows

0 // A1

θ1
��

φA // A2

θ2
��

ψA // A3

θ3
��

// 0 (EA)

0 // B1
φB // B2

ψB // B3
// 0 (EB)

Assume further that all the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Let {ai, bi}2i=1 be bases for

{Ai, Bi}2i=1 respectively. Then with respect to these bases

|det θ1||det θ3|
|det θ2|

=
ν(EA)

ν(EB)
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10.2.2 Orders of torsion subgroups

For a finitely generated abelian group M , we write Mf for the torsion free quotient group

M/Mtor. By an integral basis for M , we mean a Z-basis for Mf .

Lemma 10.2.6. Consider the following exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups

0→ A→ B
φ−→ C

ψ−→ D → E → 0 (10.8)

Assume A is finite. Then the orders of the torsion subgroups are related by

[A][Ctor]

[Btor][Dtor]
=

1

[cok(ψtor)]

Proof. We split the exact sequence (10.8) into

0→ A→ B → B/A→ 0 and 0→ B/A→ C → D → E → 0

Taking torsion yields

0→ A→ Btor → (B/A)tor and 0→ (B/A)tor → Ctor
ψtor−−→ Dtor → cok(ψtor)→ 0

Since A is finite, the map Btor → (B/A)tor is surjective and the lemma follows.

Lemma 10.2.7. Let (E) be an exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups

0→ A
φ−→ B

ψ−→ C → 0

and (E)R be the sequence obtained from (E) by tensoring with R. Then with respect to any

integral bases,

ν(E)R =
[Ator][Ctor]

[Btor]
= [cok(ψtor)] (10.9)

Proof. From remark 10.2.1, for any section γ of ψR, ν(E)R = |det θγ | with respect to integral

bases. As | det θγ | is independent of the choice of integral bases, we only need to show that

there exist a section γ of ψR and integral bases of A, B and C such that (10.9) holds.
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Consider the following commutative diagram

0 // Btor //

ψtor��

B

ψ
��

// Bf
ψf��

// 0

0 // Ctor // C // Cf // 0

The Snake lemma yields cok(ψf ) = 0 and the following exact sequence

0→ kerψtor → kerψ = im(φ)→ kerψf → cokψtor → 0

Therefore, [cokψtor] = [kerψf/im(φ)]. Since ψf : Bf → Cf is surjective and Cf is a free

abelian group, there exists a section γ : Cf → Bf of ψf and we have Bf = ker(ψf )⊕ γ(Cf ).

Take any integral basis {wi}si=1 for Cf . By the Smith Normal form, there are Z-bases

{ui}ri=1 for Af and {vi}ri=1 for kerψf such that φf (ui) = mivi where mi is a positive integer

for i = 1, .., r. Then {u1, ..., ur, w1, ..., ws} and {v1, ..., vr, γ(w1), ..., γ(ws)} form integral

bases for AR ⊕ CR and BR. Moreover, [kerψf/im(φ)] =
∏r
i=1 |mi|.

Let θγ : AR ⊕ CR → BR be given by θ(a, c) = ψ(a) + γ(c). Then with respect to the

above integral bases, det(θγ) =
∏r
i=1 |mi|. As a result,

ν(ER) = |det θγ | =
r∏
i=1

|mi| = [
kerψf
im(φ)

] = [cokψtor] =
[Ator][Ctor]

[Btor]

Proposition 10.2.8. Let (E) be an exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups

0→ A0 −→ A1 → ...→ An → 0

Then with respect to any integral bases,

ν(E)R =
n∏
i=0

[(Ai)tor]
(−1)i

Proof. The proof uses induction on n. The base case when n = 2 is lemma 10.2.7. The

induction step is similar to that of proposition 10.2.4.
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Corollary 10.2.9. Let (E) be an exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups

0→ A→ B
φ−→ C

ψ−→ D → E → 0

where A and E are finite groups. Then with respect to integral bases,

ν([0→ BR
φ−→ CR

ψ−→ DR → 0]) =
[Btor][Dtor]

[A][Ctor][E]
=

[cok(ψtor)]

[cokψ]

Proof. By proposition 10.2.8 and lemma 10.2.6, we have

ν([0→ BR
φ−→ CR

ψ−→ DR → 0]) = ν(ER)−1 =
[Btor][Dtor]

[A][Ctor][E]
=

[cok(ψtor)]

[cokψ]
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